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Features

Regulars

38  THE EDITOR ASKS
Guest ed Sam Mendes gets 

the world’s fi nest directors to share their 
secrets. Like Edgar and Joe Wright not 
actually being brothers. Who knew?!

48 ON SET OF SPECTRE
PART 1: MEXICO

The execution of a pre-credits sequence.
Guest-starring a giant skellington.
Probably named El Bonio.

52 THE EDITOR SHOOTS
Sam Mendes (our guest

editor, did we mention that before?)
shares his personal photos from the
Spectre shoot. The printable ones.

54 CHRISTOPH WALTZ
Shame we didn’t get Martin

Bashir to do this interview. Just so we
could headline it Waltz With Bashir.

58 ON SET OF SPECTRE PART
2: AUSTRIA

Alpine stunt mayhem! Guest-starring
a real-life ‘snow whisperer’. He shouts all
the time. (Think about it.)

62 BOND COCKTAILS
Seven boozy ways to celebrate

cinema’s booziest spy. Hic.

64 ON SET OF SPECTRE
PART 3: PINEWOOD

Back on the Bond series’ home turf.
Guest-starring a mystery MI6
graffiti artist. Named South-Banksy.

70 THE MI6 FILES
Interviewed: M, Q,

Moneypenny and Tanner. The hatstand
wasn’t available for comment.

72 BOND BY THE NUMBERS
We crunch the stats like 007

crashes the stunts. (Think that worked.
Move along now.)

74 DANIEL CRAIG &
SAM MENDES

The two main men of the single-
‘S’-word-title Bond duology in
sweary conversation.

93 RE.VIEW
Home ent round-up time: Arnie

gets terminated and both Amy’s Schumer
and Winehouse put in a showing.

94 THE VIEWING GUIDE
Did you know: Jurassic Park

was originally going to be a porn parody
called Jurassic Pork? True story.

114 CLASSIC SCENE
Ben Stiller goes full

cognitive disability, in Idiot Actor

Jungle Adventure.

86 AMERICAN BEAUTY’S
16th BIRTHDAY

Our boss-for-an-issue’s (in case that
wasn’t clear) movie debut hits the age of
consent this year. Appropriately, all the
main players consented to an interview
with Empire. Except the dead bird.

Here: A well-dressed spy, yesterday. 

Below: A young lady, dream-bathing, 

16 years ago.
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viewa app from
the App Store or
Google Play.

2 Hold your phone or tablet
over the page where you see
the viewa logo and watch
the content come to life.

80 CHRIS CORBOULD
Mr. Boombastic, SFX-tastic:

meet the genius behind the Bond series’
practical magic.

28 BRIDGE OF SPIES ★★★★★

30   A PIGEON SAT ON A BRANCH   
 REFLECTING ON EXISTENCE   
 ★★★★★

 5 TO 7 ★★★★★

31 SLEEPING WITH OTHER PEOPLE   
 ★★★★★

32 CRIMSON PEAK ★★★★★ 

34 THE PROGRAM ★★★★★

 STATION TO STATION ★★★★★

 99 HOMES ★★★★★

 HE NAMED ME MALALA ★★★★★

36  ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING   
 ★★★★★

 NOW ADD HONEY ★★★★★

 NO ESCAPE ★★★★★

 BURNT ★★★★★

37  BLACK MASS ★★★★★

ALSO OUT
  FREEHELD, SPECTRE, THE HUNGER  
 GAMES: MOCKINGJAY — PART 2,   
 CREED, IN THE HEART OF THE SEA

12  PREMIERE
All your movie-news needs 

jammed into one jar. Jon Favreau 
becomes king of the Swingers with The 

Jungle Book, Léa Seydoux haunts 
Spectre and Stan Lee’s new memoir!

20 TOO MUCH 
INFORMATION: 

JUDI DENCH
TMI on the M who was KIA in 
SKY(fall). 

USE VIEWA HERE! SCAN 
PAGE FOR THE EMPIRE HUB!
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THINK IT WOULD BE FUN TO RUN 
a newspaper,” says Charles Foster Kane. 
Well, this is the closest I’ll ever get, and 
on the basis of the last few months, I 
think he might have been right.

Working with Empire on this special 
edition of their splendid magazine has 
been a really enjoyable two-way process. 
Ian, Chris, Dan, Adam, Debi and the 
team dropped by our offi ces in Neal 
Street and made it all very easy. We then 
welcomed them behind the normally 
closed doors of the 007 set, and revealed 
the odd secret or two; and they in turn 
have accompanied the Spectre team on 
our journey around the globe. In this 
edition you will fi nd reports from the 
front line — from Mexico City (the most 
exciting time I’ve ever had on a movie 
set), The Alps, London, and, naturally, 
Pinewood. You will fi nd interviews with, 
amongst others, the remarkable 
Christoph Waltz, the lovely and talented 
Léa Seydoux, the head of special effects 

Chris Corbould (the kind of person who 
ACTUALLY makes a Bond movie) and, 
of course, with 007 himself, my old 
friend, the battered, bruised and brilliant 
Daniel Craig. 

On top of that I’ve been given full 
licence to channel my inner nerd, and 
ask all my director friends the questions 
that I REALLY want to have the 
answers to. Never mind about shot 
selection and story-boarding, what about 
how many cups of coffee you drink per 
day, or what you always carry in your 
pockets? I challenge you not to laugh at 
some of their answers (step forward, 
Alexander Payne), and be struck by 
some brilliant insights. Frankly, in the 
presence of Spielberg, Nolan, Coppola, 
Fincher, Soderbergh, Ang Lee and all the 
rest, I’m just a fan, like most of you.

Then there is a little trip down 
memory lane. I can’t believe that 
American Beauty was 16 years ago. 
But it is very nice to have an excuse to 
hear from all those who lived through 
that extraordinary experience with me 
during the closing months of the 20th 
century, and to know that it remains a 

golden memory for them as well. 
But ultimately this edition is centred 

’round Bond, and as I write this, I’m 
putting the fi nal touches to Spectre, 
and readying the movie for release. 
For those of you who believe (as I do) 
that James Bond is one of the greatest 
of all contemporary mythologies, there 
is hopefully plenty to excite your 
interest ahead of the release of the 
movie on November 12, when you 
will be able to see the movie at your 
local cinema.

It’s been said before that Bond 
belongs to everyone... So what better 
place to encounter the fi rst sighting of 
many of these stories, people and images 
than in a magazine for true movie fans, 
written by true movie fans? A magazine 
for everyone. I hope you enjoy it.

GUEST EDITOR 
SAM MENDES
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Comment
LETTERof theMONTH READER V BATMAN V 

SUPERMAN
Batman V Superman: Dawn Of Justice is a 
movie we all want to succeed. But really, 
nothing about this movie can garner my 
excitement. I’m not talking about Ben 
Affl eck (I’ve gotten over that) or Gal Gadot 
(you don’t even know who she is), it’s that 
this movie is the supposed quasi-sequel to 
a depressingly generic movie that 
completely missed the point of Superman. 
They say they will address what made 
Man Of Steel so divisive, but they’re acting 
like it was their plan all along. They call it 
‘expansion’, I call it ‘damage control with 
all the integrity of a rebound relationship’.
WYATT O’HANLON, VIA EMAIL

Oooh, that’s A Superman-heatray-vision 
level burn! As always, we reserve 
judgment until we hit the cinema…

CAMEOS: THE GIFT THAT 
KEEPS ON GIVING
Your article on movie cameos (‘15 
Smartest Cameos, Empire #176) shows 
that the right cameo is a true art form. It’s 
like getting a birthday surprise and it’s 
something that you actually like. There 
was two cameos that should’ve made your 
list that didn’t: Neil Patrick Harris in 
Harold And Kumar Go To White Castle and 
Sam Kinison in Back To School.
MITCHELL HALL, ASQUITH, NSW

Two very fi ne suggestions, Mitchell. 
We’ll add two too: Tom Cruise in Tropic 
Thunder and John Hurt in Spaceballs.

RAIDERS OF THE LOST 
EMPIRE MAGAZINE
For years (six to be exact) I’ve been an 
avid fan of fi lms and the magazine that 
won my heart over, Empire. Over the past 
six years we’ve been on some ups (the rise 
of Marvel), some downs (the realisation 
our favourite movies won’t get sequels, 
Dredd I’m looking at you) and some 

downright ugly (Sharknado — need I say 
more?). But the one thing that hasn’t 
changed is the quality of the magazine. 
Here lies my problem: over the last six 
years there has been a few moments 
where I’ve had to put Empire to the side 
and I’ve missed quite a few essential 
issues (issue 100, to be precise). So what 
I’m asking is that would you be the one to 
fi ll the void? (And potentially the other 
three voids that I haven’t fi lled yet either). 
Will you be able to fi re up the DeLorean 
one last time for an avid reader? Would 
you risk yourself for someone you’ve 
never met? You will be rewarded with gold 
if you should go through with the deal, my 
dear Empire.
DANIEL WILKINSON, NEW ZEALAND

We love gooooold! Thanks for sharing 
the journey with us, Daniel. The closest 
we have to a DeLorean is a website 
where you can pick up back issues 
(https://www.magshop.com.au/
empire-back-issues). Great Scott!

HEY EMPIRE, YOU MISSED 
A STAR…
I just saw Ex Machina and I was shocked 
that you only rated it four stars! I feel that 
it deserves no less than fi ve stars — it was 
faultless, from the beginning, to the dance 
scene, through to the end. The 
performances were stellar, particularly 
Alicia Vikander — the innocence she 
projected, as well as the way she moved 
was amazing. Furthermore, it gains the all 
important fi fth star because of the 
questions the fi lm raises — about 
consciousness, and what it means to be 
human. Even days later, I am still dwelling 
on the questions that the fi lm raises.
JASON LUKE, BALWYN, VIC

Thanks for sharing your thoughts on Ex 
Machina, Jason — we reckon it’s one of 
the most underrated fi lms of recent 
memory. Reader: see it if you haven’t!

EMPIRE GETS SMERSHED
Your test to fi nd out which secret agency people belong to 
(Empire #175, page 73), left out one, one which some 
James Bond fans would have picked upon: SMERSH, an 
acronym for Spetsyalnye MEtody Razoblacheniya 
SHpyonov (phew!), meaning Special Methods of Spying 
Detection (double phew!!). Headed by Director of 
Operations Rosa Klebb, she of the pointy shoes, in From 
Russia With Love! Or perhaps YOU are members SMERSH 
and do not want to be discovered lest you be eliminated by 

Bond, James Bond. Oh, and I took the test and I 
am a member of U.N.C.L.E.
JOHN WALLIS, VIA EMAIL 

Nup. We’re secret members of EMPIRE 
(Especially Manly Pirates Idiotically 
Raising Eels — raising eels is tough work!)

Every letter printed this month 
scores a DVD of Far From The 
Madding Crowd, out on Blu-ray, 
DVD and Digital HD, November 11. 

CONTACT US VIA: 
EMPIRE MAGAZINE, LEVEL 9, 54 PARK STREET, SYDNEY, NSW 2000 / 

EMPIRE@BAUER-MEDIA.COM.AU /

@EMPIREMAGAZINE (#EMPIREAUST) / FB.COM/EMPIREAUST
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SPINEQUOTE
HONOURROLE

INTHEOFFICETHISMONTH

THE FORCE AWAKENS EARLY
Firstly, just wanted to say I’m a long, long,
LONG-time reader (subscriber since early
’90s in the UK and ever since I emigrated
to these fair shores eight years ago), but
this is the first time I’ve been compelled
to write in. What piqued my interest so
much that I put electronic pen to
electronic paper? The little nugget of
information you dropped into the end of
your article on Star Wars: The Force
Awakens… namely the release date. I
want to know why we in Australia are
considered privileged enough to see this
masterpiece (safe assumption I feel) a
day earlier than the US and the UK?
Taking the time difference into
consideration, that’s almost two days
before parts of America! Thank you for
holding Star Wars in equal high regard as
myself and I look forward to another
20-plus years of brilliant reading!
JEREMY COLE, VIA EMAIL

Simple answer for that one, Jeremy — in
Australia movies open on Thursdays; in
the US it’s Fridays. And: thank you for
your patronage, good Sir!

EMPIRE: BIG TEASES
After receiving the brand new The Force
Awakens issue of Empire, I was pumped
for an in-detail, fully exclusive look at
what you’d call the most anticipated
fi lm… ever. But I was stumped at the lack
of large detail. Sure, I enjoyed the
three-part interview with Abrams,
Kasdan and Kennedy, and the fresh pics,

but I thought there would be more. If
Empire’s plan was to tease Star Wars
stuff and only deliver a simple discussion
as to not spoil a thing about the film,
then congratulations.
CHRISTOPHER SPENCER, VIA EMAIL

We could say more, but then Darth
Vader would Force-choke the lot of us…

BACK IN TIME
I am only 13 but have loved Back To The 
Future since the dawn of time. It is a
great trilogy and timeless classic (pun
intended). When issue #173 came and I 
saw BTTF sitting at #17 in the Top 300
best movies list, I was thrilled. Nice work!
ZAC FAHEY, VIA EMAIL

The dawn of time?! Pretty impressive.“You wanted to
tussle. We
tussled.”

#176

THE FILM
Out Of Sight
(1998)

THE CONNECTION
The movie starred
former Batman
George Clooney.

THE WINNER
Alice Davies,
via email

THE REWARD
An Empire cap for
you! Send answers

to empire@
bauer-media

.com.au

TWEET US!

Augh new Damon/
Greengrass 

Bourne fi lm, I am 
more excited than 
I can adequately 

express! 
Tall Scary Feelings

@MattyD47 

Beautiful 
@EmpireAust TV 
cover featuring 

@GroovyBruce in 
#AshvsEvilDead!   
Michael P. Shipley
@michaelpshipley

Here at Empire, one of the great perks of the job is getting free (usually 
zombie-related) stuff. This month we were the lucky recipients of a ‘brain 
cake’ sent to celebrate iZombie S2 on Stan, which we promptly devoured.
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E
ITHER SIDE OF HER
breakthrough role in Blue Is

The Warmest Colour, Léa
Seydoux has a number of
Hollywood blockbusters to

her name — Mission: Impossible —

Ghost Protocol, Robin Hood and The

Grand Budapest Hotel, to name but
three. But those were small roles, teasing
glimpses of what the 30-year-old French
actress could do. Spectre will give her the
chance to really shine. “It’s my first big
part in English,” says Seydoux. “I really
enjoy it. It’s easier to express your
feelings with English.”

As Madeleine Swann, seemingly the
daughter of Mr. White, Seydoux won’t
lack for feelings to express. She’s key to
unlocking both plot (“I have
information”) and Bond’s heart, as the
duo embark on a relationship that
“starts very cold, and at the end it’s very
hot”. Mirroring the film’s journey, from
Austria to Morocco, then? Seydoux
laughs. “It’s a metaphor...” CHRIS HEWITT

SPECTRE IS OUT ON NOVEMBER 12.

LÉA SEYDOUX: THE KEY TO 
UNLOCKING SPECTRE…

MISS KISS 
KISS BANG 
BANG 

THE  FACE
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I
REMEMBER HAVING 

dreams about these characters 

when I was little,” says Jon 

Favreau of the Disney animated 

classic, The Jungle Book. “I grew 

up with the fi lm.” 

When Favreau came on board the 

latest instalment of the Disney Live-

Action Animation Adaptation Cinematic 

Universe (the DLAAACU), all he needed 

was the bare necessities. In this case, just 

newcomer Neel Sethi as Mowgli, the boy 

who’s raised by various animals in the 

Indian jungle. Sethi is essentially the 

only live-action element here. Everything 

else, from the likes of Bill Murray and 

Scarlett Johansson as the animals to the 

lush environments, will be CG. “I felt 

Avatar was a game changer,” explains 

Favreau. “Then it seemed like nobody 

used that technique again.” Until now...

Favreau has had the exceedingly 

good taste to add a little Kipling, 

although he mainly wanted to evoke the 

1967 movie. “I wanted to make sure that 

whatever images were looming in my 

memory, I captured them,” he says. “Kaa 

the hypnotising snake, the boy fl oating 

down the river, some of the music also…”

Ah, the music. Favreau’s fi lm is not a 

musical but it will have music, some of it 

new. “We had Richard Sherman [who 

co-wrote most of the 1967 songs with his 

late brother, Robert] come in and update 

some of the songs and lyrics.” And yes, 

Bill Murray’s Baloo will sing The Bear 

Necessities. “Bill loves to sing, he’s 

funny,” says Favreau. “He’s everything 

you’d hoped for.” CH

 THE JUNGLE BOOK IS OUT ON APRIL 14, 2016.

JON FAVREAU WELCOMES US
TO YOU-KNOW-WHERE

FIRST  LOOK  EXCLUSIVE

THE
JUNGLE
BOOK
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BrettGoldstein
Brett Goldstein is many things: a very funny 
stand-up, an actor (you may have seen him in 
Derek), a writer, and now a superhero. He stars 
in and co-writes the lovely Britcom, SuperBob. 
We caught up with him on a morning off from 
his Edinburgh Fringe show, Burning Man.

Where did SuperBob come from?
Five years ago Jon Drever [director] had an idea
— “Just because you’re the world’s greatest
surgeon doesn’t mean you’re any good at parties.”
We pushed that further: what if it was a
superhero? Then we made a short film, it came
out well, and we spent a long time developing
the feature.

Why make it about a hero’s day off?
We wanted to see something you hadn’t seen in a
superhero film, not make a film where it’s just
things hitting each other. Having a day off is a
naturally funny idea. I’d love to see Iron Man’s
day off.

When did you start doing stand-up?
I’ve always written stories. I started acting and
all people would see me for was The Bill, so I
would write plays I would put myself in. I always
wanted to do stand-up and thought, “Fuck it,
I’m not getting any younger.” All three feed into
each other.

Your Twitter bio says, “Anything to avoid a
dinner party.” Why?
People say, “You’re brave to do stand-up.” But
you go to dinner parties! Sitting around a table
with people, like a group job interview? That’s
terrifying. I’ve never been to one, though. CH

SUPERBOB IS OUT IN 2016.

P
SYCHOPATHS ARE THE
best actors in the world,”
says Nicholas Hoult.
Thankfully, this isn’t a
confession. Instead, Hoult is

simply playing a psycho in Owen Harris’s
Kill Your Friends. As Steven Stelfox, the
antihero A&R man at a record company
during the Britpop boom of ’97, Hoult
gets enough blood, piss and cocaine on
his hands to last a lifetime.

“The easy pitch is American Psycho

in the music biz,” says producer Gregor
Cameron. Not that Stelfox is simply a
British version of Christian Bale’s iconic
serial killer. “There’s a fear and
desperation that marks Stelfox apart
from your Patrick Batemans,” says
Hoult. So more like a sociopathic Simon
Cowell? “Yeah — there’s been times I’ll
say a line, and feel that Cowell smirk
creeping across my face. Stelfox is a
tricky, twisted, toe-curling character, but

hopefully you’ll be rooting for him.”
The film is based on the novel of the

same name by Scottish writer John
Niven, loosely inspired by his own time
in the record biz. Niven likens it to
Coppola’s frazzled experience on
Apocalypse Now. “We were young, had
too much money,” he says. “Little by
little, we all went insane.”

Today, at the Electric Ballroom
in North London, insanity is evident.
On the dancefloor, 500 extras are raring
for a bout of rehearsed hedonism.
On the balcony, Hoult sneers down,
looking like Satan in Gucci loafers.
Strobes flash, and a techno track — a
tune from Stelfox’s latest signing, DJ
Rudi — fills the room. “Killer tune, this,”
says Hoult between takes. “It’s called
Why Don’t You Suck My Fucking Dick...”
SIMON CROOK

KILL YOUR FRIENDS IS OUT LATER THIS YEAR.

NICHOLAS HOULT ON CREATING A NEW SCREEN
MONSTER IN KILL YOUR FRIENDS...

BRITISH PSYCHO

INTRODUCING...

ON-SET EXCLUSIVE

Owen Harris coaches Nicholas Hoult on how 

to be a right nasty piece of work. 

Below: Submarine’s Craig Roberts as Darren.
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I loved the costumes in Set Fire To The Stars,
which is set in 1950s New York. There’s
something so transportive about period

costumes. I really enjoyed wearing braces
and bow ties every day.

Lord Of The Rings. I decided to
do my own tape. We shot it in

my house and in the woods.
Peter Jackson later said,

“I could tell that you were
really passionate about it.”

That validation was it for me.

Nothing really
stands up against

New Zealand.
Drive along the

west coast, from
near Nelson
in the South
Island, along

Queenstown. You
pass a glacier.

Incredible but...

Kindergarten Cop. Ivan
Reitman’s comment was,
“You were acting.” For
a nine-year-old, that
was the worst thing you
could say. It profoundly
bummed me out.

... On Fellowship,
there was a
scene where
we were in
effectively a
mountain run-off
lake. It brought
my core body
temperature
down. I turned
a shade of blue.

On The Faculty, all the clothes were provided
by Tommy Hilfiger. I had never experienced
that before. It didn’t really fucking matter, but
I remember being crestfallen. “We’re product
placement in this movie!”

On The Ice Storm, Ang Lee didn’t speak great
English at the time. His directions were

not specific, but I remember getting
more of a sense of what he wanted. I

loved it. It gave me enough to have
a sense of where I needed to go.

I’ve had directions where it’s been, “What
the fuck is he talking about?” Luckily I’ve
not worked with any complete dunces! CH

COOTIES IS OUT ON NOVEMBER 18 ON
BLU-RAY, DVD AND DIGITAL.

On Wilfred season one, I was walking to
lunch and it hit me that whether it’s DJing, or
starting a production company, or working on
this show, it had all come together. “Oh fuck,

I’m doing everything.” I couldn’t have been
more humbled. I know I’ll never forget that.

I don’t dwell on bad moments. Bad things
happen and I move beyond them. I could
look at periods of time where I wasn’t
working as solidly, but they oddly were
perfectly timed to allow me the time to
work on myself as a person.

BEST OF TIMES/WORST OF TIMES
ELIJAH WOOD

ELIJAH WOOD TALKS BAD AUDITIONS, GLACIERS AND TURNING BLUE

After he wrote them into The Bad 
Education Movie, Jack Whitehall 
became the reluctant owner of 

some Rolf Harris paintings.

Thing we did not expect to fi nd 
in Sam Mendes’s offi ce? This pic 

of Vinnie Jones squeezing 
Paul Gascoigne’s crackers.

Before breaking out as an actor, 
Danny Huston co-directed 

1985’s Santa Claus: The Making 
Of The Movie. 

Ant-Man star Michael Peña lost his 
luggage when he went to the UK 
recently. Perhaps he should have 

checked his trouser pockets.
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So, Sleeping With Other People is based
on real life experiences…
I have a guy friend I was very close with,
who was not nearly as charming as Jason
Sudeikis [laughs], and we were friends,
and he knew me way more than my
romantic partners knew me. Everyone
thought we were something more, even
to this day people think that we dated. 
And I also had a brief fl ing with a guy 
who was with someone, and that really 
made me feel bad. I fi nd it interesting 
that I’m rarely experiencing it while it’s 
happening; it’s much more after the fact 
that I create these little stories that I 
can feel all of those things and share it 
with people.

Do you consider the fi lm a good 
date movie?
I think what’s funny about the movie is 
that even though it’s a romantic 
comedy, I don’t think it’s a date movie. 
It’s the kind of movie you’ll watch with 
your partner and I think you’ll know 
exactly where you’re at in your 

relationship — people will be like “we
need to break up”, or “we need to stay 
together and get married.”  

Tell us about the rather explicit ‘bottle 
scene’ where Jake (Jason Sudeikis) 
demonstrates to Lainey (Alison Brie) how 
to pleasure a woman…
I think the bottle scene is so educational. 
It’s not just fun, you’re also learning 
something. [Laughs] 

Was it hard for Jason and Alison to keep 
a straight face while fi lming? 
I don’t approach it like it’s a comedy; I 

treat it as if  its really happening to the 
character. Obviously Jason is a very 

funny person and Alison is a very 
funny person, but they took it 
very seriously. They’re not trying 
to make each other laugh 
— they’re making the audience 
laugh, because of the way 
they’re talking about it so 
seriously. The key is to take the 
comedic scenes seriously. •

G
E

T
T
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How was it having Will Ferrell and Adam
McKay produce the fi lm?
They’re ideal producers in that they’re 
hands off until they need to be hands on, 
if that makes sense. They let me do my 
thing, then come in and support me when 
things are really diffi cult, like when I want 
to get an actor cast or need advice on how 
to end the fi lm in the script stage. It’s a 
really great working relationship because 
you get access to these geniuses. Working 
with people like that who treat me like an 
equal is strange because they’re my heroes. 
It’s a weird dream come true — I try to 
play it cool, but it’s hard. 

Is it hard to keep rom-coms fresh?
The tropes of the genre are all that bad 
— I think they’re there for a reason and I 
think it’s really all about how you use 
them. Roger Corman said that comedy is 
the hardest genre of all because you’ll 
know right away if you succeeded or not.

 
 SLEEPING WITH OTHER PEOPLE IS OUT NOW AND 
 IS REVIEWED ON PAGE 31.

MOVE OVER AMY SCHUMER: DIRECTOR LESLYE HEADLAND
BRINGS HER OWN ‘BASED ON REAL LIFE’ BLUE ROM-COM 
TO AUDIENCES IN SLEEPING WITH OTHER PEOPLE…

GENERATION SEX
Below: writer-director 

Leslye Headland.

Top: Jason Sudeikis and 

Alison Brie have a spin.

Top right: the infamous 

‘bottle scene’.
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HENRY V (1989)

“I think you’re a 
sexist, misogynist 

dinosaur.”

 “Christ, I miss  
the Cold War.”“Knowing who to 

trust is everything 
in this business.”

HER GREATEST M QUOTES  “I f *@ked this 
up, didn’t I?”

too 
much 

information

JUDI DENCH
 

PAY ATTENTION, 007 FANS.  
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO  

KNOW ABOUT THE  
DEAR, DEPARTED M

100%

DOOGAL (2006)

8%   

BEST AND 
WORST ON ROTTEN  

TOMATOES

CASINO ROYALE

GOLDENEYE

SKYFALL

DIE ANOTHER DAY
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She owned a 
racehorse called 
Smokey Oakey, 

who once won 
the Lincoln 
Handicap at 

Doncaster. He’s 
now retired. 

Fancy a brisk walk? 
Head to Dame Judi 
Dench Walk, along 

a section of the 
River Ouse in York. 

THE BAFTA QUEEN
Dame Judi has been nominated for 26

Baftas, and has won 11 awards.

ECOMING M: “MY HUSBAND WAS ACTUALLY VERY KEEN THAT I WOULD BECOME A BOND GIRL.”

Skyfall

Best and worst US Box Office
(adjusted for inflation)

Jack&Sarah
$218,626

She performed the theme song for 
A Fine Romance, the sitcom she 
made with her late husband, 
Michael Williams, in the 1980s.

• 
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• According to
cockneyrhymingslang.co.uk,
Judi Dench means ‘stench’.

• Became a Dame in 1988.

• She wrote a
memoir, And
vFurthermor
in 2012. 

TRIVIA

HER AGE WHEN SHE
RECEIVED HER FIRST
OSCAR NOMINATION,

FOR MRS. BROWN

HEIGHT

NUMBER OF HOURS SHE 
SLEEPS IN A NIGHT

HER SCREEN TIME IN 
MINUTES IN 

SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE, 
FOR WHICH SHE WON AN 

OSCAR

TRIVIA
1966: Most Promising 

Newcomer to Leading 

Film Roles, Four In 

The Morning  

1968: Best Actress (TV), 

Talking To A Stranger

1982: Best Actress (TV), 

A Fine Romance, 

BBC2 Playhouse, The 

Cherry Orchard

1985: Best Light 

Entertainment Performance 

(TV), A Fine Romance

1987: Best Supporting 

Actress, A Room With 

A View

1989: Best Supporting 

Actress, A Handful Of Dust

1998: Best Actress, 

Mrs. Brown

1999: Best Supporting 

Actress, Shakespeare 

In Love

2001: Best Actress (TV), 

The Last Of The Blonde 

Bombshells

2002: Best Actress, Iris

AND Academy Fellowship

DAME JUDI 
BY NUMBERS
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EMPIRE SPOKE TO COMIC BOOK LEGEND STAN LEE ABOUT HIS NEW GRAPHIC NOVEL AMAZING 
FANTASTIC INCREDIBLE: A MARVELOUS MEMOIR — HERE ARE 10 CHOICE THINGS WE LEARNED…

ALL ACCORDING TO STAN
MEMOIR

1 HE’S HAD THE U.S. SECRET SERVICE PULL
GUNS ON HIM

During the Jimmy Carter administration,
Stan visited the White House with some
actors dressed as Marvel characters. All
was peachy, until the berk dressed as the
Green Goblin decided to scare the bejesus
out of Carter’s daughter Amy by staying
in character. “That was so scary!”
recounts Stan the man. “They didn’t
know who this strangely dressed person
was. He was approaching this girl so
menacingly, they didn’t know what to do!
They couldn’t afford to take any chances
so they pulled their guns on us!”

2 HE LOVES DOING MARVEL MOVIE CAMEOS 
— UNLESS HE HAS TO DRESS AS HIMSELF

“Each one of them is so much fun,” 
enthuses Stan. “The only thing that’s 
surprising is sometimes I show up to set 
and I’m told to go to wardrobe, and I 

might be wearing jeans and a white
T-shirt and white sneakers, and the person
in wardrobe says, ‘We want you to put on
these jeans, and this white T-shirt and
these white sneakers.’ And I say ‘I’m
already wearing that!’ ‘Doesn’t matter,
you have to wear ours!’” Expect to see
him in Captain America: Civil War,
Deadpool and X-Men: Apocalypse, too:
“Yeah I’ll be doing those! I did a great
one for X-Men: Apocalypse with a guest
star, but I can’t tell you who it is.” Cryptic.

3 HE RECKONS SPIDER-MAN CAN SURVIVE 
ANOTHER CINEMATIC INCARNATION

Stan hasn’t seen the look of the new 
Spider-Man (played by Tom Holland), 
but he’s confi dent the latest take will 
work. “I think the [Spider-Man] 
characters are strong, the readers love 
them, the movie goers love them,” he says. 
“As long as we can keep up the good 

stories, why should the interest be any 
less?” He’s also disappointed we never got 
to see James Cameron’s nixed Spider-Man 
movie in the ’90s. “He sent me a 50 page 
treatment, and I tell you, it was wonderful 
— it would’ve been a big hit.”

4 SPIDER-MAN ALMOST DIDN’T HAPPEN
Back in 1962, Stan Lee’s proposal 

for Spider-Man was unceremoniously 
shot down by publisher Martin 
Goodman. “I told him about a new 
character called ‘Spider-Man’, and I 
wanted him to be a teenager with a lot of 
personal problems,” recounts Stan. “And 
he said ‘Stan, that’s the worst idea I’ve 
ever heard. Don’t you realise people hate 
spiders? You can’t call a hero Spider-Man. 
And you want him to be a teenager? Stan, 
teenagers can only be sidekicks. And you 
want him to have personal problems? He’s 
supposed to be a superhero!’ So as you 
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can gather, he wasn’t enthusiastic about 
my idea. We were killing the magazine 
called Amazing Fantasy, and when you 
kill a magazine, nobody cares what you 
put in the fi nal issue. I put Spider-Man in 
there and featured him on the cover, and 
the sales came in and it was our 
best-selling book that month. So my 
publisher ran in and said ‘Stan, do you 
remember that character of yours, 
Spider-Man, that we both liked so much? 
Why don’t you do a series about him?’ 
And that is exactly how it happened.”

5 BATMAN CREATOR BOB KANE LIKED TO BIG 
NOTE HIMSELF

Little known fact: Stan was pals with 
Batman creator Bob Kane. “Bob and I 
went back a long way,” says Stan. “He 
was very conceited about Batman; he 
used to rip me about Batman. He’d say
‘See! I’ve got Batman at the movies, he’s a
big hit, and none of yours are movies yet!’
We went out for dinner often, and the
minute the waiter would come over he
would say ‘Do you know who I am? I
created Batman!’ I’d be so embarrassed
that I’d want to crawl under the table. But
that was Bob for you!”

6 PAUL MCCARTNEY WANTED STAN TO MAKE 
A COMIC BOOK FOR HIM

Back in his Wings days, Paul McCartney 
made Stan an interesting proposition. 
“He wanted to start a group for his wife 
called ‘Suzy & The Red Stripes’, and he 
wanted me to do a comic book based on 
that to promote it! So we got friendly, I 
went to his house. It was very funny, 
behind the gates there was a Rolls Royce 
and also a little Morris Minor. It looked 
as if the Rolls Royce had had a baby.”

7 HE USED TO HANG OUT WITH KISS
“When KISS started, Gene 

Simmons came to my offi ce dressed the 
way he dresses and said ‘Do you think 
this is gonna catch on with the public?’,” 
says Stan. “I said ‘You look ridiculous!’ 
Shows how much I know! [laughs] One 
time they decided to put KISS blood in
the ink at the printing plant so that when
the KISS comic book was printed, every
issue would have a little bit of KISS
blood. They took me to the plant where
they stood over the vat of red paint and
each KISS member stuck a needle in their
finger and let a few drops of blood fall in!
I’ve been involved with some crazy stuff.”

8 STAN CAN OFFICIATE YOUR WEDDING
Stan offi ciated Comic Book Guy’s 

wedding on The Simpsons, and he can do 
it for you, too. “I do that often. When I 
moved to LA I found a little religion 
called the Universal Life Church, and for 
$25 you could become a minister and 
perform weddings. So I paid the $25 and 
now I’m a Universal Life Minister! So if  
you ever want to get married or divorced 
or anything like that, then come to me!”

9 HE’S AWARE PEOPLE COSPLAY AS HIM AT 
COMIC BOOK CONVENTIONS

“That is the funniest thing,” laughs Stan. 
“They’re usually kids, and the father will 
say ‘Look at how I dressed up little 
Johnny!’ He’ll show me how he sprayed 
his kid’s hair grey and put a phony 
moustache on and glasses… I don’t know 
whether to be complimented or annoyed!”

10 IF THEY MAKE A MOVIE OUT OF THE 
MEMOIR, HE WANTS IN

“Who’d play me? Gee, I dunno,” muses 
Stan. “Errol Flynn isn’t around anymore, 
so that rules him out. And I’d have to 
have a cameo. They better hurry up and 
make it while I’m still around!” [laughs]

 AMAZING FANTASTIC INCREDIBLE: A MARVELOUS 
 MEMOIR BY STAN LEE, PETER DAVID AND 
 COLLEEN DORAN IS OUT NOVEMBER 3 THROUGH 
 SIMON & SCHUSTER.

“Bob Kane would rip me: ‘Batman is 
a hit and none of yours are movies!’”

Top left: Stan details the 

creation of Ant-Man. 

Top middle:  Stan’s fi rst 

comic book writing job 

was a two-page Captain 

America tale. 

Top right: An excitable 

Stan details his new idea: 

a little character called 

‘Spider-Man’…
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GOLD PASS
NOW, THAT’S ACCESS, 007!

AND THIS, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, IS HOW FILM  
stills are created. It’s also proof that fi lm sets are decidedly 

unprivate places, as Sean Connery and a gold-painted Shirley 

Eaton know all too well on the set of Goldfi nger in 1964. 

Shenshational. DM  

CLASSIC  PIC
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*Academy Award® Winner, Actor In A Leading Role, Leaving Las Vegas, 1995. ‘ACADEMY AWARD®’ is the registered trademark and service mark of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
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Bridge Of Spies
★★★★

OUT NOW / RATED M / 141 MINS. 

DIRECTOR Steven Spielberg
CAST Tom Hanks, Mark Rylance, 
Amy Ryan, Austin Stowell

PLOT In 1957, with the Cold War in full 
swing, artist Rudolf Abel (Rylance) is 
arrested on spying charges. Keen to 
show due process, the American 
government lines up James Donovan 
(Hanks) to defend him. Later, when U-2 
pilot Francis Gary Powers (Stowell) 
crash-lands in Soviet Russia, Donovan 
and Abel become key to his release.

INSURANCE LAWYER JAMES 
Donovan, who unexpectedly became a big 
hat in the Cold War, could best be 
described as the Tom Hanks type. You 
know, the stalwart American: smart, 
decent, morally courageous, a brilliant 
man who plays the fool, with a smile for 
every kind of weather. When stirred, and 
this absorbing account of his exploits does 
plenty of stirring, that smile turns to steel. 
He is Atticus Finch attempting George 
Smiley, a straight shooter stalking a land 
of riddles. Sensibly, then, Steven Spielberg 
has cast Tom Hanks to play him. 

The pleasingly unpredictable 
latter-career Spielberg has chosen to follow 
his magnificent rumination on the 
greatness of Lincoln with another 
category-resistant historical reenactment. 
Genre-wise, Bridge Of Spies (a reference to 
the Glienicke Bridge, where spy-swaps are 
made in shivering pre-dawn Berlin) dances 
between courtroom drama and espionage N
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thriller. There is plenty of speechifying 
too, stirring gusts of high-minded virtue: 
“American justice will be on trial!” It’s a 
meaty gumbo of Capra, Le Carré and 
Perry Mason. From Minority Report to 
Lincoln, another of Spielberg’s enquiries 
into the nature of American goodness as 
ordained by the Constitution. 

Donovan’s particular corridor of 
history is not a natural fit for a movie.  
A HBO mini-series might have served its 
complexities better, but Spielberg, a 
film-man to his bones, keeps the mood 
deliberately old-fashioned. The look is 
polished and dreamlike, as if it came from 
the ’50s. See how the sun glints off New 
York cabs, and Berlin comes smeared in 
the statutory layer of dirty snow. 

The first, shapelier half depicts 
Donovan’s attempts to bring “the rule of 
law” to his futile defence of Abel. In one 
of numerous ironies, it’s as much a show 
trial as anything the Soviets can throw. 

Donovan’s insistence on American values 
has him attacked as unpatriotic, but he is 
canny enough to foresee that Abel could 
be insurance against America’s own 
spying follies. Like a Jimmy Stewart or 
Gary Cooper, both embodiments of ’50s 
integrity, Hanks’s star persona is the 
engine that drives the film forward. 

As the wiry, subdued Abel, Mark 
Rylance works the opposite trick. He is a 
chameleon, summoning sympathy for this 
strange, unprepossessing figure, as much a 
man of principal as his lawyer. Despite 
having witnessed his chicanery in a 
terrifically sustained arrest sequence, we 
root for Donovan to clear him. 

The second half of Donovan’s 
journey is less fluent (history can be a 
lousy screenwriter) but no less interesting. 
Bridged by Gary Powers’s U-2 spy plane 
going down in a hail of bright CGI, the 
film leaps to 1962. Donovan ‘unofficially’ 
crisscrosses the newly raised Berlin Wall, 

tensely negotiating the exchange of 
Powers for Abel with a gaggle of 
meddlesome agents and grumpy 
apparatchiks. Matching the grim,  
divided city, the tone becomes bleak and 
darkly comic. 

Which brings us to those pesky Coen 
boys. Notably, Spielberg enrolled them to 
pep-up Matt Charman’s script. Without 
spoiling the mood, you detect their quirky 
voice everywhere, probing the realpolitik 
for absurdity, finding comedy in the 
madness of nuclear brinkmanship, and 
writing great scenes of Donovan 
tormenting CIA wonk and KGB clown 
alike. He’s nobility personified, and a bit 
of a windbag. IAN NATHAN

VERDICT So godlike is Spielberg’s status 
that we often take his talents for 
granted. The strange, riveting mix of 
Bridge Of Spies is another sterling 
reminder that we shouldn’t.

James Donovan (Tom 

Hanks) leads wife Mary 

Donovan (Amy Ryan) 

through the press throng 

in Bridge Of Spies.
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A Pigeon Sat On 
A Branch 
Reflecting On 
Existence
★★★★
OUT NOW / RATED M / 100 MINS.

DIRECTOR Roy Andersson
CAST Nils Westblom, Holger Andersson, 
Viktor Gyllenberg

PLOT One might also reflect on the 
impossibility of discerning existence of 
anything that might be called a ‘plot’ in 
this third collection of bleakly comic 
observations from the eccentric swede 
behind Songs From The Second Floor 
and You, The Living.

FEW FILMMAKERS, INDEED FEW 
artists in any medium, have illuminated 
the everyday frailties and absurdities of 

human existence with such a mordant 
wit and scalpel-sharp accuracy as 
Sweden’s Roy Andersson. “It isn’t easy 
being human,” declares one of his most 
pitiable characters, a phrase that 
encapsulates the 72-year-old Swedish 
director’s output in a nutshell. Subtitled 
“The third part of a trilogy about what it 
means to be a human being,” A Pigeon…  
is another loose collection of observation 
sketches featuring ordinary people doing 
everyday things, often in white face 
powder and drab clothing, filmed in 
dreary tableaux.

The film, whose seemingly 
grandiloquent title serves as a neat 
summation of the writer-director’s own 
observational style, opens with a shot of 
a man observing a stuffed pigeon, sitting 
on a branch in a glass case, long past the 
point of reflecting on existence or 
anything else. The man seems unsure 
what to make of the display, and for the 
next 99 minutes we’ll know how he feels. 
What are we to make, for instance, of the 
platoon of 18th century fusiliers who 
accompany Charles XII to a modern bar 
en route to the Great Northern War, only 

to be confounded by an occupied toilet? 
Or the passengers of a cruise ship 
contemplating the ethics of eating the 
untouched lunch of a man who has 
dropped dead of a heart attack? Perhaps, 
like the two travelling salesman hawking 
novelty items like vampire teeth, 
grotesque masks and ‘laugh bags’, 
Andersson only wants us to have fun. 
But towards the end the film, and thus 
the trilogy, A Pigeon… takes a turn for 
the bleak (the scene with the monkey is 
indelible, and not in a good way), 
suggesting that despite Andersson’s 
achingly empathetic humanism, his 
prognosis for mankind’s future is as 
chilly as a Swedish winter. A Pigeon… 
may be Andersson’s masterpiece, but like 
any challenging work by an important 
artist, it’s not for everyone. DAVID HUGHES

VERDICT If Shaun Micallef had grown up 
in Sweden watching Jacques Tati and 
Ingmar Bergman films, he might be 
making films like this. Based on 
Andersson’s mordantly funny 
observations about the human 
condition, the pigeon has it pretty good.

LIKE THIS,  
WATCH 

THIS

THE 
SEVENTH 

SEAL
1957

Fellow Swede 
Ingmar Bergman’s 

existentialist 
masterpiece that 

sees a knight (Max 
Von Sydow) play 
chess with Death 
(Bengt Ekerot) 

while pondering 
life’s big questions. 

5 to 7
★★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 5 / RATED M / 97 MINS. 

DIRECTOR VICTOR LEVIN 

CAST ANTON YELCHIN,  BÉRÉNICE MARLOHE

A 24-year-old American writer (Yelchin) 
drowning in rejection letters become 
besotted with a incredibly chic, incredibly 
married-with-kids 33-year-old French 
woman. But it’s fine because she has an 
open relationship with her hubby that 
allows both parties to have affairs 
between the hours of 5 and 7. So 
Frenchy! With Manhattan as a backdrop, 

this film lives in the neurotic shadow of 
Woody Allen; this also means the 
romance between the pair is talked about 
and analysed more than it’s felt. And 
then there’s the act one, act two split: the 
joyous confection of the first half and the 
anguished heartache of the second don’t 
knit together as well as they should. Still, 
the film has an undeniable charm shining 
through both the dizzy heights of 
first-flush romance and the plunging 
depths of heartache. It’s just a shame it 
seems intent on breaking the heart of the 
young man for sport, not plot.
EB

“Prawns?”
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Sleeping With 
Other People 
★★★
OUT NOW / RATED MA15+ / 101 MINS.

DIRECTOR Leslye Headland 
CAST Alison Brie, Jason Sudeikis 

PLOT Can a well-intentioned womaniser 
(Sudeikis) and a neurotic serial cheater 
(Brie) remain just friends, despite their 
mutual attraction? Probably not, if film 
history is anything to go by.

LAINEY (ALISON BRIE) AND JAKE 
(Jason Sudeikis) are platonic besties who 
once shagged, trying to answer the 
question “Can men and women be friends 
without sex getting in the way?” Hmm, 
this sounds awfully familiar. 

The difference here is that both 
characters are, well, kind of arseholes 
— but well-meaning ones. He’s a lovely 
guy who can’t keep it in his pants and 
she’s a sweetheart who’s so obsessed with 
her coupled-up ex that she can’t stop 
showing up uninvited to bonk him. So, 
basically, When Harry The Man-Whore 

Met Sally The Stalker Sex-Addict, then.

Apart from desperately trying to 
bottle the lightning that was the Meg 
Ryan and Billy Crystal vehicle (and add 
a whole lot more dirty sex), it really feels 
like director Leslye Headland is trying to 
out-Schumer Amy Schumer. With both 
Bachelorette and now Sleeping With 

Other People, Headland tries to straddle 
the precarious line between raunch and 
romance; the “shock and awww” factor 
that sent Trainwreck skyrocketing to box-
office glory. It’s a hard genre to master, 
and sadly, if  you don’t hit the comedy 
marks, as well as injecting relationship 
banter as heartwarming as it is 
insightful, you end up with Sleeping 

With Other People — a film stranded 
between the two states.

That’s not to say it’s not enjoyable 
— it is, we’ve just seen it before. It’s a 
mixture of reliably delicious rom-com 
and gross-out movie ingredients thrown 
into a blender and set to a vigourous 
pulse — still tasty, but nothing new. 

The pop-culture references come 
thick and fast (“She’s your lobster!” from
Friends) and are part of what makes 
certain parts of the film rather charming.
But the problem with pop-culture 
references is that they date, often faster 
than you think. A few bits thrown in here
are already on their way out.

But as with all rom-coms, everything 
rests on the chemistry between the leads. 
If  you don’t believe these two want to 
either rip each other’s clothes off  and 
have wild monkey sex, or stare deeply 
into each other’s eyes while whispering 
about pina coladas and walking in the 
rain… or something… then you may as 
well not bother. Luckily Brie and 
Sudeikis have those bases covered 
(included a rather titillating scene where 
Jake teaches Lainey how to round her 
own third base, demonstrating with a 
mason jar). They’re horrible people but 
we’re still rooting for them (and they’re 
certainly rooting enough for all of us) 
because they’re just really messed up 
humans who never mean to be jerks. 
They just are. Poor lovable jerks.

In the end, all we’re left with is just a 
girl, standing in front of a boy, asking 
him to help her love someone else… 
when the whole audience is already well 
aware of the fact he’s her lobster. 
ELIZABETH BEST 

VERDICT When measured against other 
similar genre films, Sleeping With Other 
People feels a bit like a midday nap: a 
pleasant way to pass time yet not 
something substantial enough to leave 
you feeling fully nourished.

ROM CLASSICS

TURN YOUR 
NOSE UP AT 
ROM-COMS? 

HERE’S THREE 
CLASSICS

It Happened 
One Night
★★★★★

When Harry  
Met Sally
★★★★★

Four Weddings 
And A Funeral

★★★★★

Big Bird’s 
funeral was a  

colourful affair.
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Never mind ghosts, she was 

more concerned with 

finding the toilet.

Crimson Peak 
★★★★
OUT NOW / RATED MA15+ / 119 MINS.

DIRECTOR Guillermo del Toro 
CAST Mia Wasikowska, Jessica Chastain, 
Tom Hiddleston, Charlie Hunnam

PLOT American wannabe-novelist Edith 
Cushing (Wasikowska) is swept off her 
feet by dashing British baronet Sir 
Thomas Sharpe (Hiddleston). But his 
decrepit estate comes with his brittle 
sister Lucille (Chastain). And ghosts. 
And other dark threats…

UP UNTIL NOW, YOU COULD  
easily scratch a thick, red line through the 
middle of Guillermo del Toro’s work. On 
one side you’d have his ‘grown-up’ movies, 
on the other his North American pictures. 
Crimson Peak is, finally, his first film to 
cross that line. It is wrought from the 
same baroque, shadowy materials as The 

Devil’s Backbone and Pan’s Labyrinth, yet 
nobody’s speaking Spanish. It’s as if  
someone’s finally decided that us 
English-babblers can handle del Toro 
without a kid-friendly certificate and 
giant, building-mashing monsters. 

The result is, for the most part, a 
gory, glorious and visually sumptuous 
success. Crimson Peak is closest to The 

Devil’s Backbone, another period 
ghost-story with an innocent 
protagonist, inventively rendered spectre 
(or, in this case, spectres) and a mystery 
at its heart rather than an urge to terrify. 
But where that concerned a Spanish Civil 
War-era orphanage, this mostly plays out 
in a vast, rotting gothic mansion on a 
blasted Northern-English moor in the 
late 19th century. And del Toro revels in 
his extreme setting, making Crimson 

Peak a fever-pitched, candelabra-lit 
romance whose supernatural elements 

VERDICT It may be a little overwrought 
for some tastes, borderline camp at 
points, but if you’re partial to a bit of 
Victorian romance with Hammer horror 
gloop and big, frilly night-gowns, GDT 
delivers by the coal-shovelful. 

are shamelessly lurid. 
The house itself, for example, bleeds. 

With the Sharpes’ creepy domicile 
subsiding atop a red clay mine, the stuff  
oozes through the floorboards — thick, 
gloopy and bright orange-scarlet. It very 
much resembles Hammer-horror blood, 
sticky stage-claret from the days when it 
was felt that the real thing just didn’t 
look impressive enough on screen. And 
del Toro’s ghosts are made from the same 
stuff: bright red, distorted-skull-faced 
women, twitching and wailing at us from 
the afterlife. 

Beyond his impressive array of 
hauntresses, there’s no attempt to 
redefine a genre here, or even subject it to 
fiendish new twists. This is a Victorian 
Gothic pastiche by a filmmaker who 
knows his stuff, and as long as you don’t 
expect to be surprised by its plot 
developments or subjected to a full-on 
horror, there is much to enjoy. In 
portraying the kind of characters you’d 
expect to populate such a dark-cornered 
tale, Mia Wasikowska and Tom 
Hiddleston play entertainingly to their 
strengths (she’s the wan ingénue with a 
steely core; he’s the dastard with a flicker 
of conscience), while Jessica Chastain 
shows off  a side we’ve not seen before: 
icy, venomous and dangerously fragile. 

The placement of his latest film right 
on top of that scratched, red line is 
appropriate in more ways than one. Pan’s 

Labyrinth and The Devil’s Backbone are 
significantly superior works to the likes 
of Hellboy and Pacific Rim. And while 
Crimson Peak isn’t quite as strong as 
those previous grown-up offerings, it is 
arguably his finest North American 
picture yet. DAN JOLIN
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Ben Foster as the 

infamous Lance 

Armstrong.

The Program
★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 26 / RATED TBC / 103 MINS.

DIRECTOR Stephen Frears
CAST Ben Foster, Chris O’Dowd, Guillaume 
Canet, Jesse Plemons, Lee Pace, Dustin 
Hoffman, Elaine Cassidy

PLOT Steely eyed American cyclist 
Lance Armstrong (Foster) powers his 
way to seven Tour de France titles — 
while British journalist David Walsh 
(O’Dowd) doggedly tries to prove he’s a 
drug cheat. 

Station To Station
★★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 15 / RATED PG / 70 MINS.

DIRECTOR Doug Aitken 
CAST Patti Smith, Thurston Moore, Francis
Scott Key White, Miss Alex White

An experimental fi lm covering a 6400 
kilometre cross-country train ride 
between New York and San Francisco 
over a 24 day period as a revolving door 
of artists and musicians (Patti Smith, 
Jackson Browne, Beck, Thurston Moore, 
Cat Power, Mavis Staples and more) 
collaborate on various artistic 
undertakings. Comprising 62 one-minute 
vignettes showcasing an eclectic mix of 
creative types, this meditation on the 
state of contemporary culture is 
stylistically diverse, alternately 
pretentious and mesmerising, but 
certainly never dull. DAVID PARKINSON

99 Homes
★★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 19 / RATED M / 112 MINS.

DIRECTOR Ramin Bahrani 
CAST Andrew Garfi eld, Michael Shannon, 
Laura Dern

Andrew Garfi eld dances with the devil in 
this gripping American real estate drama. 
He’s a construction worker and single 
father who loses his home after failing to 
keep up repayments. When the shark 
who bought his home (Shannon) offers 
him work, he can’t afford to refuse. It’s a 
heart-breaking, authentic insight into the 
devastation caused by the 2008 housing 
market crash. Some plot developments 
are more convincing than others, but it’s 
still a compelling drama with an 
impressive turn from Garfi eld as well as 
Shannon and Dern as Garfi eld’s 
concerned mother. ADAM SMITH

He Named Me Malala
★★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 12 / RATED PG / 87 MINS. 

DIRECTOR Davis Guggenheim
CAST Malala Yousafzai, Ziauddin Yousafzai

Davis ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ 
Guggenheim’s latest documentary gets up 
close with teenage Pakistani activist 
Malala Yousafzai, who, on October 9, 2012, 
was shot in the head by a Taliban gunman 
in response to her calls for girls to once 
more be able to attend school. Almost two 
years later she became the youngest 
person to receive the Nobel Peace Prize, 
having brought her campaign to a global 
audience. Bolstered by gorgeous 
pastel-drawn animations, Guggenheim’s 
fi lm is a testament to her amazing 
tenacity, while also a touching portrait of 
a father/daughter relationship. Shocking, 
inspiring and uplifting. DAN JOLIN

DID
YOU

KNOW?
The name 
Malala is 
a variant 

of Malalai, 
which means 

“sad, 
grieved” in 

Pashto. 
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THIS 
TIME 
NEXT 
YEAR

Gambit
OUT OCTOBER 6, 2016

DIRECTOR TBC
CAST Channing Tatum, Léa Seydoux
(rumoured)

Details are scarce, but Chan-Chan has
signed on to play the card-throwing
Cajun mutant. Cameos of other X-Men a
very distinct possibility.

J k R acher 2
20, 2016

Edward Zwick
Cruise, Patrick Heusinger,

rosh 

mega action franchise isn’t 
Cruise returns as Lee 
ut in a sequel based on the 

eacher book, Never Go Back.

Strange
ER 27, 2016

OR Scott Derrickson
T Benedict Cumberbatch, 

Rachel McAdams, Tilda 
Swinton 

Marvel’s sorcerer supreme hits screens 
with Cumberbatch conjuring up some 
magic as the mystical Dr. Steven Strange. 
Expect this to be the trippiest, most 
visually inventive MCU fi lm yet.

Fantastic Beasts And 
Where To Find Them
OUT NOVEMBER 17, 2016

DIRECTOR David Yates
CAST Ezra Miller, Ron Perlman, Eddie 
Redmayne, Colin Farrell

The hugely anticipated return to the 

Harry Potter-verse following the 
adventures of writer Newt Scamander 70 
years before we meet young Harry.

Trolls
OUT DECEMBER 8

DIRECTOR Mike Mitchell, Walt Dohrn
CAST Anna Kendrick, Justin Timberlake

Animated musical (hello Justin 
Timberlake) comedy based on the Troll 
dolls by Thomas Dam — expect the little 
blighters to be absolutely everywhere by 
this time next year. 

Tom Cruise as 

Jack Reacher.

VERDICT The inside track on one of 
sport’s biggest scandals, nimbly shot 
and sharply scripted, powered by an 
outstanding performance from Foster 
and the quiet integrity of O’Dowd.

THE PROGRAM IS A FILM WITH 
go-faster stripes. Its opening credits sell 
the exhilaration and freedom of cycling 
and the danger and achievement of the 
Tour de France. Its closing roll, with 
“where are they now?” captions, prods 
and informs until the fi nal sentence. It 
powers on, visually dynamic and, like its 
compelling antihero, doesn’t have an inch 
of fat on it. 

Virtually everybody knows the name 
Lance Armstrong: cancer survivor and 
Tour de France champion, inspirational 
author and charity activist, American 
idol and massive cheat. Plenty of us read 
his books and felt awe at his journey, 
from facing death to reaching glory, 
and found the pesky allegations that he 
was taking drugs to be mealy mouthed 
fairytale-wrecking in a too-cynical age. 
And then, of course, they were right. 

The Program assumes you know this 
and takes you inside the process — from 
the moment the young Lance (Ben 
Foster) sees he has to cheat to triumph, 
to the cosseted champion eventually 
undone by his own hubris. And it is 
fascinating. Armstrong is obsessed by 
the desire to win, to turn his team — The 

United States Postal Service — into a 
‘Blue Train’ of cyclists, blitzing the 
opposition. By any means necessary. He 
meets with unscrupulous Italian medic 
Michele Ferrari (Guillaume Canet), who 
dismisses him as the wrong body shape, 
but enlists him on his ‘program’ when 
Armstrong returns, light and sinewy, 
after chemotherapy. These scenes, as 
Armstrong is inducted into Ferrari’s 
methods, tuned up like a machine, are a 
clinic in clever exposition, showing us the 
process and quietly asking where we 
would draw the line — even if  Canet, 
having rather a lot of fun, proves French 
actors can match English or Americans 
for outrageous Italian accents. 

Along Lance’s journey, from survivor 
to record-breaker, cycling is quietly 
damned and the media, too — as the 
authorities and newspapers largely look 
the other way, happy to sell a dream to 
the public. All, as presented here anyway, 
except Sunday Times journalist David 
Walsh (Chris O’Dowd), who nips at the 
heels of the arrogant Texan, infuriated by 
how he and his like are destroying the 
sport he loves. This is a superbly cast and 
performed picture — each tiny bit-player 

has personality — though obviously the 
tour-de-force of the Tour de France 
tragedy is Foster, who is mesmeric, 
frighteningly committed and uncannily 
like Armstrong. To the point that it’s hard 
to see, however much you strain, the 
segues between archive and freshly fi lmed 
footage. His Armstrong is something of a 
monster, true, but there are moments of 
self-doubt and questioning and some 
genuine compassion — the cancer ward 
visit is a grace note — that Foster sells 
completely. O’Dowd, though requiring 
much less physical transformation, is 
superb as someone just as driven in his 
own way: desperate for the truth. Stephen 
Frears quietly does his thing, 
orchestrating it all — from John Hodge’s 
deft script — and cinematographer 
Danny Cohen is all Dutch angles and 
energy, putting us on the bike and inside 
the head space of the world’s greatest… 
cheat. NEV PIERCE
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No Escape
★★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 5 / RATING MA15+ / 103 MINS.

DIRECTOR John Erick Dowdle
CAST Owen Wilson, Lake Bell, Pierce Brosnan

This preposterous family-in-peril thriller hurls Owen Wilson,
Lake Bell and munchkin kids into a bloody Asian coup. As
they’re hunted by faceless death squads, the tone becomes
so apocalyptic you swear you’re watching a zombie movie in
thongs, as if the mob’s been infected by an anti-American rage
virus. Maybe that’s what writer-director John Erick Dowdle and
co-writer Drew Dowdle intended, but their film exists in an
overblown Neeson-esque Taken fantasy world: at one point,
Wilson ‘saves’ the children by throwing them off a hotel roof.
It’s that kind of movie. Pierce Brosnan’s mercenary comes to
the rescue whenever the screenplay writes itself into a corner,
chewing an accent caught somewhere between Sydney and
south-east London. SIMON CROOK

Absolutely Anything
★★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 19 / RATED M / 85 MINS.

DIRECTOR Terry Jones
CAST Simon Pegg, Kate Beckinsale, Robin Williams

Terry Jones’s first film as a director in over a decade assembles
an Avengers of comedic talent — Simon Pegg, Robin Williams in
his last role, Rob Riggle, Eddie Izzard, and the surviving Pythons,
to name but nine — stands back and…does pretty much
absolutely anything except make you laugh. The tale of a
teacher (Pegg) who is imbued with omnipotence, it’s a confused
and cheap muddle that, despite the valiant efforts of Pegg and
some nice voice work from the ex-Pythons as all-powerful aliens
with names like Sharon and Janet, barely raises a chuckle. The
tone is also confused — its slapstick, relentless mugging and
Christmas cracker jokes are clearly aimed at kids, so it’s jarring
when one scene alone unleashes four F-bombs, scuppering it for
the young ’uns. But hey, at least the dog’s cute. WILL THOMAS

Now Add Honey
★★★★★
OUT NOVEMBER 5 / RATED M / 98 MINS.

DIRECTOR Wayne Hope
CAST Robyn Butler, Lucy Fry, Portia de Rossi, Hamish Blake

Robyn Butler and Wayne Hope, the married team behind incisive
TV sitcoms The Librarians and Upper Middle Bogan, know how
to pull off broad comedy — which is why Now Add Honey is so
confounding. There are still elements of their trademark wry
social commentary but the laughs are faint and few. A gauche
fish-out-of-water tale conspires that blonde, bronzed Honey
(Fry), an expat Hollywood starlet transitioning from child star to
Miley Cyrus-style nymphet, is forced to stay with her Aussie
cousins on a ‘vay-cay’ down under. Her arrival precipitates life
lessons for (almost) all. Ostensibly a glossy movie-length sitcom
pilot of OTT, madcap proportions, almost all the cast are in
panto mode overacting as if to signal ‘LAUGH NOW’. It’s
gruelling to watch. JIM MITCHELL

Burnt
★★★★★
OUT NOW / RATED TBC / TBC  

DIRECTOR John Wells  
CAST Bradley Cooper, Sienna Miller, Omar Sy

Once-was rockstar chef Adam Jones (Cooper) returns from a 
five-year fall from grace with a single purpose: a third Michelin 
star. Now clear of the hedonism — but not the arrogance — that 
comes with youthful success, Adam persuades both slighted 
colleagues and new talent to play underling to his genius. Cue 
smashing crockery, a half-braised romance, and more culinary 
close-ups than the history of Instagram. Unlike Adam’s cuisine, 
the script suffers from being plated too neatly — laying out a 
predictable path for its protagonist and lazily clouding its end. 
And while Cooper turns in a suitably intense performance, it’s 
hard to back a character simply because of his talent, and even 
harder watching supporting players solely exist in service of his 
self-actualisation. JEREMY CASSAR

DID
YOU

KNOW?
Absolutely 
Anything 
marks the 

first time the 
five surviving 

Monty 
Python 

members 
have 

appeared 
in the same 
film since 
1983’s The 
Meaning  
Of Life.

DID
YOU

KNOW?
Double-0 

references 
abound in No 
Escape, with 
several sly 
nods given 
to Pierce 
Brosnan’s 

previous role 
as super-spy 
James Bond.
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ALSO 
OUT

Black Mass
★★★
OUT NOW / RATED MA15+ / 122 MINS.

DIRECTOR Scott Cooper
CAST Johnny Depp, Benedict
Cumberbatch, Joel Edgerton

PLOT Biopic of James ‘Whitey’ Bulger 
(Depp), a prominent figure of Boston’s 
organized crime scene from the ’70s to 
the ’90s — and an FBI informant.

The hubristic rise and fall of a gangster: 
a story arc audiences are now well and 
truly familiar with. Still, the draw of 
larger than life personalities and the 
excessive lives they lead means these 
stories never lose their vicarious appeal. 
The latest to arrive is the case of 
Irish-American crim James ‘Whitey’ 
Bulger (Depp). The story follows a 
well-trodden path, but it also has an 
intriguing point of difference: between 
1975 and 1990, Bulger was an FBI mole.

It’s between these years Black Mass, 
adapted from Dick Lehr and Gerard 
O’Neill’s book, takes place. Director 
Scott Cooper correctly streamlines the 
film, implementing a framing device that 
sees former Bulger affiliates speak to the 
police (which economically introduces 
the film’s next segment and supplies us 
with the requisite dose of exposition).

Much like his previous film Out Of 

The Furnace, Cooper infuses Black Mass 
with a reality that is gritty and bleak, 

augmented by perpetually bleached 
cinematography courtesy of Masanobu 
Takayanagi. But for all its appropriate 
aesthetic, the story, although never 
boring, never truly excites. It runs as a 
parallel of personalities as Bulger and 
Joel Edgerton’s FBI agent John Connolly 
make an alliance that gives audiences a 
view of how each side fares from the 
other’s help. Tracking the progress made 
by the crims and cops does create a level 
of drama, but it never rivets. That only 
occurs when the leads interact, which 
isn’t often enough. It’s a calculated, 
straightforward account that is devoid of 
any attempt at elevating the material; it’s 
a good biopic, but not a great gangster 
film, much as it wants to be.

The performances are another thing 
altogether. Johnny Depp is brilliant in a 
role worlds apart from his recent spotty 
work. Yes, he has still spent hours in 
make-up, but to make a figure as 
unpleasant as Bulger so compelling is a 
real feat. The supporting cast should also 
be saluted: Joel Edgerton’s performance 
is spot on as ambivalent agent Connelly, 
and Benedict Cumberbatch’s turn as 
Bulger’s senator brother is one of subtle 
command. If  only Cooper could have 
drilled up as much excitement through 
the overarching narrative as he does with 
his performers, then Black Mass could 
have been something. TOM BURNETT

VERDICT Black Mass will not go down in 
the pantheon of classic gangster films, 
however it’s a solid portrait of one of 
America’s most notorious criminals and 
flaunts some truly great performances.

Depp has a point,

Freeheld
OUT NOVEMBER 5 / RATED TBC / 103 MINS.

DIRECTOR Peter Sollett 
CAST Julianne Moore, Ellen Page, Steve 
Carell, Michael Shannon
 
True story about a New Jersey cop 
(Moore) who fights for her partner 
(Page) to receive her pension when 
she’s diagnosed with terminal cancer.

Spectre
OUT NOVEMBER 12 / RATING TBC / 150 MINS.

DIRECTOR Sam Mendes  
CAST Daniel Craig, Christoph Waltz, Léa 
Seydoux, Ralph Fiennes
 
You know the name, you know the 
number. This month’s cover star is 
back in what looks set to be the 
biggest and best 007 adventure yet as 
Bond takes on the nefarious SPECTRE.

The Hunger Games: 
Mockingjay Part 2
OUT NOVEMBER 19 / RATED TBC / TBC MINS.

DIRECTOR Francis Lawrence  
CAST Jennifer Lawrence, Josh 
Hutcherson, Liam Hemsworth
 
Katniss takes her trusty bow and 
arrows to the Capitol to take down 
President Snow once and for all in the 
action-packed climax to the hugely 
popular Hunger Games series.

Creed
OUT NOVEMBER 26 / RATED TBC / TBC MINS.

DIRECTOR Ryan Coogler  
CAST  Sylvester Stallone, Michael B. 
Jordan, Tessa Thompson
 
Stallone resurrects Rocky Balboa one 
last (?) time as the former champ 
trains Adonis Johnson (Michael B. 
Jordan), the son of his late friend/rival 
Apollo Creed.

In The Heart Of The Sea
OUT DECEMBER 3 / RATED M / 121 MINS.

DIRECTOR Ron Howard   
CAST Chris Hemsworth, Cillian Murphy, 
Brendan Gleeson
 
Based on the 1820 Moby Dick-inspiring 
event of a giant sperm whale 
terrorising a whaling ship, stranding 
the crew at sea for 90 days.
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HAVE YOU EVER WALKED OFF A 
SET IN A TEMPER? 
Steven Spielberg: I’ve never walked off  a set before and 
I can’t imagine why I would.
David Fincher: No, but I have cleared a set to speak with 
an actor, or actors.
Ang Lee: I only Hulked out once. 
Edgar Wright: Almost. Once on Channel 4’s Spaced I 
was having a tricky time shooting 15 scenes from seven 
different episodes with a new-that-day crew. When lunch 
was called I went for a walk and kept on walking. Then I 
called my producer Nira [Park] from a phone box and said, 
“I can’t hack it anymore, you should get someone else for 
Monday.” She talked me down from the ledge and I 
came back to work. So, I have never really flipped out 
on set, but I can be an incredible sulk.
Alfonso Cuarón: Yes, only to come back feeling  
very stupid.
Joe Wright: I rarely lose my temper and try not to raise 
my voice, but I’ve left set in a sulk many times. I sulk or 
even cry rather than lose my temper. 
Paul Greengrass: Once, when I couldn’t work out how to 
shoot an eight-handed dialogue scene in the desert in the 
middle of the night. After I’d banged my head against a 
Humvee for 10 minutes trying to work it out, I was fine and 
carried on!
Joss Whedon: Nope. I’ve lost my temper, but not 
impressively. I’ve walked out of a VFX review in a 
quiet, blind rage, but only for a minute or so ’til I 
could see again.
Rob Marshall: It’s not even a possibility.
Christopher Nolan: I once tried, but nobody 
seemed to notice, so I came back.
Steven Soderbergh: No, but I did walk ON to a 
set with a temper once when an actor showed 
up late two days in a row.
Sofia Coppola: Ha, no.
Susanne Bier: No.  
Alexander Payne: Fuck no.
George Clooney: No. The reason is because eventually 
you have to walk back on, and that would be  
too humiliating.
Roger Michell: Not yet.

WHAT IS THE MOST COMMON 
PHRASE YOU USE ON SET? 
Greengrass: “Fuck the script/lighting/extras etc., 
let’s shoot!”
Lee: To actors, “Can you close the gap between sentences?”
Joe Wright: “Beautiful. One more.”
Clooney: “What time is lunch?”
Cuarón: “Vamonos!” and “Who’s not ready?”
Whedon (whiny voice): “Come on, guys, I’m the leader of a 
whole movie…!” When I want people to fear and respect me. 
Not wildly effective.
Payne: To the actors, “Great, now faster.” To the crew 
members, “If  this were easy, I would have hired a relative.”
Michell: “Okay, how long will that take?”
Nolan: “Moving on.”
Spielberg: “Cut.” “That was brilliant.” “Once more!”
Soderbergh: This year? “Let me have the 18 on a stick.”
Edgar Wright : “Just one more.” Also I think my regular actors 
can hear the lilt in the way I say “and cut” that either means, 
“That was great, moving on,” or, “We’re doing that again.” 
Bier: “What if…”

Coppola: “Okay, great, let’s do it again.” 
Marshall: “Cut. That was great.” I think it’s always important 

to give immediate positive reinforcement. 
Fincher: “Shut the fuck up, please.”

MUSIC OR NO MUSIC ON SET?
Spielberg: I’ve occasionally played music on set during silent 
scenes. For the last scenes between David and his mother in 
A.I., I played Morricone’s Cinema Paradiso. 
Edgar Wright: Yes, sometimes music to psych people up! On 
Scott Pilgrim we would blast songs constantly. And on World’s 

End the actors would have songs in their earwigs, so they could 
all walk in time to The Doors. I also remember playing a 
Teenage Fanclub intro from my laptop shooting a close-up of 
Paddy Considine pining for Rosamund Pike. It’s fun to score 
the ends of scenes too, give them finality.
Whedon: Never even occurred to me. Except during sweeping 
crane moves — sometimes I hum a bit of some score during 
playback to see if  it’s having the effect I want.
Bier: Both. Obviously not at once.
Cuarón: Not often but I’ve played specific music for particular 
scenes, if  it helped the actors get into the mood on set. 
Chaplin used to always have a violinist on set. I’m thinking  
of having Engelbert Humperdinck singing on set for my  

next film. 
Greengrass: None — though I once walked round playing 
guitar for an hour when I was bored with what I  
was doing...
Marshall: Well, the majority of films I’ve done are 
musicals — so more often than not I’m calling, 
“Playback!” as opposed to, “Action!” But the truth is, 
there’s nothing like having music on the set! It creates 
mood, rhythm and emotion.
Lee: No.
Soderbergh: No music.

Payne: No music. Ain’t nobody got time for that.
Fincher: No music, unless it’s a club scene, in which case we 

will play music earsplittingly loud so that the actors might 
speak to the level of the expected ambience.
Clooney: No music.
Coppola: Yes, I like to play music on set.
Joe Wright: Always music and all the time. I have my set rigged 
with the biggest sound system possible and have a mini jack for 
my iPod attached to my director’s chair. I find playing music is 
a very direct way to communicate with actors and the crew, 
especially those crew members who are on the periphery of the 
set. I like dancing on set too, it’s a good way to release tension. 

WHAT ARE YOUR ON-SET RULES FOR 
THE CREW, IF ANY? 
Fincher: We are not here to witness, but to participate.
Nolan: No phones. No phones. No phones.
Whedon: Play nice, work hard, move fast, have fun.
Michell: Think ahead. Be kind. Skip lunch. Go home early. 
Bier: No smoking. No small-talk. Always deliver bad news with 
a smile and a joke. Also, no smoking.
Marshall: Come to me directly if  there’s a problem. That’s what 
I’m here for.
Clooney: If  anybody has a good idea, speak up.
Lee: I just want it to be quiet and focused.
Edgar Wright: I have my own monitor away from video village 
that is close to the camera. And I don’t like anyone standing 
behind me talking. So my main request every hour or so is to 
ask the AD to get the talkers away from me. No chit-chat about 
the football in my earshot please.
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Joe Wright: Silence during rehearsals, no shouting and respect 
for everyone. 
Greengrass: Speak your mind. 
Cuarón: Any good crew follows the unwritten rules of 
fi lmmaking (not talking while the camera is rolling, staying out 
of the actors’ eye-line etc.) but every director has different 
procedures. I like to stage the scene in an empty set, with only 
Chivo [DP Emmanuel Lubezki] and my AD around, and only 
bring in the heads of departments when I’m happy with 
the staging. 
Payne: No “rules.” What are you, British or something? I guess 
I’m too nice... No wonder people take advantage of me.
Soderbergh: No open-toed shoes. 

WHICH DO YOU LIKE SAYING MORE 
— “ACTION” OR “CUT”?
Payne: I like saying both, but one of the best 
feelings on set is when you say, “Cut,” when you 
know you really have it.
Coppola: “Cut.”
Bier: “Cut.”
Greengrass: “Cut.” I never say, “Action”; it takes me 
out of the scene.
Spielberg: I like saying, “Print! Let’s move on.” 
Michell: Still excited to say either.
Fincher: Neither: “One more.”
Cuarón: The AD does. I forget to all the time.
Clooney: “Action.”
Edgar Wright: I like saying, “Go.” When I made 
amateur fi lms I used to say, “Go,” instead of, 
“Action,” as it had only one syllable and was faster 
to say. I brought back, “Go,” for Scott Pilgrim.  
Whedon: “Cut.” Because sometimes it means, “Oh 
my god, I can’t believe we got that on fi lm, I’m 
giddy like a (manly) schoolgirl.”
Joe Wright: I often forget to say, “Action,” so leave 
that to my fi rst AD. I love calling, “Cut.” 
Marshall: “Action,” of course. Although, I 
remember very clearly not being able to say the 
word on the fi rst shot of my fi rst fi lm. It felt so 
cliché! I think I just said, “Okay, go...”
Nolan: “Cut.” Very embarrassing when you forget.
Lee: “Action.” But when shooting 3D, video village is 
so far away that I don’t even get to call that. So I 
just say, “Cut.”
Soderbergh: I fi nd them both as embarrassing as 
they are necessary.

FILM OR DIGITAL?
Greengrass: Film. 
Spielberg: I’m a fi lm man, myself.
Nolan: Butter or margarine? It’s called fi lmmaking, 
after all.
Edgar Wright: Film. I haven’t yet shot a digital feature. I 
think fi lm is more transporting by some degree. And I 
think it’s a good discipline to worry about running out 
of stock. When you can just shoot and shoot on 
digital I don’t think it inspires great control over 
the medium.
Clooney: Film.
Payne: Of course, I prefer to shoot fi lm, but what 
truly matters is projection — fi lm projection — and that 
battle is already lost. 
Marshall: I wish it could always be fi lm. But 
unfortunately time and budget restraints don’t always 

allow for that now.  
Lee: I like them both. They’re like bananas and oranges — I 
don’t know why some people try to imitate fi lm with digital.
Joe Wright: Depends on the material. 
Cuarón: Both are tools, each one with fl aws and virtues. If  I 
had a choice, fi lmmakers should have the option of using both.
Coppola: I love fi lm, but have given in to digital.
Whedon: Digital. I’M SORRY ART WORLD!!! I like to keep 
things open, fi gure out some blocking and concepts on the day.  
And everything I’ve ever made has been under-rehearsed and 
under the gun. Digital’s more forgiving, and I don’t worry 
about wasting fi lm. “It’s only ones and zeroes,” is something 
else I say a lot on set.
Bier: Digital. I love fi lm, but digital opens infi nitely more doors 
than it closes.
Michell: To work with — digital. To watch — honestly can’t tell 
the difference anymore.
Soderbergh: Have we met? Digital.
Fincher: Digital — what is this fi lm?

WHEN THE CHIPS ARE DOWN, HAVE 
YOU EVER THOUGHT, “HOW WOULD 
KUBRICK HAVE DONE IT?”
Marshall: “… or Cukor or Donen or Mendes…” One of my 
favourite quotes about fi lmmaking is, “In the morning you start 
out making Citizen Kane and then after lunch, Porky’s 3.”
Greengrass: Occasionally — but more often Lean. Sometimes 
Alan Clarke. Sometimes Costa-Gavras. Always the old masters, 
because… They’re the old masters!
Nolan: Always for openings. Not usually for action sequences.
Edgar Wright: Not quite. I adore Kubrick and love symmetrical 
compositions, but I would equate his fi lmmaking with doing 
hundreds of takes. I never have that time and so I am more 
likely to think, “What would Spielberg do?” as Steven Spielberg 
is the king of the clever single shot, which covers two or three 
pages in one take. Spielberg came from a TV background and 
so was always looking for the smartest and most stylish way of 
shooting a scene economically. That instinct never left him.
Spielberg: On A.I., I guess I got to say, “I wonder how Kubrick 

would have done it?” about 20 times a day for four months 
and then another six in post.
Joe Wright: No, because making a fi lm is all about 

how you see the world, not how anyone else, even Kubrick, 
sees it. 
Cuarón: More like, “What am I doing here?” 

When the “chips are down” I try to focus on the seed, 
the spark, the original inspiration for the moment in 

question. Of course, the masters are great as a frame 
of reference.
Coppola: No, I never thought of that, I just think, 
“What can I do?” and try to fi gure something out. I think of 
the late, great cinematographer Harris Savides’s motto: “Keep 
it simple.”
Lee: No, but I’m a great admirer of his. 
Michell: Most days. 
Clooney: Never.
Bier: No. John Cassavetes, maybe.
Payne: I try to think, “How should Payne do it?”
Fincher: Nope, but I have asked, “Now, how would Soderbergh 
do this, and be done before lunch?”
Soderbergh: My chips are never down, sir, because I ask myself  
that question before such a thing occurs.
Whedon: I think about Kubrick when I’m conceiving and 
prepping, but when the chips are down he’d just take his time 
and I’m not that guy. I fear the chips. 
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HOW OFTEN DO YOU DO ONE TAKE 
AND MOVE ON? 
Spielberg: I’ll average one take before moving on, maybe twice 
a movie.
Michell: Never.
Coppola: Never.
Fincher: Never, not once, ever, in 35 years...
Bier: Never. If you did, you’d never get to see what happens next.
Cuarón: Not very often. I tend to do long takes so we take a 
long time blocking and working with the actors, then a long 
time setting up and doing technical rehearsals to fi nally shoot 
at the end of the day (sometimes this translates into days). It 
drives some producers/studios crazy.
Joe Wright: Very rarely. In the old days of celluloid there was 
an insurance fi rm called Lloyd’s, so after we got the take 
we needed a call would go up, “One more for 
Lloyd’s.” 
Marshall: Rarely. Even though I know I have it — I 
like to be safe, just in case.
Soderbergh: As often as possible, but you know, IT MAKES 
PEOPLE VERY NERVOUS.
Lee: Maybe once every three movies.
Edgar Wright: Very rarely. With stunts sometimes you 
might get only one take that works and move on. But I 
nearly always do a safety.
Whedon: Just enough to make executives pee a little. 
I’m usually after something specifi c and if  I have it, I 
move on.
Greengrass: On Captain Phillips we only had one take 
on the aircraft carrier doing a high-speed run-by at night!
Nolan: Not since the lab broke the fi lm on one take 
on Memento.
Payne: It probably happens once or twice a week. Some 
directors think it wise to do on the very fi rst morning of 
the shoot so as to tell everyone that you’re serious.
Clooney: Always the fi rst shot of the fi rst day of every 
movie I’ve ever done, then probably 10 per cent of the time 
after that. 

WHAT’S THE MOST TAKES YOU’VE 
EVER DONE? 
Spielberg: I did 50 takes on Robert Shaw assembling the 
Greener Gun on Jaws. The shark wasn’t working, but we 
all wanted to so I just kept shooting to make the 
production report look like we were accomplishing 
something and to keep cast and crew from going crazy 
from boredom. It was a strategic indulgence.
Soderbergh: 48.
Fincher: 107.
Clooney: 18.
Nolan: I never pay attention to the number of takes.
Edgar Wright: I don’t think I have ever gone Kubrick crazy. 
So maybe 20 or so… But it’s usually six or seven takes.
Payne: Probably around 26. I’m normally a four-to-seven kind 
of guy, but every so often, when the actors, the operator, the 
dolly grip and the assistant cameramen must all work in 
sync, it might take a while to get right.
Marshall: I try not to do more than seven or eight. It can 
become counterproductive.
Cuarón: The long takes process doesn’t allow for that many 
takes. In the past I have shot over 50 takes of different 
shots. Sometimes you end up using take 64, sometimes  
take four. 
Michell: Like current Australian batsmen… Very rarely 
double fi gures.

Lee: For acting, 13. For action, 36.  
Bier: Twenty-fi ve, I think. Which, if  you’re trying to get the best 
performance, is way, way too much.
Joe Wright: Thirty-seven maybe, can’t really remember. I’m 
usually in the range of 12 to 16 unless it’s a very technically 
challenging shot.  
Coppola: I can’t remember, nothing too crazy, because we never 
have that much time in the schedule.
Whedon: On a very elaborate shot, 30. On a bit of dialogue, I’ve 
seldom gone into double digits.
Greengrass: I don’t count over 10.

WHAT DO YOU ALWAYS HAVE IN 
YOUR POCKETS ON SET? 
Spielberg: I have nothing in my pockets on the set. I don’t 
believe in carrying change into combat.
Lee: Wallet and keys. 
Coppola: Lip balm. 
Payne: Lubricant.
Soderbergh: Cash.
Nolan: A cup of tea.
Cuarón: Stuff.

Bier: Lip balm. Chewing gum. Phone, although I never use it 
on set.
Michell: Sides [half-sized script pages of the scene being shot 

that day]. Liquorice Airwaves.
Joe Wright: Notebook, pencil and beta-blockers. 
Fincher: Gum, iPhone, very close-up glasses.

Clooney: Unfortunately, my cell phone.
Edgar Wright: My shot-list for the day, my storyboards and a 
never-ending supply of black Sharpies. My one true joy is 
crossing off  my storyboards and shot-list with a thick, 

black cross.
Greengrass: Short sides, folded up, with my notes scrawled 
over them. Always in my back pocket and a pen in my front 
right pocket.
Marshall: My headphone pack, script pages and a pen. That’s it.
Whedon: If  possible, nothing. I like to climb around like a 
monkey to look for angles (and to pretend I’m a monkey).

HOW MANY CUPS OF COFFEE A DAY? 
Michell: Green tea or decaff. 
Spielberg: I never had a cup of coffee in my life, but I have 
at least a dozen cups of mint tea a day.
Joe Wright: Way too many, hence the beta-blockers. 

I met my last assistant when she was working as a barista 
so we had an espresso machine in my offi ce — that 
was dangerous. 
Cuarón: No coffee. Green tea in the morning, white tea in the 
afternoon. Far too many.
Whedon: Only tea, ’til Age Of Ultron, where I got hooked. 

Even then, one or two. With tea in-between. Tea I can swill 
all day.
Bier: Two, maybe three. I drink loads of herbal tea, though, 10 
cups or so. A pretty unexciting habit, I know.
Greengrass: More than the most takes I’ve ever done!
Fincher: Three tops, or I become too caustic/vengeful.

Lee: Two. 
Clooney: Three.
Marshall: One in the morning. One at ‘tea time’. But always iced.
Nolan: So many that I was forced to give it up and take up tea 
after Insomnia.
Soderbergh: Never had a cup of coffee in my life. Dr Pepper is 
my caffeine delivery system of choice.
Payne: About three double espressos.
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Edgar Wright: Way too many. Once I had a 
potentially heart attack-inducing eight double 
espressos in one day. I think my assistant secretly 
swaps my coffees for decaf as she doesn’t want me to 
die of caffeine overdose.

WHAT’S YOUR BEST-EVER DAY 
ON SET?
Clooney: Watching David Strathairn do a three-page 
monologue in one take on Good Night, And Good Luck.
Spielberg: My best day on set is just about every day.   
Edgar Wright: Any time I think out loud, “I can’t believe 
this is my job,” and remember I am a very lucky duck. 
Whether marshalling hundreds of zombies, doing 
crazy stunts or shooting big music numbers, I just feel 
fortunate to have made my passion my vocation.
Whedon: Couldn’t choose. Any day I got the footage 
and sent the crew home on time is pretty damn fair.
If  that day involved people dancing, it’d probably make 
the short list.
Cuarón: When you allow the unexpected to happen and 
you fl ow with it.
Marshall: The fi rst day working with an actor. Especially 
one I’ve always admired. And I’ve been lucky to work 
with so many…
Michell: Last day of shoot.
Soderbergh: When a diffi cult scene you’ve been 
dreading turns out to be easy, quick and good.
Bier: When a scene you’ve worried about turns 
out amazingly.
Joe Wright: Probably the day we shot the long Steadicam 
shot on the beach for Atonement. We spent the whole day 
preparing under heavy cloud but at sunset, just as we were 
ready to shoot, the sun dipped beneath the cloud and 
everything just came together, a huge team effort. We all, 
including the 1000 extras from the local community of 
Redcar who had brought family and picnics, felt a sincere 
sense of ownership. I was beatifi c when I called, “Cut” 
that day. 
Fincher: When the plan goes totally awry, and something 
amazing happens…
Payne: Sorry to sound corny, but even the worst day on set 
is the best day on set and heads-and-shoulders above 
not shooting.
Lee: There were many days, but off  the top of my head, one 
day on Brokeback Mountain, shooting the scene where Ennis 
visits Jack’s parents. 
Coppola: When Bill Murray is there.
Greengrass: Probably Bloody Sunday. We had no money for 
extras and gambled on months of outreach to persuade the 
people of Derry to turn out and march for us on one single 
afternoon. And they did. In their tens of thousands. Seeing 
them march, their patience and their dignity and their 
commitment, I knew the movie would have a quality of truth.
Nolan: The last.

WHAT’S YOUR WORST-EVER DAY
ON SET?
Spielberg: My worst day on set is when I have to wrap and go 
back to the hotel.
Marshall: When I’m behind and the clock is ticking. It’s hard to 
think. It’s hard to feel free. I do my best to hide all that from the 
cast and crew.
Fincher: When things go exactly as planned, and it’s dull.
Joe Wright: The day an actor tried to punch me. I’ll say no more. 

Soderbergh: When an easy, simple scene unravels into 
something unshootable.
Whedon: Buffy presentation. My fi rst gig. Whole thing was a 
nightmare. At one point there was pure chaos and a total lack 
of confi dence from all involved. I stood outside the set, wanting 
to slink off  home and realising that if  I did, if  I didn’t walk in 
there and somehow take control, I was going to be an 
increasingly miserable script doctor forever. So I walked in. 

Worst day ended up not so bad.
Bier: When it turns out you were right to be worried.
Lee: There were about 30 worst days on Crouching Tiger, 

and it’s hard to decide which one. I would say the third 
day, maybe. 
Cuarón: When things go “just as planned”. 
Greengrass: The fi rst day of a small movie I once made, when I 
knew with the fi rst shot that I had no point of view, wasn’t right 
for the fi lm. Nor it for me. And that I should never have made it. 
Edgar Wright: Too many. I can remember a low point on every 
shoot. Shaun, it was in the pub fi nale; we were up against it and 
had to cut action. Hot Fuzz, we were rained off, lost the light 
or night shoots went abysmally slow. Scott Pilgrim, I think 
there was a complicated, disastrous day of effect cues that sent 

me into a deep funk, and then on World’s End I remember a 
day where nothing went right where we ditched an entire 
sequence. Cue my transformation into The Sulk.
Coppola: I can’t remember, I think you block it out like 

childbirth, so you’ll do it again. But of course I remember 
scenes that weren’t working and once having to give up 

and come back to it another day.
Payne: Having said the above, I abhor when the actors don’t 

know their dialogue cold. When I have to spoon-feed dialogue 
to a lazy actor, I think of all the great Russian novels I could be 
reading instead of wasting my time. It makes me want to turn 
exclusively to documentaries — no hair and make-up, no 
second takes, and everyone knows his or her dialogue.
Clooney: A night shoot — in February in Montreal — in 
30-degrees-below-zero weather.
Nolan: The last.

ARE YOU THE FIRST ON SET OR 
THE LAST? 
Joe Wright: The fi rst. I love the stillness of a set before the crew 
all arrive and it gives me time to walk through the day. 
Bier: First. There’s a golden window every day, before everyone 
else and their walkie-talkies march in, where you have the set 
to yourself; where you can walk around it freely, as if  it’s 
yours entirely.
Fincher: First to arrive, last to leave (ish).
Soderbergh: First.
Clooney: Always the fi rst.
Whedon: First. I like to get there early, to see what I’ve got and 
prep and adapt. But there’s always some crew in before and out 
after, so maybe, “Neither.”
Greengrass: Somewhere in the middle.
Cuarón: This is a case-by-case scenario. I’m fi rst if  I can help to 
move things forward. I’m not fi rst if  there’s a lot of preparation 
and I’m not needed. I can use that time for more productive 
things: planning, cutting, rewriting, sleeping… 
Michell: First. I sneak on when nobody’s looking and fi gure out 
what to do.
Marshall: In-between — but closer to the fi rst. It’s vital that 
everyone knows what the plan is for the day.
Nolan: I’m there from call to wrap — but there’s an army of 
unsung PAs and location assistants whose hours put directors 
to shame. 
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Edgar Wright: First! I get there early, eat breakfast and pace 
nervously, making a game plan over coffee.
Coppola: Just after the DP. 
Payne: I do not arrive before the transpo guys or some of 
the ADs, but I always arrive early to walk through the set 
and make mental notes for the day.
Lee: I am one of the earlier ones. 

DO YOU CUT WHILE YOU SHOOT? 
Michell: Only wrists. 
Soderbergh: Yes. Sometimes literally while 
we’re shooting.
Spielberg: My editor, Mike Kahn, and my cutting-
room team edit every day during principal. I spend 
every moment the cameras aren’t turning in the 
cutting trailer. 
Cuarón: I do some cutting. I cut my own fi lms so 
during the shoot I have to cut on weekends or around 
my time on set. I tend to cut more during the fi rst weeks 
of shooting because I have more energy and I’m still in 
the early stage of discovering the fi lm. 
Clooney: Always.
Nolan: No. I’ll look at Lee’s [Smith, Nolan’s editor] 
assembly if  he tells me I screwed something up.
Fincher: Always. I am able to sustain a much higher 
degree of self-loathing when I have immediate access to 
all of my most recent failings...
Greengrass: Always.
Bier: Yes. And I spend a fair amount of time in the edit 
while I shoot.
Marshall: Rarely. I don’t like to. I’m focused on what’s 
happening and what’s next. Pirates Of The Caribbean was 
the one time I had to because of the extensive amount of 
CGI work. Luckily my partner John DeLuca was there to 
precede me in the editing room and work through scenes 
— so that I could use my time more effi ciently.
Joe Wright: My editor is compiling an assembly edit 
and occasionally I’ll pop in to check a sequence is 
working, but no more than that.  
Whedon: And before. I usually only shoot what I 
need. That got me into trouble in blockbuster land. 
I made an effort on my last fi lm to shoot much more, 
keep my options open — and that got me into 
more trouble.
Lee: No. I would rather imagine the best and face the 
reality later.
Edgar Wright: Yes. On the last two, I edited the action on 
set and it was incredibly helpful. On World’s End I would 
show the actors and stunt men what we’d done that day 
on wrap.
Payne: Never. Actually, by the time I reach the cutting 
room two weeks after wrap, I wish to have forgotten what 
I shot so as to approach the material like an editor, not 
a director. 
Coppola: No, I like to wait until after I’m done.

REAL EXPLOSION OR CGI 
EXPLOSION? 
Spielberg: Saving Private Ryan boasts 100 per cent 
practical explosions.
Payne: Never done an explosion, but I have had 
explosive diarrhea, and that was very, very real. Good 
thing I have my trailer.
Edgar Wright: Real. So much more fun to shoot. On Hot 

Fuzz we even blew up a miniature of the police station and I 

made sure I was there when they detonated. Too much fun. 
Whedon: Real is real. Nothing else is real. Unless it’s a safety 
issue, there’s no contest.
Soderbergh: Real, so far.

Bier: Real explosion. It’s really fun.
Marshall: Real, if  possible — with CGI enhancement.

Joe Wright: Real explosion with CGI enhancement. 
Lee: Real, with occasional CGI enhancement to sex it up. 
Nolan: Real explosion.
Clooney: Real.
Cuarón: A real explosion is not only much more fun to shoot, it 
also helps the actors and creates an energy on set and ultimately 
in the scene.   
Fincher: Real, contained and easily replicable (fast reset, 
propane?). On set — but with countless iterations of CG 
augmentation.
Greengrass: Both. Augmented reality.
Coppola: I don’t think I’ve done any explosions.
Michell: Huh?

DO YOU EVER OPERATE 
THE CAMERA? 
Spielberg: In my earlier years, I operated the camera a whole 
lot. Today less so. It’s not good for my back.
Coppola: No, I love being by the DP. 
Payne: Maybe fi ve times during an entire shoot. Usually a 
lock-off when I need to work with the actor to get the timing of 
a gag just right.
Nolan: A token shot on the big movies. I operate on the 
tiny movies.

Joe Wright: I did on Hanna, but not on the other fi lms. 
Whedon: Very rarely. I’m not experienced at it, and I’m 
usually behind the monitor.
Bier: No. Too clumsy.

Michell: Very seldomly, very badly.
Edgar Wright: I used to operate on my amateur fi lms. But 

not anymore, as I am no Bill Pope. Occasionally I have 
shaken the camera for an Irwin Allen earthquake effect.

Cuarón: Operating is great fun, but other people can do it 
better than me. Also, while doing a scene, I like to look at the 
actors and feel the moment and if  I’m operating I get 
distracted by the frame. I like to set up the shot in detail (lens, 

height, movement, composition etc.) and to be next to the 
camera, carrying a handheld monitor. I don’t use video-assist 
(Gravity was an exception because of its monitor-dependent 
technology). I also prefer an apple box close to the action than 
a director’s chair.
Fincher: Used to, but there are better people who actually do 
that kind of work.
Lee: Only in my student days with 16mm cameras. The 35mms 
are heavy, and I don’t really fi nd it that sexy. 
Clooney: No, but I’m in the camera union from operating cam 
on K Street — I pull out my card every once in a while, just to 
piss off  the cinematographer.
Marshall: That would not be good...
Soderbergh: Yes.
Greengrass: Once a movie.

WHAT’S THE BEST BIT OF 
FILMMAKING? 

Lee: The fi rst stage of editing, before anyone sees it. 
Michell: The cutting room.
Clooney: Figuring out the shot.

Payne: My favourite bits are the hours upon hours spent in a 
car scouting the fi lm with the production designer. During the 
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shoot, I like when it’s late and night, and most of the crew 
is asleep, and you’re with just a couple of actors and a tiny 
crew cooped up in a room somewhere. Then I love the 
entire editing process. I call the cutting room “The 
Promised Land”.
Joe Wright: The moment of inspiration, especially if  
everyone you’re working with has the same idea at the 
same moment. It’s as close to the “loss of self” that a 
musician feels when they’re totally tuned in. 
Marshall: It sounds clichéd — but the magic moment when 
it all comes together. You know it, the crew knows it, 
everyone knows it. Heaven.
Coppola: Being with your friends, making something together 
(after writing alone) and getting things exactly how you 
want, unlike life…
Edgar Wright: I think visual storytelling is a dying art, or 
certainly one that studios don’t trust anymore. The real 
genius of cinema is being able to tell stories without words. 
If  I could pick a scene to illustrate that, it would be the 
cemetery climax to The Good, The Bad And The Ugly. 
Filmmaking at its purest!
Bier: Can’t pick between shooting and editing. 
They’re each exciting in their own way. Although I 
guess editing — real editing, once you’ve fi nished 
your assembly — comes with the relief  that 
you’ve fi nished shooting.
Cuarón: Except for the fi nance part and 
promotion, the whole process. And the bit 
in-between the fi lms.
Soderbergh: Editing.
Nolan: It’s all good.
Whedon: All of it. Absolutely all of it.
Greengrass: All of it. It’s all a rapture…. Of uncertainty... 
Of infi nite possibility… Of becoming. I also hate all of it 
too. Almost… But not quite equally.
Fincher: Oh, man… I suppose when you can have a 
moment whilst watching the fi nal product where you lose 
yourself  (even for one-tenth of a second) in something you 
know is fake, you scouted it, you storyboarded it, you 
rehearsed it, you saw every take, and yet — for an instant — 
it feels like: it just happened.

WHAT’S THE MOST USEFUL 
ADVICE YOU RECEIVED FROM 
A FELLOW DIRECTOR?
Coppola: My dad told me, “Your movie’s never as good as 
the dailies and never as bad as the rough cut.”
Joe Wright: “Take whatever experience you can doing 
whatever you can so that when the big opportunity presents 
itself  to you you’re as prepared as you can be.” Sidney Lumet 
said that but not to me, I read it in his book. Directors don’t 
often get to talk to other directors. 
Lee: I dare not say in public. 
Nolan: “Open the kimono” — Soderbergh telling me not to 
hide my process from the studio.
Soderbergh: “Write everything down.”
Clooney: “Only shoot what you’ll need.”
Whedon: James Cameron told me, “You can hire the 50 best 
people in the business, people you love and trust and respect. 
You all look at the monitor — you’re gonna be the only one 
who sees what’s wrong.”
Marshall: It was actually the opposite of what a director once 
said to me. He said, “Remember, everyone is here to serve you.”  
And as he walked away, I thought to myself, “It’s exactly the 
opposite: ‘I’m here to serve everyone.’”

Cuarón: I’ve been blessed with a lot of advice from other 
directors. Among the many: “Manage your energy”; 
“Story, actors, location”; “Fail on your own terms”; “One 
for me and one for myself”; “Don’t eat the red ones.” 
Bier: The best advice I ever got was a result of the worst 
advice I ever got. When I was at fi lm school, one of my 
teachers suggested it was a good idea for us directors to 
integrate ourselves into the crew by, say, rolling up the cables 
and moving lights etc. So I did — and was fi nally, and 
politely, asked by my crew to “do what you do best, and 
we’ll do the same”. Which was pretty embarrassing. 

And pretty good advice.
Greengrass: Before I made my fi rst fi lm, having previously 
worked only in documentaries, I went to see Roger Michell, 
an old university friend, and by then a hugely experienced 
and brilliant theatre and fi lm director. He gave me a 

wonderful piece of advice. He said, “Never touch an 
actor.” By which he meant — don’t guide an actor. Don’t 
corral an actor. Don’t decide in advance where they 
should go. On the contrary, always listen to them. 
Always let them lead you. Always try to clarify their 
instincts. Because your actors will always be your best 
guide to the truth.  

Michell: “If you think you might need a close-up… 
You need a close-up.” 
Edgar Wright: John Sayles has this great quote: “Never do more 
than two takes of someone getting out of a car.” But the most 
inspiring one I received personally was from the aforementioned 
(name drop) Steven Spielberg, who I emailed with on the last 
week of shooting The World’s End, and he replied with this 
sentence: “Good luck on your last week. Finish strong.” I went 
in the next day with a spring in my step after that.
Payne: “Always speak to the actors singly and in a whisper.”
Fincher: Scorsese once told me, “The things you do poorly are 
as much a part of your style as the things you do well…” 
Which was totally true, and oddly reassuring.

WHY DIDN’T YOU JUST BECOME 
AN ACCOUNTANT?
Spielberg: I could never have been an accountant. I got a D 
in math.
Fincher: I’m not good enough with “people” to do that kind 
of work.
Joe Wright: If  I could have done anything other than become 

a director I probably would have, but I couldn’t see any other 
options. It was all I could do and all I ever wanted to do. 
Whedon: I am a storyteller. That is the very essence of my 
being. Also I can’t count.
Marshall: Hilarious! Not in my DNA.
Soderbergh: Terrible at math. 
Greengrass: 2 + 2 = 5, right?
Bier: Because I’ve never looked at a tax return without 
immediately losing consciousness. 
Coppola: It was inevitable, I guess, growing up on sets. 
Nothing looks as fun.
Michell: Is it too late?
Cuarón: The positions were all taken.
Lee: Directing a movie is a lot easier for me.
Clooney: Because I’m lousy at math. 
Nolan: There’s enough number crunching in moviemaking to 
satisfy my accounting ambitions.
Edgar Wright: I am not even in spitting distance of being the 
greatest fi lm director in the world, but I can say with the utmost 
certainty that I would be the worst accountant of all time.
Payne: Piss off. 
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On set of Spectre Part 1: How to mount the most  
ambitious pre-credits sequence yet 
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’VE NEVER SEEN ANYTHING 
like it,” one of Spectre’s cast tells 
Empire. “It’s so exciting, I cannot tell 
you. You have to pinch yourself. 
It’s… extraordinary.”
It’s a sultry March evening in Mexico 

City, and the topic under discussion is the 
traditionally eye-popping pre-title 
sequence of the 24th Bond film, currently 
shooting in the capital. You’d expect 
Johnny Extra to gush about anything they 
saw on a 007 set, but when the actor 
brandishing the superlatives has already 
demolished a canalside building in Venice, 
freefallen from a disintegrating DC-3 into 
a desert sinkhole and downed a helicopter 
by blowing up his character’s own 
ancestral home beneath it, you take them 
at their word. Yep, it’s fair to say that even 
Daniel Craig is impressed.

He’s not alone. Earlier that day, 
Empire is perched on a balcony of the 
city’s sumptuous Gran Hotel. Below us, in 
the Zócalo — Mexico City’s vast central 
square, bordered by a cathedral, a palace 
and various government buildings — a 
thousand extras, garbed in the macabre 
costumes of the country’s Day Of The 
Dead festival, are snaking their way 
towards an imposing, nightmarish stage 
erected at its centre. On the stage is the 
festival’s centrepiece, La Catrina: a giant 
grinning skull, 10 to 13 metres high, 
flanked on either side by two equally tall, 
cackling skeletons. Another 500 extras, 
playing spectators, entertainers, police 
and soldiers, litter the square, while next 
to the stage is a beefy-looking military 
helicopter, which is about to embark on a 
less-than-smooth journey. It’s fair to say 
that we’re impressed too.

MEXICO,
 MEXICO CITY
DATE MARCH 28, 2015

WORDS NEIL ALCOCK
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S, INDEED, ARE SOME 
of the architects of the scene, 
who join us on the balcony: 
second unit director 
Alexander Witt, 

production designer Dennis Gassner, 
costume designer Jany Temime, and — 
quietly surveying the action like a proud 
parent on sports day — producer 
Michael G. Wilson. “This is the biggest 
opening sequence we’ve ever done, 
maybe the biggest [of any] sequence we’ve 
ever done,” he tells Empire, pondering 
the complex logistics of it all. “The only 
thing that’s come close to it was putting 
on the carnival in Rio in Moonraker. That 
was pretty big, getting all the costumes 
and people and dancers, and we’ve done 
that here, but it’s a much bigger operation.”

Gassner is, if  anything, even happier. 
In his off-white linen suit and fedora, the 
laid-back Canadian talks in an easy 
drawl (think Jeff  Bridges playing Alan 
Grant) but becomes remarkably 
animated as he points out his team’s 

achievements. “Did you see what we’re 
doing out here?” he asks, gesturing at the 
Spectre-cle below. “I mean, look at that! 
When Mexico City and Day Of The 
Dead became part of the mix, we looked 
at it in a very excited way and said this 
could be an amazing opening. It’s always 
been a great event; I’ve seen bits and 
pieces of it, but not like this. I don’t think 
I’ll ever see it like this again!”

Witt, meanwhile, acknowledges the 
challenge of shutting down and taking 
over a major traffi c hub in one of the 
world’s most populous cities. “It’s more 
challenging for the city than for us, to 
close down a square where all the roads 
come together, especially with the 
Mexican White House being part of the 
square.” The demands of the script don’t 
make life any easier, Witt explains: “It’s 
elaborate because you have 1500 extras 
and you’ve got to fi ll up a square that 
you probably need two or three hundred 
thousand people to look like it’s full.” 
Indeed, as he speaks, ADs in the Zócalo 

“This is the 
biggest opening 
sequence we’ve 
ever done.” 
Producer Michael G. Wilson

Suitably clad, 007 

squires Stephanie 

Sigman’s Estrella.
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herd the extras into different sections of 
the square, to be fi lmed in such a way that 
a composite image can be created later.

And then, of course, there’s the 
small matter of the aforementioned 
chopper, which will soon be involved in 
the hair-raising stunt seen in the second 
trailer: a 360-degree mid-air corkscrew 
that makes The Man With The Golden 

Gun’s car-based spiral jump look like a 
wheelie on a BMX… And Empire’s 
hunch is that that might not even be the 
most mind-blowing thing you’ll see the 
helicopter do. To execute these amazing 
aerobatics, the production secured the 
services of top stunt pilot Chuck Aaron, 
one of just three people in the world 
licensed to perform them. In case you 
didn’t already wish you were him, Aaron 
goes by the call sign ‘Malibu’ and sports 
the kind of magnifi cent, twirlable 
moustache Bond villains only dream of.

HAT STUNT FOLLOWS A 
sequence of events that sees 

Bond going rogue to hunt down 
minor villain Marco Sciarra 
(Alessandro Cremona) through 

the parade, leaving a typically insurance 
company-bothering trail of destruction 
behind him. There’s a commotion from 
the throng below us as Cremona bursts 
through the crowd and heads for the huey. 
He leaps in, but not before a familiar-
looking secret agent (actually a stunt 
double) clambers aboard after him, and 
the helicopter’s inhabitants prepare for 
in-fl ight fi sticuffs as it takes off, swooping 
low over the Zócalo’s rooftops.

Expectations for the sequence are 
naturally high, especially given Skyfall’s 
incredible opening jeep/motorbike/
digger/train set-piece, and that’s both a 
burden and an incentive for cast and 
crew. Just ask the main man. “There’s a 
huge amount of pressure,” Craig tells 
Empire that evening. “But fantastic 
pressure, because I think we made a 
good movie [with Skyfall]. By having 
Sam back we’ve created a language that’s 
one foot in the past but hopefully very 
modern as well, and we wanted to 
continue that. What you saw today is 
obviously a fantasy, helicopters don’t 
often fl y down the main street of Mexico 
City… But hopefully [Spectre] is richer 
and the characters go a bit deeper.”

The one thing Craig wants to avoid, 
he tells us thoughtfully, is “mediocrity. 
It’s got to be spectacular and the best 
thing you can do.” On the basis of all 
that Empire has witnessed in Mexico 
City, mediocrity seems unlikely.

 ON SET OF SPECTRE CONTINUES ON PAGE 58. 

SPECTRE
FILES #1
LE CHIFFRE 

NEAL PURVIS & ROBERT 
WADE (SCREENWRITERS): 

Le Chiffre is banker to 
the world’s terrorists.

He uses foreknowledge 
of their activities to play 
the markets for his own 
gain — concealing this 
from his employers... 
SPECTRE. When his 
scheme goes wrong 
courtesy of Bond, Le 
Chiffre convenes a 

high-stakes poker game 
to make up his losses 

— and is surprised when 
he is forced to face the 

best player in the British 
Intelligence Service: 

James Bond.
 Le Chiffre is wiped out 

by his employers for 
failing to deliver a return 

on their investment.

SPECTRE
FILES #2

MR. WHITE
PURVIS & WADE: Mr. White 

is a ruthless man and a 
major player in SPECTRE 
and the man who seems 
to be responsible for the 

death of Vesper Lynd — up 
until that point the love of 

Bond’s life.
 Mr. White is captured by 
Bond at the end of Casino 

Royale but escapes in 
Quantum Of Solace. 

He has gone to ground — 
but could prove a valuable 
source of information... if 
Bond can fi nd him again.

Alessandro Cremona’s Marco 

Sciarra fl ees the scene. 

In time-honoured Bond girl fashion, 

Estrella is a woman of mystery...

Bond in pursuit

of Sciarra. 
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An exclusive gallery of Sam 
Mendes’s behind-the-scenes 
Spectre pictures…
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1 Our cinematographer 
Hoyte Van Hoytema, 
myself, Barbara and 
Daniel having a 
sundowner on our last 
day in the desert. The 
relief you may detect is 
to do with the fact that 
we just engineered and 
triggered the largest 
ever filmed explosion... 
and no-one got hurt! 
(Note the second supper 
next to yours truly.) 

2 Sometimes it’s more 
like an operating theatre 
than a film set...

3 This photo is very 
familiar indeed. It is 
entitled ‘Almost every 
evening on location’.

4 The best piece of 
action kit ever invented 
— the Edge. 

5 Either a tiny 
cinematographer or a 
giant clapperboard.

6 Myself and Dennis 
Gassner, location 
scouting in the Austrian 
Alps. I don’t
get vertigo… Often. 

7 We had to get the 
Dame into the movie 
somewhere...

8 The final production 
meeting before shooting 
begins on a Bond movie, 
from the POV of the 
director. To my right, my 
brilliant first AD Michael 
Lerman; to my left, 
Barbara Broccoli, trying 
to work out how to use 
her iPhone. The meeting 
took two days. 

9 This was my ride in 
Mexico City. I wanted to 
slip through unnoticed.
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HERE HAVE BEEN ONLY TWO BOND  
movies since Christoph Waltz won his first Academy 

Award, for Inglourious Basterds, back in 2010. And yet, 
when the Austrian actor was confirmed as Bond’s 
arch-nemesis and potential ‘step-brother’, Franz 

Oberhauser, at the Spectre global press conference last December, 
it was hard not to ask: what took them so long? 

Waltz and Bond seem made for each other. Eloquent, 
urbane, incredibly intelligent, able to imbue a single word like 
“James” with the sort of menace that would stop lesser double-00 
agents in their tracks, the 58-year-old double Oscar-winner may 
not be able to spar physically with Bond (that’s Dave Bautista’s 
role), but is the sort of wily coyote you can imagine running rings 
around MI6’s finest. “We’d never had a supervillain,” says 
Mendes of Oberhauser. “He’s got something brilliantly dark 
inside him, when he turns it on,” adds Craig.

Today, as he sits on a sofa in a London hotel suite on an 
overcast Tuesday morning in July, the impish Waltz is thankfully 
keeping all that brilliant darkness locked away as we chat about 
Bond, and a career that can be divided into two stages: the first, 
when he was a respected actor in his native Europe; and the 
second, higher-profile stage, which began when he opened a 
script written by Quentin Tarantino…

Sam Mendes is guest-editing this issue… That’s interesting. I was 
asked to guest-edit an issue of Die Zeit, a weekly in Germany, a 
sort of intellectual, social-democratic paper with a long tradition. 
Pretty highbrow. Why would you ask me to guest-edit? I know 
nothing about journalism. I have the highest regard for putting a 
paper together. So why on earth would they ask me? 

They wanted you to set the agenda? They would have helped, but 
I’d have sat there and had an opinion. I despise that. People 
wedging in sideways, completely ignorant, but with an opinion.

Do you find a lot of that in your working life? I certainly do. It’s 
fascinating how the craft of filmmaking careens, like a vehicle 
gotten out of control. You can always argue for classical film 
grammar. I had a film teacher in New York who gave this 
fantastic example. He said, you walk up to a vendor in the street 
and say, “Hot me a give dog,” and the vendor will eventually 
piece it together, depending on his IQ, and give you the desired or 
requested hot dog. But if you say, “Give me a hot dog,” he gets it 
right away. It makes a lot of sense to use grammar if you want to 
be understood. Yet oddly, I find in film that they consider it a 
creative liberation to toss that overboard. 

Your first big American film was with Quentin Tarantino, playing 
Hans Landa in Inglourious Basterds. He works on his own, without 
interference. Then to go from that into The Green Hornet, which I 
imagine had lots of interference… Oddly, none. That’s why that 
was such a disappointment [laughs].

Over the years, have your eyes been opened, seeing the way Quentin 
works? I always feel that I have to come to Hollywood’s defence a 
little bit. Not everybody in the studio is an idiot. There are a few 
really brilliant people working there. They don’t run it, which is 
the problem. Even if they’re presidents or CEOs, they only run 
part of it. John Boorman wrote this fabulous book, Money Into 

Light. That’s what movies are. I can lament that and stay at home 
or I say, “That’s regrettable, now what do I do with it?” Coming 
back to the defence of Hollywood, I think everybody is in that 
same situation. People who work at the studios have the same 
desire to make great movies, but they’re being rapped on the 
knuckles by the corporations. Money into light. A
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But with Bond production company Eon, which is in essence a 
corporation within a corporation… That’s different. That’s why 
this is really unique. Of course, Sony is a corporation and the film 
business constitutes, I think, six per cent of Sony business. But 
Broccoli is Broccoli, and Bond is Bond, and Bond is Broccoli. It’s 
like Ringling, Barnum & Bailey. I know two circus families. One 
in Switzerland, one in Italy. There are striking similarities [to 

Eon]. With the Swiss one I travelled for a while. They gave me a 
compartment on one of their wagons…

This was for Water For Elephants. Exactly. There’s the matriarch, 
who is the hub, and the patriarch, who is the engine. They go out 
and there are hundreds of people working, and these people 
know every single person by name. You say, “Oh, it’s a family.” 
No, it’s not. It’s a business, but they feel responsible for the 
welfare of their people, and for the success with the audience... 
It’s fantastic. Their father started it, and their children are in it. 
The fourth generation is just growing up and they’ll be in it. 
That’s how the Broccolis do it. Michael [G. Wilson] and Barbara 
[Broccoli] are always available, day and night.    

In a previous interview, you said you wavered slightly before 
accepting the role of Oberhauser. Why? You’re asked to do more 
than play a part when you’re asked to play in Bond. The higher 
the bar, the higher the responsibility.

Samuel L. Jackson once told us he was a massive Bond fan, but 
early on reconciled himself to the fact that he would never be Bond. 
He settled for being the bad guy. Did you have a similar experience?
I had an absolutely analogue train of thought. I will never be 
James Bond. To be the villain? It’s not completely out of the 
world. James Bond is an icon. James Bond is an English — he’s 
not even British, despite Sean Connery — he’s an English 
assassin spy agent. It’s Her Majesty’s Secret Service, 007. I will 
never be James Bond because of the icon. What I thought may be
not completely out of the world came to pass. 

What does the Bond franchise mean to you? I hate that word 
“franchise”. Franchise is something you sell when you have an 
idea how to market burger joints. This is not a franchise. This is 
Bond movies, and they could exist without the others. You don’t 
need 24 to understand what it’s about. In James Bond, you have a 
specific character and Sam changed that a little bit. A little dark, 
a little haunted. Roger Moore was this cynical joker. Fabulous, 
because of Roger Moore. When Pierce Brosnan tried the same 
thing, it didn’t really work that well, did it? Sean Connery was 
this mischievous sunny boy. And of course, they’re a child of 
their times. Sean Connery was of the ’60s, the sexual revolution, 
the new audacity, anti-bourgeois. Now Daniel is retreating more 
into the darker, the haunted, the psychological. Which is difficult. 

Let’s talk about the role itself, as much as we can. We can’t. 

In 2009, Quentin said people had asked him to protect you after 
Inglourious Basterds came out. He didn’t want you to be the bad 
guy in Die Hard movies. Were you offered roles like that? 
Constantly. I still am. Typecasting is not really a wrong thing, per 
se. And it needs to be decided from case to case. I constantly get 
offers to play stupid Nazis and haunting villains. Usually people 
don’t know what they’re after. I have no interest in working with 
people who don’t know what they’re doing and why they’re doing 
it. Absolutely none. I only played one Nazi in my life so far, and 
it looks like I’ll stick to that. 

Was that typecasting why Quentin was so keen to make Django 

Unchained ’s King Schultz different from Landa? No. Quentin
writes characters and sets them free, and follows their actions,
and reports on their evolution and conflicts. That’s his script. He
has preferences, and Schultz was not a construction in my
direction, to do me a favour. That’s what he wanted. Lucky me. I
happened to be there as well. But in that order.

I’m intrigued by how Hans Landa read in the script… you turned
him into someone who takes delight from his actions. Was that on 
the page? It was on the page. I don’t know if you would have read 
the same page had you read it. That, I can’t tell. But it is my 
conviction that an actor cannot do what’s not on the page. It’s a 
very vain and self-important thought, that an actor can lift a 
lesser part onto a higher level.

You’ve won two Oscars now. With Basterds, in the run-up to the 
Oscars you’d won every major acting award there was to win. On 
the night itself, were you devoid of nerves? 
The whole thing was an otherworldly experience. It didn’t require 
my active participation, not even on a nervous level. It really 
didn’t. Of course, I was nervous. Everything was so far beyond 
my comprehension. I drifted through it, in a way. When I then 
had the statue, there was a young lady standing in the wings. She 
said, “Give me your hand. Don’t worry, I’ll guide you out to your 
people. You will not remember any of this.” That’s the thing  
I remember. 

“You’re asked to play 
more than a part when 
you play in Bond.”

Top: Touched by the  

hand of Sam: on the set 

of Spectre. 

Above: Oscar #1: 

Inglourious Basterds. 

Right: Oscar #2: Django 

Unchained.





On set of Spectre Part 2:  
How to construct a classic, 
Alpine action scene   
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ERCHED BY AN  
Obertilliach ski slope high in 
the Austrian Tyrol, only a 

Spectre-issue Helly Hansen 
puffer jacket preventing the onset of 

hypothermia, Empire is shielding its eyes 
from the glare of sun on snow. Just 
behind are a group of schoolkids playing 
hooky to catch MI6 and SPECTRE 
doing battle for the first time since Never 

Say Never Again (or For Your Eyes Only, 
if  they’re sticklers for canon). A hundred 
yards in front squats a two-tiered Alpine 
barn that only five minutes earlier had 
been a hive of activity. The last of the 
stunt and explosives experts slowly  
depart the area. “No filming!” shouts a 
crew member as a curious local tees up  
a smartphone. 

The skiers swishing blithely past have 
no idea that in a moment Her Majesty’s 
finest will be blasted across the valley in 
the battered cockpit of a light aircraft like 
a rocket-propelled rooster. Not the man 
himself, of course. You couldn’t hire a 
crash test dummy to sit in this cockpit, let 
alone the most heavily insured man in 
British cinema. Besides, Daniel Craig is 
back in Pinewood with Sam Mendes and 
the first unit, finishing the beginning of 
the action sequence that ends here.

It’s the kind of temporal brain-
twister action movies of this scale throw 
up. Balance sheets and tight schedules 
have two separate crews working on the 
same scene hundreds of miles apart. The 
magic of cinema — and specifically that 
of editor Lee Smith — will render those 
joins undetectable. This set-up is the 
culmination of a three-part sequence that 
sees 007 pursue SPECTRE vehicles 

AUSTRIA,
OBERTILLIACH
DATE FEBRUARY 1, 2015

WORDS PHIL DE SEMYLEN
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“There’s always 
danger with 
everything we 
do.”Gary Powell

Don’t ever pull 

in front of Hinx 

without indicating.

carrying henchman Hinx (David Bautista)
and mysterious doctor Madeleine Swann 
(Léa Seydoux) — also Mr. White’s 
daughter — down a glacier, through a 
frozen forest and, by now wingless, 
through a barn. It’s the ‘through’ part the 
locals are so keen to witness. Any minute 
now, the rigged explosives will go off, 
propelling the front half of the Britten-
Norman Islander into the thinnest of air. 
At least, that’s the plan.

T’S HARD TO IMAGINE THESE 
second-unit crewmembers, most 
sporting campaign beards, as 
‘second’ to anyone. They’re the highly
drilled workhorses behind the latest 

stunt to gild James Bond’s rich history of 
carefully coordinated mayhem. In their 
450-strong ranks are franchise veterans. 
The fi lm’s affectionally dubbed “snow 
whisperer” Stefan Zürcher, for example, 
has worked on nine Bonds, and nearly 
perished for the cause on The Living 

Daylights when his snowplough plunged 
through a frozen lake. And one of today’s 
key men, unfl appable stunt co-ordinator 
Gary Powell, has kept Bond safe(ish) 
since Casino Royale. “The planning and 
logistics of a sequence like this takes 
months,” he points out. “Then there’s 
getting permission to fi lm in the village, 
because they’ve probably never seen 
anything like this.” 

At one point there were a thousand 
crew members in situ as fi rst and second 
units converged. There’s “a lot of PR” 
required to keep the locals, mostly 
no-nonsense farmers, happy during the 
shoot, a production manager explains. 
Soon they’ll be able to boast of joining 
Bregenz (Quantum Of Solace) and 
Weissensee (The Living Daylights) in 
offering an Austrian home for Bond, but 
for now they’re probably just keen to 
know why two modifi ed Land Rover 
Defenders and a Range Rover have been 
careering down their slopes at 95km/h. 
“There’s always danger with everything 
we do,” says Powell, pre-empting 
Empire’s next question. “We’re on icy 
roads so anything can happen, but I’ve 
got three rally champions driving. Good 
team there.”

Aboard the plane during its earlier 
trajectory down the slopes was Rob Hunt, 
stuntman on two previous Bonds and, 
whisper it quietly, one Bourne. If light 
aircraft make seriously uncomfortable 
toboggans, he’s not getting much 
sympathy from his boss. “There’s not a lot 
of suspension when you’re coming down 
the slopes,” laughs Powell, “so his vision’s 
quite blurry at the moment.” Hunt and 
his fellow stunties originally had even 

more derring to do up in these mountains. 
The fi nal chunk of the already lengthy 
sequence, originally due to end with a 
skidoo chase through the village and 
culminate with Bond and Hinx facing off  
at a dam, was truncated, presumably 
because at some point someone would 
have needed to stop for a pee. 

“Everyone’s done their homework so 
when we get to the shooting day, it 
shouldn’t be a challenge,” adds Powell, as 
the countdown to barnageddon 
commences. If he speaks with the 
reassurance of a man who’s seen it all, 
that’s because he has. This isn’t even his 
fi rst Bond-meets-light-aircraft gig. He 
worked on Pierce Brosnan’s improbable 
skydive into the cockpit of GoldenEye’s 
Pilatus Porter. “It’s a little different having 
a plane chasing three cars through the 
woods,” he says. The stunt co-ordinator 
exudes professional pride in his 15-strong 
team, and appreciates his director’s 
openness to new ideas. “Sam likes to be 
proved wrong,” he grins, “which is good 
because I’m more than happy to do that 
for him — in the nicest possible way.” The 
easy option here, a classic Bond ski chase, 
was jettisoned in favour of “trying to do 
something different”. 

T’S DEFINITELY DIFFERENT. 
Bond has been in a barn or two 
before (famously with Pussy Galore 
in Goldfi nger and Tracy di Vicenzo in 
On Her Majesty’s Secret Service) but 

there’s no hay to roll in this time, just an 
imminent detonation and a trip into the 
blue yonder. Second unit director 
Alexander Witt, on whose shoulders all 
this ultimately rests, has nine cameras 
ready to capture it all. Mendes will 
scrutinise the results on remote 
playback later. “So far he’s been happy, 
no complaints,” says Witt. “He doesn’t 
send smileys back, just, ‘Move on.’ It’s 
just for him to get a sense of the shots 
we’re doing.” 

Witt is calm as things prepare to 
go all Michael Bay on us. And then it 
happens. There’s a heart-jolting bang 
and through a blizzard of logs and 
splintering timber shoots the cabin of 
that entirely Q-unapproved Bond plane. 
It thumps to Earth and grinds to a halt 
90 metres further down the slope. The 
locals whoop their approval. Empire, 
meanwhile, glances around, half-
expecting to spot Powell and Witt 
engaged in a celebratory fi st-bump, 
handshake or high fi ve. But they’re 
already onto the next set-up. They’re 
losing the light.

 ON SET OF SPECTRE CONTINUES ON PAGE 64. 
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Sam Mendes, clad in

regulation Spectre

puffer jacket, confers

with David Bautista

(Mr. Hinx).

Bond (Daniel Craig) 

with Madeleine Swann 

(Léa Seydoux) before 

the frost melts.

SPECTRE
FILES #4
VESPER LYND

PURVIS & WADE: 
Vesper Lynd was in 

charge of the British 
Financial Task Force 
and was in control of 
the money Bond was 

using to play Le Chiffre 
at poker in Casino 

Royale. Bond fell in 
love with her. She 
committed suicide 

because of her guilt at 
betraying Bond.

SPECTRE
FILES #3

DOMINIC 
GREENE

PURVIS & WADE:
Dominic Greene was 
running SPECTRE’s 

South American 
operation.

 He was trying to 
control one of the 

world’s most valuable 
resources. 

Bond discovered the 
operation and left him 
for dead in the desert. 

With no water.
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EMPIRE 
TOASTS 
SPECTRE 
WITH 007 
SPECIALLY 
DESIGNED 

COCKTAILS. 
OH, AND 

DO DRINK 
RESPONSIBLY. 
YOU’RE NOT 

JAMES BOND, 
YOU KNOW

MIXOLOGIST  
ANDY PEARSON 

(INTOXICOLOGY.CO.UK) 

WORDS 
NEIL ALCOCK

PHOTOGRAPHY
ANDY PARSONS

DR. NO
THE BEE’S KNEES

Raise a glass to first
Bond girl Honey Ryder
with this sweet but
sharp tipple. Drink from
a freshly sourced seashell
for that authentic (but
rather salty) experience.

60 ml gin
2 tsp honey
15 ml lemon juice

Stir ingredients in a cocktail
shaker until the honey
dissolves, add ice, shake
and strain into a martini
glass. Garnish with a slice
of lemon peel.

ON HER 
MAJESTY’S 
SECRET SERVICE 
FOR QUEEN & COUNTRY

The ideal après-ski for 
anyone who’s just escaped 
an avalanche that trapped 
their future wife, only for 
her to be rescued and 
captured by a homicidal 
maniac. This never 
happened to the other fella.

50 ml Scotch whisky 
50 ml grapefruit juice 
15 ml sugar syrup 
15 ml egg white

Shake ingredients with ice 
and strain into a glass. 
Garnish with a tragic, fi nal 
twist of grapefruit peel.

Cocktails prepared by 

Sushant Rana at the 

Heliot Cocktail Bar, 

Hippodrome Casino in 

Leicester Square, 

London. 
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CASINO ROYALE
VESPER

The only drink to 
accompany Casino Royale 
is the one invented for 
the original novel by Ian 
Fleming. Like Daniel Craig’s 
Bond, it’s strong but 
bruised (shaking ‘bruises’ 
the spirits). Unlike him, it’s 
got a little slice of lemon 
peel on top.

60 ml gin 
20 ml vodka 
10 ml dry vermouth

Shake ingredients with ice 
and strain into a martini 
glass. Garnish with a twist 
of lemon peel.

SPECTRE 
SMOKING GUN

You’ll need some specialist 
equipment from Q Branch 
for this one: a smoking gun 
isn’t an actual gun, it’s a 
tool for infusing drinks with 
fl avoured smoke. The result 
is a cocktail as mysterious 
as the fi lm. Well, until it’s 
released, obviously.

50 ml vodka
15 ml whisky 
Applewood smoke infusion

Pour the whisky into an 
ice-fi lled mixing glass, stir 
six times and discard the 
liquid, retaining the ice in 
the glass. Add the vodka 
and stir for 30 seconds, 
then strain into a martini 
glass. Add smoke from 
a smoking gun, cover and 
steep for three minutes.

THE WORLD IS 
NOT ENOUGH 
CORN ’N’ OIL

Combining the oil of the 
fi lm’s plot with the corn of 
Pierce Brosnan’s one-liners, 
this classic cocktail is one 
to enjoy in your favourite 
armchair. You know, the 
one with the slowly 
tightening metal collar 
around your neck.

50 ml golden rum 
15 ml Velvet Falernum 
liqueur 
1 tsp lime juice
1 dash Angostura bitters

Stir the ingredients in an 
ice-fi lled tumbler. Garnish 
with a wedge of lime.

THE MAN WITH 
THE GOLDEN GUN
GOLDEN BULLET

Don’t forget the toast: 
“Per ora e per il momento 
che verra: To this moment, 
and the moment yet to 
come.” Although if the 
moment yet to come 
involves being pelted with 
bottles by a peanut-toting 
midget, you might want 
to stick to the Phuyuck.

50 ml gin 
25 ml Grand Marnier 
15 ml lemon juice

Shake ingredients with ice 
and strain into the navel of 
a Lebanese belly dancer. 
If you can’t fi nd one, a 
fancy glass will do.

THE LIVING 
DAYLIGHTS 
CLEAN SLATE

Fresh and fl inty, this serious 
cocktail will reinvigorate 
even the tiredest franchise. 
Do not be tempted to serve 
on the rocks (of Gibraltar).

50 ml gin
15 ml dry white wine 
6 white grapes

Muddle the grapes in 
a shaker, pour in the 
other ingredients, add 
ice, shake and strain into 
a glass. Garnish with 
two more grapes on 
a cocktail stick.



On set of Spectre Part 3: How Sam Mendes is  
crafting whole new levels of jeopardy for the world’s 

greatest secret agent
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There was love in the air. It seemed like a
no-brainer for Mendes to become the
first director since John Glen to direct
two consecutive 007s.

But then Mendes walked away. In a
statement he talked of “a very difficult
decision” but cited “theatre and other
commitments” that needed his “complete
focus over the next year and beyond”.

As we know, Mendes recanted four
short months later. And just two years
after that, he’s sitting in an armchair in
his Pinewood office, mug of coffee close
by, trying to make sense of it all.

“It was partly that Michael and
Barbara and MGM wanted to go really
quickly,” he says. “In fact, at one point
there was talk of releasing it this winter.
It would have been released a month ago
[in June]. I said, ‘That’s impossible.’
There was also talk about doing two
back-to-back. I felt, as Daniel did,
that was verging on the insane. One is
almost more than you can cope with,
let alone two!”

The “theatre and other
commitments” included directing Charlie

And The Chocolate Factory (“I didn’t go
off to do a tiny show — it was almost as
much work as Skyfall”) and King Lear,
along with “moving back to England
and all sorts of stuff that’s really
boring.” Also, even though Mendes is a
man who’s pretty much done it all
(including winning an Oscar for his first
film), directing a billion-dollar
blockbuster with a cultural footprint as
large as Skyfall’s is a different challenge
entirely. “It took me a while to get my
head around it,” he admits. “But the
success of Skyfall didn’t feel like a
straitjacket. It felt like an opportunity.”

Meanwhile, Wilson, Broccoli and

UNITED KINGDOM,
PINEWOOD 
STUDIOS
DATE FEBRUARY 1, 2015

WORDS CHRIS HEWITT

AM MENDES ALMOST 
didn’t edit this issue. 
Because Sam Mendes 
almost didn’t direct Spectre. 
Back in March 2013, there 

were over a billion reasons why Eon’s 
Michael G. Wilson and Barbara Broccoli 
wanted Mendes back in the director’s 
chair for the 24th Bond film. That’s how 
much Skyfall, Mendes’s previous crack at 
the world’s least-secret secret agent, had 
raked in around the world, a record for 
the 50-year-old series. But money isn’t 
everything; there was also critical 
acclaim, not for the first time in 007’s 
history, but certainly on an 
unprecedented scale. There were awards. 

The name’s... 
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writers Neal Purvis and Robert Wade 
were still beavering away on the story of 
Bond 24, aided and abetted by Daniel 
Craig, a man who has more story input 
than any Bond in history. “It’s gone 
exactly where I wanted it to go,” says 
Craig. “There are so many rich seams 
to mine.” 

Together, the Bond Brain Trust was 
determined to come up with a story so 
utterly grab-you-by-the-lapels-of-your-
safari-suit compelling that Mendes 
would have no choice but to come back. 
And it worked. “Story was always the 
way in,” says Mendes. “And once we 
located that, I felt a sense of ownership. 
Once you’ve got that, you’re in, whether 
you like it or not.”

Which leads us to today, and Empire’s 
latest trip down the Piccadilly Line to 
Uxbridge (other London Underground 
lines are available) for our fi nal visit to the 
set of Spectre. We’ve been to some of the 
most exotic locations Planet Earth has to 
offer on this movie — Mexico, Austria, 
Chris Corbould’s house — but there’s 
something about Pinewood that rushes 
the blood. After all, it’s where you’ll fi nd 
the Albert R. Broccoli 007 Stage, the logo 
rising resplendent above all the buildings 
that surround it. This is the only place in 
the world you can drive down a street 
called Goldfi nger Avenue. And, as you do 
so, you might just have to swerve to avoid 
Roger Moore, who still keeps an offi ce 
here. Pinewood is Bond. 

Today, the 007 Stage is being 
prepped for a major helicopter sequence. 
Instead, we’re off  to a smaller stage, 
retracing Bond’s steps through his old 
stomping ground: the MI6 building. Last 
seen being blown up by the dastardly 
Silva in Skyfall, the former HQ of the 
British Secret Service will play a crucial 

role in Spectre. And the vertigo-
inducing, four-storey set that a 
sweaty-palmed Empire shakily clambers 
up is a fabulously authentic recreation of 
a gutted, once-glorious building. It’s here 
that, later, a certain secret agent will be 
drawn, into the dilapidated shell of a 
building he once knew intimately, now 
ravaged by fi re and pressure and time. 
He’ll walk through offi ces where 
computers have been fused together by 
heat, and fi nd himself  in the lobby of the 
building. He’ll be inexorably drawn 
towards the wall, on which stands a 
stone memorial bearing the names of all 
the MI6 agents who have fallen in the 
line of duty (actually, they’re all key 
Spectre crew members). And it’s here 
where those fl inty blue eyes may even 
betray a fl icker of emotion as they light 
upon the last name — crudely spray-
painted in large red letters. His name. 
James Bond.   

VEN THOUGH ALL THE 
pre-Craig Bond movies had a 
loose chronology (Moore’s 
007 visits the grave of 
Lazenby’s wife, Tracy, in For 

Your Eyes Only), the series just didn’t do 
sequels. Instead, the character breezed 
through a series of standalone 
adventures in which the fate of the world 
was perpetually at stake, while our hero 
often acted like he couldn’t give two fi gs. 

That all changed with Casino Royale 
and the casting of Craig. His Bond 
doesn’t shrug, he absorbs. “Watching 
those movies, the character is leading us 
through the story but nothing really 
touches him,” says Craig. “I couldn’t act 
like that. I wouldn’t know how to. From 
the beginning, it’s been, ‘It’s okay to get a 
bit emotional.’ And hopefully by doing 

Bond, in an Aston Martin 

DB10 on which Mendes had 

design input, pursued 

through Rome by Hinx.

Andrew Scott 

as Max Denbigh, 

who has MI6 and 

M in his sights.

Is that a gun in 

M’s hand, or is he just 

pleased to see Bond?

David Bautista 

and Craig relax. 

Either that, or 

Hinx and Bond 

are closer than 

we thought.
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SPECTRE
FILES #5

SILVA
PURVIS & WADE: 

Silva was SPECTRE’s IT 
man in Skyfall.

 He was a one-time MI6 
agent who had a 

grievance against M for 
having given him up to 

the Chinese — a 
politically pragmatic 

decision by her.
 Bond failed to stop 
Silva from taking his 

revenge on M.

SPECTRE
FILES #6
OBERHAUSER

PURVIS & WADE: 
Oberhauser is the head 

of SPECTRE. Bond 
infi ltrates SPECTRE 
to realise he has a 

shared past with this 
man. The future of 

SPECTRE rides on what 
happens next…

 “It’s gone exactly where 
I wanted it to go.” 

Daniel Craig

Bond, with a burning helicopter 

behind him. Just another typical 

Thursday for 007. 
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so, you raise the temperature a bit.”
The Craig Bonds had already 

introduced the concept of a direct sequel 
into the Bond franchise. Quantum Of 

Solace picks up mere minutes after 
Casino Royale ended. So it shouldn’t 
come as a huge surprise, considering 
Skyfall’s enormous cultural impact, that 
Spectre is a direct follow-up. But Mendes 
is keen to point out that it’s not simply 
Skyfall 2. 

“It’s quite a different fi lm,” adds 
Mendes. “It’s quite daring to take 
something that you know has worked 
and turn it around. For me, the idea of 
trying to do another Bond movie and do 
something exactly the same would seem 
to be foolish. It was about being able to 
do things with this movie that I hadn’t 
been able to do on the last one.”

One of those things is expansion, 
and the embracing of a wider story for 
007. The MI6 set is so large that it plays 
host to holding cells, in which a shadowy 
someone has placed photos of people 
who would be living and breathing still 
had it not been their misfortune to know 
one man in particular: Bond. We won’t 
give away the identities, but there are 
blasts from Bond’s past that stretch back 
to Casino Royale. “A weird game is being 
played,” teases Mendes. “That’s 
defi nitely front and centre in terms of an 
attempt to give a shape to all the Daniel 
Craig Bond movies. We wanted this to 
be an accumulation, a gathering of 
everything that he’s done as Bond.”

So, then, to the big question: who’s 
the Machiavellian genius (besides our 
esteemed editor, of course) behind that 
weird game? The name’s Oberhauser. 
Franz Oberhauser. 

ONG STORY SHORT: FOR 
decades, Eon didn’t have the rights to 
evil organisation SPECTRE or its 

leader, the bald, scarred, 
cat-stroking blowhard, Ernst 

Stavro Blofeld. Now they do. So, when 
the movie and its cast were unveiled to the 
world’s media last December, just before 
the start of fi lming, everyone presumed 
that a fi lm called Spectre had to include 
Blofeld. And the presumption was that 
Waltz just had to play him. Had to be. 

However, it seems that may have 
been a case of putting 002 and 002 
together to make 007. Much has 
changed about this very modern 
iteration of the Special Executive for 
Counter-intelligence, Terrorism, Revenge 
and Extortion. Blofeld, it seems, is 
yesterday’s news. 

Oberhauser, according to Mendes, is 
“a fi gure that has a root in Bond’s past, 

Bond and Madeleine 

Swann enjoy a toast on a 

train bound for Morocco. 

No prizes for guessing 

what they’re drinking.

Q (Ben Whishaw) 

prepares to do 

something to Bond’s 

favourite arm. 

Lucia Sciarra 

(Monica Bellucci), 

apparently in 

mourning.

SPECTRE cad Franz 

Oberhauser (Christoph Waltz) 

and Madeleine Swann. This 

does not appear to be a 

friendly chat. 
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00-LEGEND
MEET DEBBIE McWILLIAMS,
BOND’S SECRET WEAPON

“WE HAVE BOXES OF THEM,” SAYS 007 CASTING GURU
Debbie McWilliams about the snapshots of blokes in
ill-fitting tuxes she receives on an almost daily basis.
“Every man on Earth seems to think he is James
Bond. It’s fascinating but a bit trying when you want
to get on with the job.”

McWilliams has been OHMSS since For Your Eyes
Only and is the series’ unsung hero. Due to Bond’s
unique demands she is brought in far earlier than the
norm, partly to find one of the most important
ingredients of the Bond mix — the female foil. This is
partly because Casino Royale started shooting
without a Vesper Lynd in place — “It was absolutely
terrifying; sleepless nights” — and partly due to the
demands of Sam Mendes. “Having Sam as a director
is a bit of a game changer. Obviously from a Bond
point of view, they have to be gorgeous. But for Sam
that’s not enough. He’s more concerned with the
acting than anything else.”

From Mads Mikkelsen to Bérénice Marlohe (above),
McWilliams is renowned for finding fantastic
international actors mainstream audiences haven’t
seen before, often by scouring film festivals or a
network of foreign field agents who tip her off to
fresh talent. For Spectre, Stephanie Sigman (Estrella)
came through her Mexican contacts and she found
Alessandro Cremona (Marco Sciarra) on a recce to
Rome. Léa Seydoux represents another strand of
McWilliams’s genius — her ability to see through
the jitters.

“Léa was beside herself with nerves when she came
in for her audition,” says McWilliams. “She went pink.
She couldn’t remember her words. But she came back
the next day and absolutely nailed it.” McWilliams’s
work is a prime example of the Bond Effect, the
unerring ability the franchise has to transform the
lives of those who touch it. “It’s shone a light on some
people,” she says modestly. “I’m thinking of Gemma
Arterton and Rosamund Pike — they’d done virtually
nothing when we cast them. I think everyone loves to
say they’ve been in a James Bond film. Everyone
wants to be in another one. Usually they’ve been
bumped off so they can’t.” IAN FREER

“There are depth
charges you don’t
see coming.”Sam Mendes

and a root in Fleming.” That root can be
traced back to Octopussy, the original
Fleming short story, in which a man
called Hannes Oberhauser is referenced
by Bond almost as a father figure. After
all, once his parents died, Bond had to go
somewhere. Why not into the care of
Hannes Oberhauser? And does that mean
Franz Oberhauser is the son of Hannes,
and effectively Bond’s ‘step-brother’? If
Oberhauser really is the author of Bond’s
pain, Chapter One may have started early,
possibly with well-timed wedgies.

“In Skyfall, we got to Bond age 12
when his parents died, but what
happened after that?” asks Mendes.
“What happened during his adolescence?
It’s a kind of retrospective creation story,
in a way. When you looked at the surface
of Skyfall, it felt like an ending. But it
was a new beginning on so many levels.
It felt like there were all these threads to
pull, so let’s pull them.”

Let’s assume, then, that Waltz is not

Blofeld. So much so, in fact, that he
perhaps should have been called Not
Blofeld. But rumours are pests, and there
are still cynics convinced Eon is hiding
its glorious bastard in plain sight; that,
despite all the denials, Waltz is playing
Blofeld, after all. This is known as
Pulling A John Harrison, after the wildly
complex efforts to mask the fact that
Benedict Cumberbatch’s Star Trek Into

Darkness villain was actually Khan, a
decision that contributed to some of the
fan fury heaped upon that movie.

“Why was there a backlash?” asks
Mendes, when Empire brings this up. We
venture that fans may have felt tricked,
maybe even lied to. “But there’s a
narrative as well,” he counters. “The
naming of a character is part of a story.
The audience cannot and should not be
given — and I’m not confirming or
denying anything — information that the
characters do not have. And preserving
tension in the narrative of a story that is
a riff or an acknowledgement of the
iconography of Bond over the years has
been crucial. Otherwise you are taking
an audience out of the narrative before
it’s even begun.”

Just talking about Blofeld is tricksy.
Mendes could be forgiven for banning

the mere mention of the B-word on set. 
“The B-word!” he snorts. “No, we 

talk about it all the time. It’s the great 
fi gure from the Bond vault, as it were. 
There was this big spectre hanging over 
the movie and the franchise, which is 
Blofeld, and what happened to the 
supervillain.” He chuckles. “That’s all 
I’m going to say.”

So Oberhauser is a supervillain, 
smart and sinister enough to lure Bond 
to the MI6 building where they’ll have a 
very intense confrontation. For some 
fi lmmakers, the presence of a 
supervillain, and the fun to be had from 
pure, unrestrained id, can sometimes 
lead to the hero being overshadowed or 
ignored. Mendes insists that with 
Spectre, the focus will remain on the 
most important B-word of them all.

“In Skyfall, Bond is playing catch-up 
the whole time,” says Mendes. “Here, it’s 
a totally different story. Here, he has to 
drive the movie.” And Bond’s 

investigation will throw up some 
interesting revelations... “There’s some 
big stuff  the movie is moving towards,” 
teases Mendes. “There are depth charges 
you hopefully don’t see coming.” 

While the director was keen to spare 
Bond a “psychological” ordeal this time 
around, there’s no question that, as 007 
fl its between London, Mexico, Morocco, 
Austria and Rome (sadly, Chris 
Corbould’s house will not feature in the 
movie), his ordeal will be physical. 
Craig’s Bond has already sustained 
bullets to the body and blows to the 
balls, but Spectre will really dole out the 
damage, including a train fi ght with 
Dave — sorry, David — Bautista’s 
hulking henchman, Mr. Hinx, that is 
deliberately redolent of the Connery/
Robert Shaw dust-up in From Russia 

With Love. “It’s a different kind of style 
of fi ght, a different kind of antagonist,” 
says Mendes. “There are challenges and 
lots of situations in the movie where you 
think, ‘How on earth is he going to get 
out of this?’” The author of Bond’s pain 
laughs. “It’s a pretty dark place.” James 
Bond will return...?

 SPECTRE IS OUT ON NOVEMBER 12 AND WILL 
 BE REVIEWED IN A FUTURE ISSUE. • 
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“Judi gave a sort of new defi nition to M,” Ralph 
Fiennes enthuses, well aware of the tough act 
he’s in the process of following. “You felt the 
power of her. It is an intimidating challenge.”  

So, what do we make of Lt. Col. Gareth 
Mallory, ex-British army, ex-SAS? He made a 
dramatic entrance in Skyfall, right enough. From 
shifty civil servant to taking a bullet for Dench’s 
M to being enthroned in the classic Whitehall 
offi ce as the new M wearily squaring off to 007 
— an image that sent us back to Connery raising 
the hackles of the headmasterly Bernard Lee.

“I guess people might use the term 
old-school,” Fiennes offers, carefully 
summarising the fourth offi cial M (after Lee was 
Robert Brown, then Dench). “Sam was keen to 
bring back the offi ce. It is oak-panelled, with 
paintings of naval battles, that sort of thing. 
He has a certain sort of style about him. 
What has not changed is that Bond is a bit 
of a rogue and M is frustrated, but appreciates 
the value of Bond.”

That said, despite some familiar banter 
(“There is a humour”), akin to the introduction of 
Dench in GoldenEye, Spectre will depict 007 
getting to grips with a new boss. Bond isn’t yet 
sure he can even trust Fiennes’s M. The same M
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goes for Moneypenny, Tanner and Q. M has to 
win them all over. “There is a good arc for M in 
this fi lm,” Fiennes refl ects. “For a moment he’s 
out of a job, and he fi nds his way back. He has to 
bond with Bond so to speak.”

All the Craig-era fi lms have attempted to 
root the fantastical elements of 007 in current 
questions. It’s something that Mendes has honed 
in on — setting the derring-do against Realpolitik. 
And Spectre fi nds an MI6, chiefl y M’s 00 division, 
embattled in a post-Snowden era of digital 
espionage and data hacking. 

“MI6 represents the man on the ground who 
has to make contact with his opposition,” says 
Fiennes, the passion rising in his voice. “He has 
to put himself in harm’s way in order to do his 
job. As opposed to drones, and surveillance, and 
satellites: everything done at arm’s length.”

M will tangle with MI5 in Andrew Scott’s C, a 
man advocating the supremacy of digital 
surveillance. A man who considers not just Bond, 
but M and the whole of MI6 to be dinosaurs. “But 
there is still a place for the 00 division to go in 
and do the dirty work,” insists Fiennes. 

To prove the point, without stealing thunder 
from 007, M will get out from behind the desk 
and into the action. “I am not allowed to do too 
much,” he laughs, “but there is only one scene in 
the offi ce.” This included crossing London’s 
Westminster Bridge entirely on his own after it 
was closed for the production. And then seeing it 
rebuilt in perfect replica for as-of-yet unspecifi ed 
reasons… A fellow director, Fiennes is staggered 
how Mendes relishes such vastness. “He loves 
detail, he is hungry to get in there,” he marvels. 
“It would scare the fuck out of me.” IN
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He may not wield the most authority at MI6, but 
loyal Chief Of Staff Tanner fi nds himself in the 
unlikely position of longest-serving member of 
the secret service engine room. Since Kinnear’s 
fi rst appearance in Quantum Of Solace, Tanner 
has lost one M but gained another, along with a 
Q and a Moneypenny to complete the set.

“In Quantum he wasn’t really Chief Of Staff,” 
says Kinnear of Tanner’s brief history in the 
Craig era (the character appeared in four 
previous Bond fi lms). “He was a composite fi gure 
really, and I think the writers called him ‘Tanner’ 
out of respect for the franchise. He seemed to be 
M’s PA, and in Skyfall he’d risen a bit in seniority. 
In Spectre he seems to have risen up again, so 
he has an authority about him now.”

Bill Tanner proves to be an infrequent 
character in Ian Fleming’s novels, but 
interestingly he’s described as Bond’s only real 
friend in the service, and the two occasionally 
enjoy a round of golf. “I don’t play golf,” chuckles 
Kinnear. “I’m not sure about Daniel, he’d 
probably rather go to see Liverpool play.”

Still, a bromance does seem to be 
blossoming. “In Quantum there was a slight 
wariness of each other,” Kinnear says. “Tanner 
was very much the do-things-by-the-letter kind 
of guy. I think in Spectre they’ve grown to trust 
and like each other. There’s an awareness that 
they operate in totally different ways.” So we 
won’t see Tanner popping a cap in any SPECTRE 
ass this time round? Kinnear doesn’t think so. 
“When it comes to administration, logic and 
organisational capabilities, he’s right up there. In 
terms of guns and facing down an enemy mano a 
mano, it might not be his strong point!” NA

If there was one item of clothing from Spectre’s 
fi rst trailer that got internet tongues wagging, it 
wasn’t Daniel Craig’s classic ivory tux. It wasn’t 
Léa Seydoux’s clingy dress. It wasn’t even 
Christoph Waltz’s Dr. Evil jacket. No, the star of 
the sartorial show was a humble striped, knitted 
jumper, seen keeping Ben Whishaw’s Q cosy in 
the nose-dribbling chill of the Austrian Alps.

“I don’t actually think it’s something I would 
wear myself,” Whishaw admits. “But it certainly 
looks good on Q! Trendy, but also somehow 
nerdy.” Unwittingly, the actor has described his 
version of MI6’s quartermaster in a nutshell. In 
Skyfall, the then 31-year-old delivered a popular 
take on the character after a decade-long hiatus.

“Q’s arc in this fi lm is one of exasperation 
with Bond,” he says, “which turns into something 
much more openly admiring. Everybody’s loyalty 
to Bond is challenged but then reaffi rmed, and Q 
ends up with a realisation that Bond is operating 
on a whole different level.” Such is Q’s loyalty, he 
absconds to Austria without even asking M for 
annual leave. “Yeah, he’s gone rogue,” Whishaw 
reveals. “He goes there out of desperation to try 
and bring Bond back. Everyone is concerned for 
Bond’s mental health. We think he’s losing it! But 
of course he’s not really.”

By virtue of both intelligent scripting and 
brilliant acting, Whishaw’s is a more complex Q 
than Desmond Llewelyn’s beloved old goat. “He’s 
somebody who quietly thinks he’s cleverer than 
everybody else, and probably is,” he refl ects. 
“There’s a kind of arrogance, an awkwardness 
with other people. What’s fascinating is the 
sense of secrecy inevitably forced upon them by 
their jobs, but it must suit them on a personal 
level. There’s something withheld or unexpressed. 
Q especially, he’s a bit of a mystery.” NA

If you ever happen to see Naomie Harris on the 
London Underground, don’t be alarmed — or 
encouraged — if she seems to be eyeing you up. 
Turns out she’s just doing some spying on the sly. 
“On Skyfall, we got the opportunity to speak with 
a spy,” she says. “He was more like something out 
of a John le Carré novel, but he said, ‘You would 
be a prime candidate for a spy.’ I’ve had people on 
the Tube tell me their life stories. I’m generally 
good at getting information out of people.”

Funnily enough, her next role, the female lead 
in Our Kind Of Traitor, is literally something out of 
a John le Carré novel, but about her second stint 
as MI6 agent Eve, she stays suitably tight-lipped. 
“It’s very much a lone mission, Bond is out on his 
own and he has to call in our support.” And of Eve 
herself? “She’s now part of a pack.”

Spectre may be Harris’s second Bond, but it 
feels like her fi rst. After all, in Skyfall she was 
simply known as Eve, her surname mysteriously 
redacted. Until the end of the movie, that is, when 
she was revealed as the latest incarnation of Miss 
Moneypenny, M’s PA, and 007’s perennial one that 
got away. “It’s much easier to do interviews 
without having to basically lie,” she laughs. 

So, what of Moneypenny this time round? “I 
see her with that shroud of history,” says the 
39-year-old, “but she’s a modern version of that. 
She’s a departure. Her history is very different, 
and that makes her relationship with Bond very 
different. There’s a respect between them.”

Did Harris have to brush up on her shorthand 
for Spectre? She laughs. “Sam asked me if I’d like 
to go on a typing course. ‘No, I would not, Sam, 
thank you.’ She does spend a lot of time in the 
offi ce, but that doesn’t necessarily mean she 
doesn’t get called out into the fi eld…” CH

Q
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Crocodiles 
stepped on by 
James Bond in 
Live And Let Die.

It was Roger 
Moore’s idea for 
croc-keeper and 
stuntman Ross 
Kananga to wear 
crocodile-skin 
shoes for 
the stunt.

378
Characters killed by 
Bond in all the offi cial 
fi lms so far.

In order of 
murderousness: 
Pierce Brosnan 135
Roger Moore 90
Sean Connery 72
Daniel Craig 53
Timothy Dalton 23
George Lazenby 5

19
Times “Skyfall” 
appears in the 
song Skyfall.

This is the most 
appearances of 
the song title per 
minute of any 
Bond theme song. 

23.5M
People who 
watched Live And 
Let Die on its fi rst 
UK TV broadcast 
in 1980.
 
It remains the 
most watched 
broadcast of any 
fi lm in UK TV 
history.

1.2
Height in metres of
Hervé Villechaize,
The Man With The
Golden Gun’s
Nick Nack.

When Sesame Street’s
Oscar The Grouch
sprouted legs from the
bottom of his trash
can, it was Villechaize
inside the suit.

10,000
Dollars paid for 
Roger Moore’s 
sage-green safari 
shirt from The 
Man With The 
Golden Gun at 
auction in 2014.

The driver who 
performed the 
fi lm’s famous 
corkscrew jump 
had never done it 
before. He nailed 
it on the fi rst take. 8M

Copies sold of 
GoldenEye 007 
for the 
Nintendo 64.

The fi rst Bond 
video game was 
1983’s James 
Bond 007. There 
have been 22 
Bond video games 
in total.

15
BMW 750iLs 
destroyed during 
the making of 
Tomorrow 
Never Dies.

At a cost of 
$73,000 each, 
that’s over a 
million dollars’ 
worth of car-nage.

YOU KNOW THE NAME. NOW YOU 
KNOW THE NUMBERS 

ILLUSTRATION PETER STRAIN 

WORDS NEIL ALCOCK

Longest time period 
covered in a single 
Bond fi lm in years.

GoldenEye’s pre-title 
sequence occurs nine 
years before the rest 
of the fi lm, placing it 
in 1986 — awkwardly, 
smack in-between 
Roger Moore’s and 
Timothy Dalton’s shifts 
as Bond.



20.8
Percentage of 
Thunderball’s 
running time 
which takes 
place underwater.

The explosion that
destroyed the boat
at the fi lm’s climax
was so huge that it
blew windows out 
of buildings 
in Nassau, 50
kilometres away.
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87
Actors who
appeared in
James Bond films
and the Avengers
TV series
(including
non-official
Bonds).

In one episode,
John Steed
(Patrick Macnee,
who appeared in A
View To A Kill)
receives a
Christmas card
from Cathy Gale
(Honor Blackman,
also Pussy Galore
in Goldfinger),
wondering aloud:
“What can she
be doing in
Fort Knox?”

277
Standard drinks of
alcohol that Bond is
seen consuming on
screen in the
official Bond films.

That includes
27 Martinis.

Times Dr. No says
the word “No” in
Dr. No.

The film is 87
minutes old before
Dr. No makes his
first full
appearance. Just 17
minutes later,
he’s dead.

30,000
Dollars earned by
stuntman Rick
Sylvester for skiing
off Mount Asgard
in the pre-title
sequence of The Spy
Who Loved Me.

That’s roughly 10
dollars per foot of
space he fell through.

88
Skydives
completed
to achieve
Moonraker’s
pre-title
sequence.

The sequence
took five weeks
to shoot.

7777
Bond’s code
number when
promoted to the
diplomatic
section in
Fleming’s You
Only Live Twice.

This was the
final Bond novel
Fleming completed
before his death in
1964. He managed
only one draft
of his last-ever
Bond book, The
Man With The
Golden Gun.

 17
Offi cial Bond fi lms in 
which the title is seen 
or heard during the 
fi lm (other than 
during the title 
sequence).

The ones they couldn’t 
crowbar the title into 
are: On Her Majesty’s 
Secret Service, 
Diamonds Are Forever, 
Live And Let Die, The 
Spy Who Loved Me, 
Tomorrow Never Dies 
and Quantum 
Of Solace.

ON TV
Barry Nelson (Casino Royale), Branden Waugh 
(KaBlam), Carlos Lozano (Telepasión española), 

Charlie Higson (Agatha Christie’s Marple), Chris Cox 
(Mad), Christopher Cazenove (Omnibus), Chung 
Him Law (D.I.E. Again), Colin Salmon (The Omid 

Djalili Show), Curtis Schlaufman (Wolfpunch 
Comedy), Dan Castellaneta (The Simpsons), Daniel 
Desmars (Renseignements Généraux), John Fiedler 

(The Rockford Files), Kaneta Kimotsuki (Cyborg 
009), Kevin Michael Shiley (Sketch Juice), Mark 

Simich (Pepper Dennis), Nathan Byler (Anthony Ma 
Presents), Nolan North (Mad), Peter Blake (Alas 

Smith & Jones), Reg Gadney (Goldeneye), Ronald D. 
Moore (Robot Chicken), Shalom Michaelshwilli 
(Buba Shel Medina), Stuart Townsend (Robot 
Chicken), Terence Hillyer (The 10 Percenters)

ON RADIO
Bob Holness (Moonraker, 1956), Dave Cash (The 

Dave Cash Radio Show, 1979), Michael Jayston (You 
Only Live Twice, 1990), Paterson Joseph (Solo, 
2013), Toby Stephens (Dr. No, 2008, Goldfi nger, 

2010, From Russia With Love, 2012, On Her 
Majesty’s Secret Service, 2014, Diamonds Are 

Forever, 2015)

IN AUDIOBOOKS
Alexander John (Cold), Anne Collins (Goldfi nger), 

Anthony Valentine (various), Bill Nighy (Moonraker), 
Damian Lewis (Diamonds Are Forever), Dan 

Stevens (Casino Royale), David Fox (GoldenEye), 
David Rintoul (various), David Tennant (On Her 

Majesty’s Secret Service), Dominic West (Solo), F. H. 
Cornish (Dr. No), Hugh Bonneville (Goldfi nger), 

Hugh Quarshie (Dr. No), Ian Ogilvy (various), Jason 
Isaacs (Thunderball), Jeremy Northam (Devil May 
Care), John Escott (Casino Royale), John Kenneth 

(various), John Lee (Devil May Care), Kenneth 
Branagh (The Man With The Golden Gun), Martin 

Jarvis (You Only Live Twice), Michael Page 
(Die Another Day), Nadia May (The Spy Who Loved 
Me), Nathaniel Parker (various), Richard E. Grant 
(Dr. No), Robert Whitfi eld (various), Roger Blake 

(various), Rory Kinnear (Live And Let Die), 
Rosamund Pike (The Spy Who Loved Me), Rufus 

Sewell (various), Rula Lenska (The Spy Who Loved 
Me), Samantha Bond (various), Samuel West (For 
Your Eyes Only), Simon Jones (Death Is Forever), 

Simon Vance (various), Toby Stephens (From Russia 
With Love), Tom Hiddleston (Octopussy and The 

Living Daylights), Tony Saunders (Zero Minus Ten), 
Tristan Layton (Devil May Care), David Oyelowo 

(Trigger Mortis)

ON THE INTERNET
Anthony Ingruber (How It Should Have Ended), 

Anthony Padilla (Smosh), Attila (The Art Of... When 
You’re Hot, Young, Poor And A Filmmaker!), Daniel 

Baxter (How It Should Have Ended), Gerald B. 
Fillmore (Costello News), Ian Hecox (Smosh), John 
J. Joseph (The Weed Show), Josh Ruben (College 
Humor), Manos Krystalis (Clique), Philip Rosenthal 
(Funny Or Die), Sunny Vachher (The Weed Show)

IN SHORT FILMS
Benoît Gourley, Blake Dawson, Christopher Gee, 

Clark Coffey, Daniel Sobieray, Danny Murphy, 
Darin Southam, Fred L. Smith Jr., Gabriel 

Constantin, Geoffrey Uloth, Guillaume Clement, 
Harris Bergman, Jean-Christophe Guérin, John 
Allen, John Pearson, Kike Colunge, Lawson R. 
Bader, Mark Hengst, Michael Horvath, Michael 

Pstragowski, Nick Bennie, Nick Moran, Paul Cusack, 
Pierre Dulat, Richard Halverson, Rizwan Hussain, 
Robbie Morris, Ryan Casey, Sacha Baron Cohen, 
Thomas Elliott, Tom Smith, Ugo Leclerq, W. Scott 

Parker III, Zach Litchman

IN MOVIES 
Alexander Grand (Deadly Hands Of Kung Fu, 1977), 
Bahoumodom Ali (Ashakara, 1991), Bullet Prakash 

(Bhajarangi, 2013), Daliah Lavi (Casino Royale, 
1967), Daniel Craig, Darko Belgrade (Epic Movie, 

2007), David Niven (Casino Royale, 1967), Dhumal 
(Mera Naam Johar, 1968), Enam Nya Baweu 

(DELKA: Stand-Up Tall Or Fall, 2015), Eric Tsang 
(Golden Chicken, 2002), Frank Michael Pretzel (My 
Life Is A Video, 2012), George Baker (voice only, On 
Her Majesty’s Secret Service, 1969), George Hilton 

(Due Mafi osi Contro Goldginger, 1965), George 
Lazenby, George Thomas (D4G, 2001), 

Ghattamaneni Krishna (James Bond 777, 1971), 
Gregory Pekar (Love Collage, 2003), Hans-Joachim 

Ketzlin (Playgirl, 1966), Jagdeep (Agent Vinod, 
1977), James Ware (An Organization Of Dreams, UK 

2009), Jean Mersant (Mad Mission 3, 1984), 
Kristoffer Hatlestad (Goldenrock, 1999)

León Sametz (Hellbureau, 2009), Marcus Dean 
Fuller (One Fall, 2011), Martin Nievera (Alyas Boy 

Tigas: Ang Probinsyanong Wais, 1998), Paul Vnuk 
(Clue??, 1988), Peter Sellers (Casino Royale, 1967), 

Pierce Brosnan, Roger Moore, Ron Cohen (The 
Mahjong Incident, 1987), Sanjay Dutt (Do Matwale, 

1991), Sean Connery, Terence Cooper (Casino 
Royale, 1967), Timothy Dalton, Ursula Andress 

(Casino Royale, 1967), Walter Chiari 
(Love Italian Style, 1965)

AS STUNTMEN
Adam Kirley, Alf Joint, Andy Lister, Ben Collins, Ben 

Cooke, Bob Simmons, Bobby Holland Hanton, 
‘Bumps’ Willard, Chris Webb, Curtis Rivers, David 
Reinhart, Dennis ‘Dinny’ Powell, Dick Ziker, Eddie 
Kidd, Fred ‘Nosher’ Powell, Gary Powell, George 

Leech, Gordon Alexander, Heinz Lau, Jacques ‘Zoo’ 
Malnuit, Jake Lombard, James Embree, James 

Grogan, Jamie Edgell, Jean-Claude Lagniez, 
Jean-Pierre Goy, Jerry Comeaux, Jim Dowdall, 

Jimmy Lodge, John Eaves, Joie Chitwood Jr., J. W. 
‘Corkey’ Fornof, Kai Martin, Leslie Crawford, Lexi 
Karason, Luki Leitner, Marc Wolff, Mark Mottram, 
Mark Southworth, Mark Sutton (Olympics 2012 

opening ceremony), Martin Grace, Maurice 
Patchett, Michael Haynes, Mike Runyard, Norman 

Howell, Pat Banta, Paul Weston, Peter Perkins, 
Rémy Julienne, Richard Graydon, Rick Lester, Rick 

Sylvester, Rocky Taylor, Roger Becker, Ross 
Kananga, Simon Crane, Stephan Dan, Steven 
Lincoln, Thomas Sims, Vic Armstrong, Wade 
Eastwood, Wayne Michaels, W. J. Milligan Jr.

IN VIDEO GAMES
Adam Blackwood (Tomorrow Never Dies, The World 

Is Not Enough, 007 Racing, Agent Under Fire), 
Adam Croasdell (Blood Stone), Andrew Bicknell 

(Tomorrow Never Dies), Jason Carter (GoldenEye: 
Rogue Agent), Kimani Ray Smith (From Russia With 

Love), Maxwell Caulfi eld (007: Nightfi re), Tim 
Bentinck (The World Is Not Enough), Timothy 

Watson (007 Legends)

* Not including stand-ins, of which there have been 
literally hundreds.

Number of people who’ve 
played James Bond, 

offi cially and unoffi cially 
— as follows…*
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Craig. Mendes. 007’s director and  
007 himself share a couch and reflect 
on how they’ve made Spectre the 
biggest Bond yet 
WORDS CHRIS HEWITT
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SEEING DANIEL CRAIG LAUGH IS 
like finding a wombat in your backyard. 
You know there’s a possibility it could 
happen; you just didn’t ever expect to 
experience it. 

If  you judge a man by the movies he 
makes, you’d be amazed that Craig can 
laugh at all. His screen career to date — 
whether it’s Bond, or The Girl With The 

Dragon Tattoo, or Enduring Love 
— hasn’t exactly been rife with 
happy-go-lucky roles. Those icy blue eyes 
can be more usually found staring down 
the bad guy rather than dancing with 
mirth. His James Bond isn’t quip-happy, 
like a stand-up who also happens to have 
a licence to kill. So, when Empire sits 
down in early July with Craig and Sam 
Mendes at the Spectre production HQ at 
Pinewood, the expectation is that there 
won’t be much in the way of chuckles. Or 
guffaws. Or giggles.

Wrong. Over the next hour, as they 
wander down memory lane, Craig and 
his long-time director and friend (not to 
mention our current boss) are wonderful 
company: frank, fearless and very funny.

So, you’re almost done with Spectre.
Mendes: Pretty much. Tomorrow, we 
shoot a couple of little shots. I can’t 
fucking believe it. We’ve actually fucking 
finished it. You can’t print lots of swear 
words, can you? 
Craig: Yes, they fucking can, it’s Empire.
Mendes: Of course they can. Fuck fuck 
fuck fuck fuck fuck. 
Craig: They always add fucks when I 
talk, because I sound so street. 
Mendes: I need to sound a little more 
street, so I’m going to say fuck a lot. No, 
it’s been 128 days, which is a long time.
Craig: It’s 128 days tomorrow? 
Mendes: The 128th day. On top of that is 
90-odd days of second unit as well, and 
then additional units, probably 20 or 30 
days as well. It’s been a monster.  
A monster. 

You’re shooting the gunbarrel sequence 
tomorrow, aren’t you? 
Mendes: Who told you that? Well, there 

 “You get cranky. 
God knows, 
there’s been 
difficult shit  
on this movie.”
SAM MENDES

was last time, too. I probably said this to 
you last time. I tried to put it in at the 
beginning of the movie but then I 
realised — and I probably should have 
known this before — that our first shot 
was Bond walking towards the camera 
with a gun raised.
Craig: I’d forgotten about that. 
Mendes: So you followed the gunbarrel 
with a shot of Bond with his gun raised. 
I couldn’t use it. It looked like we’d just 
seen it. So I put it at the end, even 
though I remember, as a kid, it was one 
of the best bits. It was like Christmas 
Eve — this is actually about to happen! 
This is it, the Bond movie’s about to 
start. It’s a great feeling. I really wanted 
to put it in the last one. I definitely think 
I’ll try to put it in this time. 
Craig: For Christ’s sake, Sam,  
don’t commit. 

This is your third film together, and your 
second Bond. How has your working 
relationship evolved? 
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who’ve never been off  in their lives 
before. And Daniel, who’s fucking strong 
[Craig suffered a knee injury during 

filming]. And frankly, without that 
strength, to get back on the horse and to 
finish the movie with an injury that 
basically would have flattened anyone 
else for six months, we’d have been down. 
We’d have released the movie next year. 
And probably a sensible person would 
have done that. But the fact is…
Craig: I’m not sensible. 
Mendes: And he’s stubborn. But there’s 
also that feeling when you’re on a roll, 
when you’re onto something, you want 
to finish it. I feel like that’s what kept 
him going. 
Craig: This has been a two-year process. 
Since we began talking about the script, 
it gets to this point and you say, “We can 
shut down for six months and you can go 
have surgery and come back then.” I was 
like, “Fuck that.” I don’t give a fuck. 
Stick two planks of wood on it and I’ll 
fucking crack on. 
Mendes: You said, “I don’t care,  
I’m going to do this.” Without Daniel’s 
willpower, we would genuinely have  
gone down. It was a pretty  
significant injury.

Are you okay now?
Craig: I’m great. I’m great. 
Mendes: He got through it. In a way, 
what I’ve remembered more about 
working with Daniel on this movie is 
more what he felt like to me when we first 
worked together. He gave probably the 
worst audition I’ve ever seen anyone give. 
Craig: Like most of my auditions, I have 
to say. How I ever got work, I have no 
idea. They would get me into reads and 
be like, “Are you fucking serious?”
Mendes: “Have you ever acted before, 
Mr. Craig?”

Mendes: We’ve got a shorthand going. 
It’s taken two movies, but we’ve finally 
got it done. We speak only in noises.
Craig: It’s true [makes guttural  

barking noise].
Mendes: There’s some truth in that. By 
the end, you’re so tired that you’re going 
[makes strangled moose noise]. There’s a 
couple of moments where I inhaled to 
give him a note and he was like, “I know 
what you’re going to say.” I didn’t even 
get a noise out. 
Craig: To go through something with 
somebody, and having worked incredibly 
closely as we have on this, it would have 
been impossible not to. It’s been also 
incredibly calm, on the whole. Skyfall 
was quite frenetic, there was a lot going 
on, there was a lot of pressure on it. This 
one has been bigger and a lot more to 
do. Our communication thing is a joke, 
but it’s actually very true. There’s a lot of 
things we’ve not had to say. It’s been a 
great relief. 
Mendes: It’s funny. Even though I knew 

Daniel, it was 10 years before Skyfall that 
we worked together on Road To Perdition. 
He’d changed a lot. He knew more about 
the role than I did in many ways. He’d 
played it twice. I felt slightly defensive. It’s 
quite scary stepping into a franchise that 
has pre-existed you. He knows everybody 
better than I do, and that’s a very odd 
thing for a director. You feel that you’re 
one step behind. I never felt that on 
Spectre. I felt comfortable and relaxed, 
and even though it was more difficult — 
more locations, physically grueling, it was 
longer — it was also much more fun. I 
think that’s partly because I relaxed a bit 
and people relaxed with me.

You once said, Sam, that the relationship 
on Skyfall had been feisty at times. And 
Daniel, you’re not shy in giving your 
opinion on things.
Craig: As Sam says, he was up against it. 
It didn’t show. That’s the great thing. The 
movie was great. Quantum was what it 
was. I said, “We have to get Skyfall 
right.” I felt a massive amount of 
pressure. Instinctively, I felt that if  we 
pushed each other we’d get something. 
And I felt the need to push Sam probably 
harder than I should, and he kicked back 
and pushed me and we’ve done the same 
on this. We just push each other. We blew 
up at each other a couple of times.
Mendes: There were a couple of blow-ups 
on the last one. We’re very similar in the 
sense that it always blows over very 
quickly and it always resolves in a good 
way. It never felt like a negative. 
Craig: No, it didn’t last.
Mendes: It always felt like it led to 
something better, and that we needed to 
let off  steam. You get cranky. God 
knows, there’s been difficult shit on this 
movie. Every single person has either 
been injured or ill. People have been off  

Above: Sam Mendes 

gives notes to Daniel 

Craig on an Alpine chalet 

set in Pinewood Studios.

Above right: Mendes  

and Craig hard at work 

on Skyfall.
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Is that how you remember it, Daniel?
Craig: I went to see Sam at Neal Street 
and walked into his office and he said, 
“Right, so, I want you to play Paul 
Newman’s son.” I went, “Right, well, this 
meeting’s over” [pretends to get up and 

leave]. Of course I want the fucking job! 
Then he flew me out to Chicago. It was 
hard. It was a Chicago accent, but the 
word came back, “Don’t do a thick 
accent,” which is the worst thing in the 
world. I should have just come in and 
done fucking Capone. I went to see 
[dialect coach] Joan Washington, and we 
worked on this really subtle accent and I 
couldn’t do it [starts slurring]. When I 
came to read with you, all I could think 
about was “accent accent accent” and it 
was fucking terrible. He did look at me at 
the end of it and go, “That was awful. 
But you’ve got the job.” And then he 
took me out and introduced me to 
[cinematographer] Conrad Hall.
Mendes: I already knew, you see. I just 
wanted to hear him read a few lines. I was 
just being an arsehole. We stacked this 
cast with Hanks and Paul Newman and 
Jude Law and Stanley Tucci. The studio 
wanted somebody with a name, and at 
that stage Daniel was not a movie actor. 
In fact, initially I didn’t know who to 
cast. I couldn’t find a person who I 
thought was right. I was sitting round at 
a friend’s house, and he was watching the 
Sword Of Honour trilogy, and I remember 
thinking, “That’s Daniel Craig. I saw him 
in Angels Of America. He’s great.” So I 
called him in and when I saw him, I 
thought, “Yeah, definitely.” But then I 
had to persuade the studio. 

And over a decade later, you reunited on 
Skyfall. How did that happen? 
Craig: It was quite a while after Quantum. 
I was doing a play in New York [A Steady 
Rain, with Hugh Jackman]. We were at a 
party and I’d had a few beers and my 
tongue was loosened. I hadn’t seen Sam 
for ages and we sat down and had a chat, 
and this light bulb went on and I said, 
“Do you want to do Bond?” Which is 
completely not my place to say. But he 
went silent and then said, “Yeah.” 
Mendes: I literally hadn’t thought of it. I 
remember seeing him at a party shortly 
after Casino [Royale], and I said, “I’m 
really proud of you.” But it never 
occurred to me that I would do it myself. 
But at that point in my life I wanted to 
come back home, I wanted to come back 
to England and work on a bigger scale, so 
it all made sense. I’ve often thought that 
if  I hadn’t gone to that party, I don’t 
think either of us would have necessarily 
had the idea.

Craig: Yeah. I don’t know.
Mendes: We just sat there chatting and  
it grew from there, and he’s regretted it 
ever since. 
Craig: Drink is a terrible thing [laughs]. 

Did you keep in touch after Road  
To Perdition? 
Craig: Sam would come and see plays I 
was in. We would say hello.
Mendes: I watched from afar as he went 
and did Bond. We hadn’t, really. Then I 
went to see him doing, by the way, a very 
good Chicago accent in A Steady Rain…
Craig: It took me 10 years, but I got  
it eventually!
Mendes: With Hugh Jackman, and it was 
in fact Hugh Jackman’s party…
Craig: That’s right, yeah. 
Mendes: … Where we chatted about 
Bond. I was living in New York at the 
time, and I’d seen Hugh recently and he 
said, “Why don’t you come along?”

Is it a work-centric relationship? Do you 

“I think that 
‘reboot’ is a 
f@*king awful 
word. These 
movies are rare.”
DANIEL CRAIG
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in a way they feed off Bond. You take it 
as a compliment. Bond is the daddy of 
that genre. So there is a duty for it to be, 
as Daniel says, a full meal. The whole 
thing. And to do well by the franchise, 
and to keep pushing.
Craig [to Empire]: Are you going to ask a 
question? 

I was thinking of it, at some point. 
Mendes: This is the easiest interview I’ve 
ever done!

How much notice do you take of  
audience feedback? 
Mendes: At the end of the day, these 
movies are a dialogue with the audience, 
and you have to embrace that. That’s the 
fun of it. Bond movies are a part of the 
culture, and if  you don’t go with that 
aspect of it and instead try to keep it all 
private in a corner, you’re killing it in a 
way. The trick for us is to throw it out 
there, but you have to seal yourself   
off from the response. It’s quite a  
tricky balance.
Craig: Luckily, we have people who do 
that, and that’s good. It stops us from 
looking. It’s the enemy of creativity 
— that’s what the internet can do. You’ve 
got to stay away from it. In the film 
business, you’ve got to put it out there 
and say, “This is what it is, like it or don’t 
like it,” but you can’t worry too much 
about responses. They used to use focus 
groups in Hollywood, but in a way the 
internet has become the focus group. 
Mendes: Whichever way you turn, there’s 
always someone who has a different idea, 
particularly with Bond. We were shooting 
in Istanbul at the end of Skyfall. I got out 
of my car at the hotel and the doorman 
said, “Mr. Mendes, may I say the Bond 
movies have got so much better since Mr. 
Craig joined. They’re not trying to be 
funny all the time. They’re more serious.” 
I said, “Thank you very much.” I went 
inside and the woman behind the desk 
said, “Welcome Mr. Mendes, may I just 
say, can you put a few more jokes in the 
next one?” This was within 30 seconds! 
Craig: I’ve had a few people say, “I  
prefer Pierce.”
Mendes: To you?
Craig: To my face! Fuck you, then!

Last question. Daniel, is Sam a  
tough boss? 
Craig: You’ll be fine. He’s a pain in the 
arse — what can I say? 
Mendes: Listen, I’m editing this, so if  I 
see this and don’t like it, I can cut it out. 
Craig: It’s gone. “Let’s go with Emma 
Watson! She’s much better! She’s on  
the cover!”

It’s a kind of endless youth, in a way. But 
in the end, that was embraced, as was the 
iconography of the past. “Are you sure 
they’re going to embrace a young Q?” 
There was a whole new set of things we 
weren’t sure were going to work on 
Skyfall, but because people embraced 
them, you use that enthusiasm and  
push further.
Craig: I think that “reboot” is a fucking 
awful word. From the very beginning, 
I’ve been, “How far can we push this?” 
These movies are rare, and they should be 
brilliant. That’s the only thing that 
matters to me. There was also, I felt, on 
this a real hunger among the crew, an 
excitement about doing it. 
Mendes: I love the fact everyone was 
wearing their Skyfall caps and T-shirts on 
Spectre. That meant a lot to me. I know it 
sounds stupid, but they weren’t wearing 
their Star Wars gear. There was a sense 
of pride that they worked on Skyfall. You 
watch movies come out like Spy and 
Kingsman and they’re all really good, but 

talk about football? Music?
Mendes: He took me to an American 
football game and it was the most boring 
sporting event I’ve ever been to. 

You’ve never taken him to Anfield, Daniel?
Craig: He doesn’t want to go to Anfield, 
he’s a fucking Arsenal supporter.
Mendes: I might go to Anfield if  the 
Gooners were playing there. I’ve tolerated 
his choice of football team, just about. I 
kept trying to persuade him to bring 
Steven Gerrard along to the set. 
Craig: Yeah, he got busy.

Back to Bond. At the end of Skyfall,  
it was almost like you’d pressed the  
reset button.
Mendes: Early on there was pushback 
from the studio. “Are you sure you want 
to keep going on about the fact Bond is 
ageing? Are you sure you want to kill one 
of your main characters in the movie?” 
The notion of time passing and people 
dying, that’s never been in a Bond movie. 

Top left: Road To 

Perdition’s Michael 

Sullivan (Tom Hanks), 

John Rooney (Paul 

Newman) and Connor 

Rooney (Daniel Craig). 

Bottom left: Director 

Sam Mendes chats to 

Newman between takes 

on Perdition. 

Above: Mendes and Craig 

on location in Mexico 

City for Spectre.
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Bond special effects supervisor Chris Corbould 
is the man behind some of the most spectacular 
stunts we’ve seen this century. Empire joins him  

to discuss an incendiary career
WORDS DAN JOLIN
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Chris Corbould 

stocks up in Q’s 

workshop.
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DANGER EXPLOSIVES,” SAYS THE 
sign. Must mean Chris Corbould is near. 
Though, despite the warning, Empire is 
not on the Pinewood backlot this clear, 
June morning to witness any Spectre 
pyrotechnics. Instead, we’re audience to 
Corbould’s other speciality: a huge, 
elaborate rig, constructed by his 
industrious special effects crew to 
represent a collapsing building in Mexico 
City. On this, Daniel Craig (and stunt 
double James Embree) will roll, slide and 
jump down, from floor to crumbling 
floor, like a marble on a run. 

Fourteen metres high and flanked by 
towering, cable-trailing cranes, it’s an 
imposing set-up. Ingeniously, it’s 
designed to be repeatedly reset. Each 
floor, exposed by a gaping hole in the 
nearest wall, is powered by a hydraulic 
lever. First it flips down, sending 007 on 
his parkour descent amid a flurry of 
crew-flung rubber rubble. Then, for the 
next take, it flips neatly back up, 
destruction rewound. 

“It’s a complicated one,” says 
Corbould of the rig. “Took a long, long 
time to work it out. Mainly because of 
all the safety elements. You have to have 
things that trigger other things, but we 
got there in the end and it’s absolutely 
brilliant. Labour of love, that one.”

Spectre is Corbould’s 14th Bond 
movie (his first was The Spy Who Loved 

Me) and his eighth, since GoldenEye, as 
special effects supervisor. Outside of that 
franchise, he has, among many other 
things, worked on two Supermans (II 
and III), three Batmans (all of 
Christopher Nolan’s), one Condorman, 
and has earned an Oscar for Inception 
— another glorious showcase of his 
colossal, kinetic, ingeniously calibrated 
rigs. When we meet at his Surrey home 
two months later, Spectre’s second-unit 
shoot’s only just finally wrapped. He 
exhibits the bright exhaustion of 
someone who’s just run a good 
marathon… while spinning a plate. 

Spectre, he sighs, has been “the most 

Above: The effects ante firmly being upped on Spectre. 

Right: The Dark Knight’s truck jumps a light. Literally. 

Here: Joseph Gordon-Levitt bounces off Chris Corbould’s 

rubber walls in Inception.



expect, practically minded. He doesn’t do 
hyperbole, doesn’t talk the talk, just gets 
straight down to the nuts and bolts of 
things. He’s not a showman, but boy, can 
he put on a good show. Need an action 
sequence punched up to a whole new 
level? He’s your man. 

Like the time Mendes called him 
while he was finishing up on The Dark 

Knight Rises in Los Angeles. “Chris,  
I’ve got this big chase during an 
Underground sequence,” said the 
director. “I need a real jaw-dropping 
moment that will break it up. Can you 
have a think?” Corbould’s cogs started 
whirring, then at 2am he woke up in bed 
with the answer: “A Tube train. Yeah. 
You’ve seen trains crashing before, but 
you’ve never seen an Underground train 
crash through [a tunnel]. It would be the 
last thing you would expect.”

Mendes loved it, as did the Bond 
producers. Then Corbould got back to 
Blighty and one of his engineers 
approached. Did he know how big Tube 
trains are? How heavy? He soon found 
out. “It’s something like 38 tons,” 
Corbould says. Per carriage. And the 
stunt required two. “He said, ‘We can’t 
do it.’” Of course, they did do it — “We 
ended up building a lightweight version 
of the Tube train” — and pulled off  
Skyfall’s biggest stunt. 

There’s a distinct rhythm to 
Corbould’s anecdotes: the big idea, the 
bigger vision, the declaration of 
impossibility, then the ultimate triumph 
— without resorting to CGI. Bond, after 
all, does it for real. As does Nolan. But, 
very rarely, it’s Corbould himself who 
announces it can’t be done. Like the time 
Nolan, prepping The Dark Knight, told 
him he wanted to flip an entire articulated 
lorry, trailer and all. “I was nervous we 
were never gonna pull that off.” 

So Corbould did what any of us do 
when faced with a big, worrying work 
project: he put it off, hoped it would go 
away. “Then it got to a stage where we 
either had to do it or not.” So he voiced 
his concerns. Nolan still wanted to do it. 
Corbould suggested just flipping the 
trailer over the cab. Nolan said that 
wouldn’t look as good. Corbould asked, 
“Would you mind if  we made it a shorter 
truck?” Nolan said, “I really like this 
truck, Chris.” The phrase he uses to 
describe Nolan is “quite insistent”. 

So he cut a deal: he’d go away and 
do a test, and if  he had any misgivings, 
they’d have to it with miniatures. So test 
it they did, out on a runway. “Massive 
great spikes” shot down from the cab 
into the ground, forming a pivot as the
vehicle started to lift. It sailed all the ❯
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complicated one by a long way.” Empire 

asks what he’s enjoyed the most about it. 
“I enjoy it when they’re over,” he 
half-jokes. “I sometimes wonder why I 
put myself  through the pain. All the 
action stuff  was stacked up to the end. 
So one day we’ll do the big explosion 
[actually the biggest yet captured on film, 

shot in Morocco]. The next day it was the 
collapsing building. The next day it was a 
helicopter crashing. Every day was 
huge.” At one point, he admits, he and 
his team went to Sam Mendes and 
voiced a concern that they wouldn’t be 
able to pull it all off. Deadlines were too 
tight. “Would you consider a CGI 
option?” they asked. 

“Sam looked at me, aghast,” 
Corbould chuckles. “He said, ‘Chris. 
This is a Bond film. We do it for real.’ So 
we did it for real. And we pulled it off.”

HRIS CORBOULD IS 
the oldest of five siblings. 
Each followed him into the 
special effects business (see 

sidebar, page 85). Empire 

confesses to having visions of the 
Corbould kids blowing up the playhouse 
together, or gleefully throwing 
firecrackers at each other. “Nah,” he 
says, bemused by such fancifulness. It’s 
not even like they came from a 
particularly movie-obsessed household. 
“I’d love to be romantic and say we went 
to the cinema twice a week, but the 
interest really came once we started 
working on them.” 

It was actually his love of music, 
specifically The Who, that pulled him 
into the business. At 16 he took a 
summer job as a special effects assistant 
on a rock-opera movie his favourite band 
was making, Tommy. He loved every 
minute, quit school and began a vocation 
that would lead, via The Sweeney, The 

Professionals and The Benny Hill Show, 
to him becoming one of the world’s 
leading practical effects men. 

His passion for The Who has barely 
dwindled, something that tickles Sam 
Mendes. Every time Corbould cuts 
together presentations of his sequences 
for the director, he’ll make them his 
backing music. “I did a pre-viz for the 
end sequence on Skyfall,” Corbould says, 
“the whole helicopter attack. And I 
overlaid The Real Me over the top of 
it… It’s a bit of a standing joke between 
me and Sam.” You wonder if  he 
harbours a secret wish that they’ll make 
it onto the Spectre soundtrack. 

Corbould is very much the 
archetypal Brit crewman: dependable, 
unflappable, unpretentious and, as you’d 

“The audience  
get a thrill from 
knowing how it 
was achieved.” 
CHRIS CORBOULD
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 “Sam looked at 
me and said, 
‘This is a Bond fi lm. 
We do it for real.’”
CHRIS CORBOULD

way over, “straight as a die”. Then 
Corbould asked Nolan where he was 
thinking of doing it. “He said, ‘On 
LaSalle Street [in the heart of Chicago’s 

fi nancial district].’ Oh God, why?! You 
couldn’t have chosen somewhere more 
diffi cult than LaSalle Street. It’s 
ridiculous there!” 

The problem being, beneath the 
street for most of its length, are 
underground bank vaults. Not the best 
spots to drive huge pistons with 100-odd 
tons of force behind them. Still, they 
found a small stretch where it was solid. 
All they had to do was make sure the 
spikes were driven down at precisely 
the right point. Which they did. 
Impossible achieved. 

OU MIGHT IMAGINE 
that Chris Corbould’s 

greatest joy is blowing shit up 
good. Yet, with only a few 
exceptions — including, notably, 

the monstrous ka-boomer he 
orchestrated for Spectre — he doesn’t 
even press the button himself. “My 
passion really is the large rigs that we 
build,” he says. “It’s the mechanical side 
of it I really love. The spectacle, having 
something big.” He fondly recalls the 
sinking Venetian house from Casino 

Royale’s climax, and how he dropped it 

of running along a rotating corridor. 
Though it was rubber-walled, there were 
still the corridors coming off  it. “When it 
was level, it was fi ne. But when it went to 
90 degrees, all of a sudden there was a 
three-metre drop going down there.” 

Of course, Corbould tested it 
himself. But not before Nolan. “Chris 
was one of the fi rst ones to go in. He 
said, ‘I’m not gonna put an actor in 
something I wouldn’t go in myself.’” It’s 
a pleasing image: Christopher Nolan 
tumbling around like a bingo ball in one 
of his own spectacular contraptions. 

HERE WAS A TIME 
when Corbould thought it 

would all be over, that he, his 
siblings, all special effects teams 
around the world would get 

another fi ve years out of the business, if  
they were lucky. It was, of course, when 
digital effects took off  and CGI became 
the visual cement and mortar of the 
blockbuster. For a while, as Corbould 
recalls, he and VFX departments “were 
banging heads into each other. ‘Oh, I can 
do it better than you.’” 

Now it’s different. “The other planet 
hitting the Earth I can’t do,” he says, 
“but then there’s the destruction that 
goes around it, whether it be cars 
fl ipping up into the air or buildings 

into the water while a group of visiting 
studio executives were inside. “I think 
one of them freaked out a little bit,” he 
grins. “The looks on their faces were 
worth a million dollars.” Though he’s 
quick to point out, “They were 
perfectly safe.”

Then there’s Inception. Nolan 
wanted a hotel corridor whirling in a 
subconscious storm. Corbould had it 
built, full-size, and could spin it up to six 
revolutions per minute. “Which doesn’t 
sound a lot, but when it’s 10 metres 
across, that’s going  fast. Though when it 
came to the reality of shooting it, we 
never actually took it above three [rpm].” 
Too much of Joseph Gordon-Levitt’s 
performance was lost, says Corbould, to 
concentration on the physical challenges 

Top: Skyfall’s spectacular 

Tube crash. 

Above: Corbould (in 

hi-viz) playing the role of 

the Tube driver.
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blowing up. The knock on to us was 
huge. All of a sudden, it got bigger. On 
GoldenEye I had a crew of 40. These 
days it’s not uncommon to have a crew 
of 100-plus. There was a stage where 
quite a few fi lms went really CGI-heavy 
and I think there was a backlash from 
the audience. Now we’ve got a really 
happy marriage where the CGI people 
realise it’s better if  they can shoot and 
utilise real elements. And they make our 
life a lot easier, painting out rigs, 
painting out wires. They made it a much 
safer industry, too.”

It’s interesting, Empire says, to see his 
name on the credits of a Star Wars movie, 
Corbould having been hired by J.J. 
Abrams to supervise special effects on 
The Force Awakens. It sends a message: 
this one will feel real. “I think that was an 
intentional way to go,” says Corbould, 
who has also signed up for Episode VIII. 
Though he’s unable to discuss it further. 
His frustration is obvious. He’s not only 
proud of his work, and the work of his 
crew, he also sees a value in the audience 
knowing it’s been done for real, rather 
than on a desktop. 

He says, “From a personal point of 
view, you wanna show the best work you 
can do. And I really believe if  you can 
pull it off  for real, it looks better. Not 
only do the audience get a thrill out of 

seeing it on screen, they get a thrill out
of knowing the background of how it
was achieved.” He remembers Nolan
being “a little bit peeved” after office
workers on LaSalle had videoed the
truck-fl ip stunt and put it on YouTube.
“I said, ‘Well, personally Chris, I’m
absolutely over the moon, because
everybody now knows it’s been done for
real, and it’s not a cheat. I think it’ll put
more bums on seats than it will stop
people going to see it.’”

There is a sense that practical effects
are now a badge of merit for a
blockbuster production. There’s no
denying the palpability of in-camera
work, as compared with the shimmer of
ostentatious digital creations. To return to
Star Wars, you could go as far as to say:
if there’s one thing that ensures it will be
better than Attack Of The Clones, it’s
Chris Corbould’s name on the credits.

“One of the reasons I took Star Wars

is because I heard they wanted to do more
physical stuff, and I wanted to be part of
that, put my little stamp on it,” he says.
“And I think it shows. If you can get it on
screen for real, everybody’s happy. The
director’s happy, ’cause he’s got it. He sees
it next morning. The look on Sam’s face
when you’ve just done a truck-flip or
blown up a mansion… It puts a smile on
your face, from ear to ear.”

Corbould pauses

for thought before

consigning it to the

briny. Scared execs

just out of frame.

Casino Royale’s 

Venetian villa 

starts to tumble.

The Corboulds
Chris, Paul, Ian, Neil, Gail and Neil’s 
wife Maria Pudlowska
Speciality: Special Effects
Big brother Chris does Nolan, Bond and 
Star Wars. Paul does Ridley Scott and 
Marvel. Ian’s done his fair share of 

Bond and Marvel, too, with some added Alfonso Cuarón. 
Youngest brother Neil, who works with sister Gail and wife 
Maria, has just done Alice Through The Looking Glass, and is 
currently on Rogue One. All bases covered, then. 

The Westmores
George, Monte, Ern, Bud, Frank, Perc, 
Wally, Michael, Marvin, Monty, Kevin 
and Kandace
Speciality: Make-up
George was the patriarch of this 
celebrated greasepaint dynasty, whose 

biggest credits were the 1925 Ben-Hur and The Thief Of 
Bagdad. All of his six sons (Monte, Ern, Bud, Frank, Perc, 
Wally) continued the family business. As did Monte’s sons 
Michael, Marvin and Monty... And also Marvin’s son and 
daughter, Kevin and Kandace. We’re not making this up, 
you know.

The Cronenweths
Jordan and Jeff
Speciality: Cinematography
DP Jordan lensed the likes of Altered 
States, Blade Runner and Stop Making 
Sense, while his son Jeff has been 
David Fincher’s go-to cinematographer 

since Fight Club. Oh, and Jeff’s sister Christie is an actress, 
his brother Tim’s acted and directed too, and their 
grandfather (Jordan’s dad) Edward was a stills 
photographer on the likes of Cover Girl and The Lady 
From Shanghai. 

The Newmans
Alfred, Lionel, Emil, Randy, Thomas, 
David, Maria and Joey
Speciality: Composing & music 
supervision
Cousins Randy and Thomas have both 
scored Pixar movies, with Thomas, of 

course, the current Bond composer. His dad Alfred won nine 
Oscars (one for The King And I), working alongside his 
young brothers Lionel and Emil at 20th Century Fox. 
Thomas’s brother David is highly prolifi c (Heathers, The 
Flintstones, Norbit), his sister Maria is a credited musician 
on many fi lms, including Spider-Man and Meet The Fockers, 
while other cousin Joey scores mainly for television.

CHRIS CORBOULD IS THE ELDEST OF 
SEVERAL SFX SIBLINGS, BUT HIS FAMILY 
ISN’T THE ONLY ONE TO SPECIALISE IN 
FILMMAKING CRAFTS…

CREW CLANS
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A TV screenwriter, a theatre director, re-shoots, 
a cut ending... Then critical acclaim. On its 16th 

birthday, Empire gathers the star players to refl ect on 
the success of American Beauty 

L O O K 
C L O S E R
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During the summer 

of 1992, America was 

transfi xed by the Fisher/ 

Buttafuoco murder case in 

which 17-year-old Amy 

Fisher was accused of 

murdering the wife of her 

35-year-old lover. Aspiring 

screenwriter Alan Ball was 

then working in New York 

at trade publication Adweek.
Alan Ball (screenwriter): I was out getting lunch and I saw 
somebody selling a comic book about the Amy Fisher and Joey 
Buttafuoco scandal. On one side there was this pristine, 
virginal-looking Amy with leering, disgusting, lecherous Joey 
Buttafuoco. But then you fl ipped it over and it’s exactly the 
reverse: straightlaced suburban father Joey and then this totally 
slutty, seductive Amy. I remember thinking, “Well, the truth lies 
somewhere in the middle.” It just sort of turned into this idea in 
my head. So I started writing what became American Beauty as 
a stage play, but it didn’t quite work. A few years later I moved 
to the West Coast and started writing for television, and I hated 
it. I would go home at night and pour all this rage that I had 
into [what was now] the screenplay. 

As Ball continued to suffer working on sitcom Cybill, British 

theatre director Sam Mendes was gathering attention for his 

Broadway production of Cabaret. 

Ball: My agent said, “This is really interesting. If  it’s okay with 
you, I’m going to start telling people about how great it is, but 
then I’m going to say that they’re not on the list to read it.” 
Which was really smart! Then he called me and told me that 
Steven Spielberg was reading the script. I was like, “That’s a 
waste of time...” But he called the next morning and said that 
Steven loved it and they wanted to meet over at DreamWorks.
Sam Mendes (director): I got offered a lot of period fi lms: 
Henry James adaptations, Jane Austen adaptations. I felt like, 
“No.” The fi lm that had the biggest infl uence on me in that era 
was Fargo. The Coen brothers for me were it. My touchstone 
movies at university had been mostly American movies or 
American movies made by Europeans — Paris, Texas being a 
good example of that. That was where I wanted instinctively to 
go, even though I didn’t really know why. My production of 
Cabaret went to Broadway and it was a hit and a lot of people 

Above: Lester Burnham 

(Kevin Spacey), a midlife 

crisis in motion. 

Right: Troubled youths: 

Ricky Fitts (Wesley 

Bentley), Jane Burnham 

(Thora Birch) and Angela 

Hayes (Mena Suvari).

Below: Sam Mendes 

directs Lester (Spacey).
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surveillance cameras in Jane’s house so Ricky was watching her 
all the time. Well, that was a completely different movie. 
Mendes: They didn’t want me to cast Kevin Spacey. The names 
bandied around were Kevin Costner, Bruce Willis, John 
Travolta, and for Carolyn, Holly Hunter and Sharon Stone. But 
for some reason I had Kevin in my head. He’d had a double 
whammy with Seven and The Usual Suspects, he’d been very 
brilliant in Glengarry Glen Ross, and then he’d stormed the 
London stage with Iceman Cometh. So I felt that it couldn’t be 
any cooler than Kevin Spacey.
Kevin Spacey (Lester Burnham): I was living in London, 
performing Iceman Cometh at the Old Vic. I very much 
remember reading the script for the fi rst time. Sitting in a chair 
and then on the edge of a bed. I wanted to read it because I 
knew it was the fi rst fi lm Sam Mendes was going to direct and I 
knew his work as a theatre director. It was one of the most 
beautiful things I’d ever read. A kind of poem to America, both 
its good and bad — funny, brilliant and honest. 
Annette Bening (Carolyn Burnham): People thought this 
screenplay was very special. What I saw was this incredible 
combination of humour and pathos. Of course, I didn’t really 
know it was going to turn out as well as it did, but there was 
room for something there. It didn’t really get shopped around to 
a lot of actors.
Thora Birch (Jane Burnham): It felt really new to me. It was 
defi nitely the fi rst truly dark thing I had ever done. The script 
was such a star script. You were aware that you were going to be 
a part of something that was unique, so you treated it with 
respect. Every single role in that screenplay is a great role. I 
never saw another response to a script quite like that. 
Wes Bentley (Ricky Fitts): At the time it felt like I was 

struggling, but having looked back, in fact I was very lucky. I 
had been bouncing around agencies. At William Morris, the 
fi rst screenplay they gave me in the meeting was American 

Beauty and all they said was, “We think you’d be right for this.” 
I remember feeling it was going to be a good fi lm. I didn’t 
know about it making money, I didn’t know anything about 
that stuff  in the business, but my instincts told me it was going 
to be good.
Bening: I was aware that Sam was the boy wonder of the theatre 
in London, but I had never met him. He has this interesting 
combination. He is very low key and humble, yet you 
immediately feel he knows exactly what he’s doing. He didn’t 
talk a lot; the best fi lm directors that I’ve worked with don’t. He 
was very clear and simple and I was really taken with him. 
Mena Suvari (Angela Hayes): It was an amazing year for me. 
I’d fallen into this industry and moved out to Los Angeles 
before I was 15 and then I booked American Pie. I ended up 
working on American Beauty right after that. And the type of 
director that Sam is, he worked in a way that I’d never 
experienced in my life. Having rehearsals and his attention to 
detail was very new to me. I didn’t come from any kind of 

went to see it. One of those people was Steven Spielberg. 
Hollywood takes notice of about three or four hits on 
Broadway every year and they decide they want to go 
have a look and see what the latest bright young thing is 
all about.
Ball: I heard that everybody was really interested in Sam. 
And so I went to New York to watch Cabaret, and I really 
liked it. I thought that here was somebody who knows how 
to put their individual stamp on something without turning 
it into something else.
Mendes: I was suddenly offered a fl urry of scripts, and my 
agent said, “Look, you’ve got to come out to LA. These 
people all want to meet you.” I had been to LA before and 
found it a very cold and unwelcoming place. I thought, 
“I’m not going to go out there and be made to feel small.” 
And of course, the opposite happened. They all bigged me 
up and blew smoke and the usual things. My agent said, 
“Steven Spielberg wants to have lunch with you.” It was 
insane! There was this pile of scripts waiting for me in LA. 
On top was American Beauty. I thought, “Oh, that’s a good 
title.” Then I went to meet Steven and he said, “Have you 
read this script? It’s really good, you should read it.” On the 
plane back I read it and thought it was a masterpiece. 
Literally the fi rst thing I did when I got off  the plane was 
phone my agent. She said, “Well, there are other directors 
who are interested. But my feeling is that they’re all gonna 
pass. Robert Zemeckis is going to pass. Mike Nichols is 
going to pass. Curtis Hanson is going to pass. Just hold 
tight.” There was an agonising three weeks. Fair enough 
— it’s Mike fucking Nichols! Eventually they offered it 
to me.
Ball: Other directors read it, I heard some ideas that were 
really horrible. Somebody wanted to put a bunch of 

CODA 
UNKNOWN

American Beauty 
was hardly the 
fi rst movie to 
shoot, then 

completely ditch, 
its original ending. 

The Shining 
(1980)

Kubrick cut a 
two-minute 

sequence at the 
very end, in which 
we see Wendy and 
Danny in hospital 

visited by Overlook 
General manager 

Stuart Ullman. The 
fi nal shot was to 
have been Danny 
catching a green 

tennis ball thrown 
to him by Ullman. 

The fi lm was 
already on limited 

release when 
Kubrick decided to 

junk it — he sent 
out assistants to 

physically remove 
the scene from 

the prints.

Rambo: 
First Blood 

(1982)
Ted Kotcheff’s 
adaptation of 

David Morrell’s 
bleak novel was 
originally more 
faithful to the 

source material, 
ending with John 
Rambo (Sylvester 
Stallone) grabbing 
a gun and shooting 

himself, thus 
putting paid to his 
own inner anguish 
and denying future 

audiences the 
pleasure of Rambo: 
First Blood II. Test 
audiences rebelled 

and Kotcheff 
replaced it with 
Rambo handing 

himself into 
the military 
authorities.

“The script was 
one of the most 
beautiful I had 
ever read.” KEVIN SPACEY
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theatre experience. He spoiled me! 
Chris Cooper (Colonel Fitts): Good lord, the difference 
between a good script and something even mediocre just jumps 
out at you, and this was one of those instances. I desperately 
knew that this was something that I would love to sink my teeth 
into. I thought to be honest, as the rewrites came, that it got 
darker and darker and darker, and I was really having second 
thoughts. To the point that the character kind of frightened me. 
And my wife, who is an actor herself  and I really depend on her 
take on the material, she read it and said, “All the more reason 
you should pursue it.” Thank goodness I did.
Spacey: The funny thing is recalling how my agent at the time 
warned me that it wasn’t a movie I should do. He felt the 
material was too risky. He’s no longer my agent.

Shooting began in December of 1998 on the Warner Bros. lot in 

Burbank. But after only two days of principal photography, 

Mendes found himself at an early crisis point.

Mendes: Day One was absolute crap. I got it all wrong. It felt 
very stagey, like a piece of theatre. The acting was slightly 
over-the-top, the costuming was a bit cartoony, it was a bit 
overlit. It was just a bad piece of fi lmmaking. You don’t see the 
rushes until a day after you shoot them, so I’d shot two days by 
that time. I saw Day One’s footage with the producers in the 
room and they were supportive and enthusiastic. “Wow, that’s 
great!” And I said, “No, it isn’t. That’s not what I want. I’m a 
little worried. Can I have a think about it? I think I can do this 
much better.” 
Bening: It was eventually staged very differently. It was done in 
a different location. I remember of course being concerned that 
what I was doing was right and when I heard that he had gone 
back to the DreamWorks folks and said, “I don’t think this is 
right,” that to me was just such a sign of his confi dence. And I 
of course was convinced that it was because I was no good.
Mendes: Bob Cooper, who was head of production, came down 
to the set the next day and said, “How do you think it’s going?” 
I said, “Do you want an honest answer? I don’t think it’s very 
good and I want to do those two days again, but I know what I 
want now. I won’t fuck up.” Weirdly, because I was honest 
about acknowledging that it was not good, they were much 
more confi dent with me.
Spacey: I always thought that was remarkable for a fi rst-time 
director. But Sam said he felt empowered by that experience, 
’cause the worst thing that could possibly have happened, 
happened. He felt he got his wings after that.  

Mendes edited the fi lm in London where he decided to make 

drastic revisions. 

Mendes: There was a detective story in the middle of it. Even 
though we know it’s the Colonel who has shot Lester Burnham, 
Wes Bentley’s character gets sent to prison for it. You saw what 
happened next to everybody. Carolyn goes off  with the Real 
Estate King. Mena’s character becomes a soap star, which made 
me laugh. But I took it all out without telling the producers or 
Alan Ball, and they came to see it. Alan was suicidal. He said, 
“I think you’ve ruined it.” I said, “Can I tell you something? I 
don’t think I’ve cut enough. I’m going to cut more and I’m 
going to show it to you again tomorrow, but stay with me on 
this one.”  
Ball: I wasn’t suicidal. I was just, “Wait a minute! I wish I’d had 
a little warning! That’s not what I wrote and all that stuff  was in 
there for a reason.” And he, I think, was a little angry with me 
that I wasn’t going, “Oh my God. I think the movie’s perfect!” 
[laughs]. But I very quickly came around to seeing that it was a 
better movie because the framing device was very bleak. It was 

Above: A suspicious 

mind: Colonel Fitts (Chris 

Cooper) confronts his 

son Ricky (Bentley).

Right: Spielberg 

congratulates Mendes on 

his Oscar win (one of the 

fi ve that American 

Beauty received).

Below: Life isn’t all 

roses: Lester’s wife 

(Bening) puts on a 

brave face.
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missing. But that’s the amazing thing about how a film is made
three times: when it’s written, when it’s shot and when it’s cut.

American Beauty premiered on September 8, 1999, to rapturous

reviews and went on to receive eight Oscar nominations, of

which it won five.

Bentley: I haven’t really told anybody this, but I wasn’t terribly
impressed with myself in the film. I was kicking myself
thinking, “I didn’t do what could have been done with this.” But
it’s a real testament to the writing and direction that it turned
out so well. Thank God Sam was there! [Laughs] He was solid
and confident in his direction. I still don’t really know if I did it
full justice.
Bening: I remember when the film came out I was at a park and
there was this kid who was on a bike, he was about 12. And he
said, “Oh, you’re the lady from American Beauty. I snuck into it
five times.” So it struck a nerve, even in this kid. It appealed to a
lot of different types of people. I saw it twice with an audience
and the reactions were absolutely different. Moments where one
group absolutely laughed and the other was silent.
Ball: Something gets hyped about being so wonderful and so
great and then people start to turn on it. There was a little
backlash against the hype. I didn’t pay too much attention. I’m
very, very pleased with how it turned out. I’m very proud of the
screenplay, but I don’t fool myself for a minute that it couldn’t
have gone totally south if people who don’t really understand
what the film wanted to be had made it. So I feel very fortunate.
Bentley: I loved what was very prominent in the ’90s, dark
satirical comedies, reflections of America at the time. We were
in a kind of a comfortable state then and sure did think a lot of
ourselves and felt very safe, so it was a moment to look inward
and a lot of the films I loved reflected that.

Suvari: It was just a really special film. I’m completely grateful
to have had that moment of time with everyone. It taught me a
lot about the power of what I do, that was something I’d never
really connected with. People coming up to me and saying,
“Well, the film really moved me…” That had a huge impact on
the kind of work I wanted to do.
Birch: For me remembering it, it’s like you have a photo album
and you are sitting on your couch just kind of flicking through
it and you turn the page and it just stops you. You’re like, “Oh,
yeah, and then there was that.”
Mendes: Is it my favourite [of my movies]? I’m not sure. But it’s
the movie that started everything, and that’s why the poster sits
in the lobby here. Without American Beauty, there’d be no Neal
Street, there’d be no production company. Out of it came the
deal with DreamWorks, where we were able to begin the
company and it gave me the status to be able to produce other
people’s work as well as my own, and to be able to branch out
into television, to be able to create a company that unifies TV,
film and theatre, which is what I’d always wanted to do.
Without American Beauty, I’m not sure we’d be sitting here.

me as a sitcom writer raging against what we call in the 
writers’ room ‘The Moment Of Shit’, where everybody 
learns something and hugs. It was me going, “Yeah, and the 
kids go to jail because the world is a shitty place.” But then 
the movie sort of does illuminate the beauty of existence, so 
to have that at the end there was just a big bummer. Sam 
said something: “This is not what the movie wants to be.” 
And I totally agree with him. It took me maybe 48 hours.
Cooper: There was one fl ashback to show Colonel Fitts’s 
service in Vietnam and that he had a male lover that he lost 
in a fi refi ght, and that was hugely helpful to me to have that 
because that built a great foundation as to why he has 
turned out the way he did.
Mendes: The fi rst thing Chris Cooper said was, “Where’s 
the thing around which I built his entire character, which 
was his homosexual experience in the Marines as a young 
man?” There was evidence of that in the end and I cut that 
out. So he felt that it was unmotivated, which to a degree 
was true.  
Cooper: Sam did a wonderful job on his fi nal edit. He told a 
really tight story. But seeing the fi lm that soon at the 
premiere was a shock because you remember so many of 
those missing scenes. I need distance from a fi lm that I’ve 
worked on, before I can be objective. So after about a 
year-and-a-half  I eventually could look at American Beauty 
and say, “By golly, that’s a nice piece of work.”
Spacey: Well, other than having to have been hung by wires 
for days and days for the fl ying sequences in Lester’s 
dreams, I didn’t mind losing any of the material that he left 
on the cutting-room fl oor. The trial wasn’t necessary in the 
end and the fl ying made the fi lm have a different tone. Sam 
ultimately felt that the fi lm could survive losing all that. 
And frankly, no-one has any sense that anything has gone 

The Thing 
(1982)

John Carpenter’s 
horror/sci-fi  

originally ended 
with a sequence 

that mirrored the 
fi lm’s opening, in 
which we see a 

dog run from the 
ruins of the base, 
look backwards 

and then run off. It 
was abandoned in 

favour of the 
ambiguous 

conclusion that 
has fans debating 

to this day.

Fatal Attraction 
(1987)

Adrian Lyne 
originally had Alex 

(Glenn Close) 
slashing her own 

throat and setting 
Dan (Michael 

Douglas) up for 
murder. Test 

audiences hated 
the ending, which 
didn’t give them 

the satisfaction of 
seeing the 

bunny-boiler get 
blown away.

Terminator 2: 
Judgment Day 

(1991)
Audiences were 

left with the image 
of a road speeding 

by and Sarah 
Connor (Linda 

Hamilton) 
refl ecting on her 
unknown future. 
But originally it 
was a future-set 
ending, with an 

aged Connor 
revealing that her 
son became a US 
Senator whose 

sensible policies 
on Skynet averted 

cybergeddon.

CODA 
UNKNOWN

continued

“American Beauty 
is the movie that 
started everything 
for me.”SAM MENDES
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SPOILER 
ALERT!

Jurassic World
★★★★★
FROM NOW / RATED M

MAN RECREATES 
DINOSAURS

JURASSIC WORLD’S 

trailer money-shot saw a 
dangling great white 
gobbled by a hulking 
mosasaurus. Looking 
back, it may as well have 

been Iron Man hanging there. This 
year, superheroes ceded box-offi ce 
domination to something much older. 
With more teeth. While it’s strange to 
consider the fourth fi lm in a 22-year-
old franchise an underdog, it was 
heartening to see that kids (of all ages) 
continue to dig those lovely, terrible 
oversized lizards. 

Some put the fi lm’s success down 
to Chris Pratt, and there’s no denying 
the potency of the actor’s charm. But it 
didn’t hurt to have at the helm a 
director who himself is a Jurassic Park 

nut. In the solid but repetitive extras 
(disposable deleted scenes and a few 
featurettes), Colin Trevorrow explains 
how he aimed to tell the story from a 
child’s perspective. Jurassic World has 
that Amblin vibe he intended, and the 
strength of its set-pieces compensates 
for the plot holes (wouldn’t they check 
for CCTV footage of the Indominus 
Rex climbing the wall?) and occasional 
cornball dialogue (“Depends what 
kinda dinosaur they cooked up in 
that lab”). 

While great on the rampage, the 
Indominus also feels undercooked. 
Pratt’s line about her seeing the world 
for the fi rst time is interesting — given 
her enforced dysfunctionality, we 
should feel more sympathy for her, as 
we do for Koba in the Apes fi lms. And 
after a while, she just stops acting smart. 
Or using her camoufl age power, for that 
matter. Still, you can’t ignore the satirical 
bite: making up something new because 
punters don’t think dinosaurs are “wow 
enough” anymore. Hmm... 
EXTRAS Featurettes, more.
DAN JOLIN 

CHAPTER 1

2:08
Total Recall
Gray’s View-Master toy contains a frame 
from 1956 fi lm The Animal World. “It’s 
echoed by a shot in the fi nal battle,” says 
the director. “Ty Simpkins has a great 
look on his face in that moment, and that 
was his only direction: ‘You saw this same 
thing inside your View-Master this 
morning in Wisconsin, and now it’s 
happening for real.’”

The New Batch
The very fi rst image of Jurassic World is an egg cracking. Meet 
the Indominus Rex (and sister). “We were intent on starting 
with a birth,” says Trevorrow. “I was very conscious about the 
number of Jurassic Park references we had, and I wanted to 
declare early on that this wasn’t going to be a carbon copy.”

CHAPTER 1

1:43
CHAPTER 2

8:26
Where’s 
The Beef ?
Here’s a glimpse of Winston’s, a 
restaurant named in honour of the late 
SFX titan Stan Winston. According to 
the menu on the movie’s website, they 
serve up a choice-cut Black Angus 
steak — Winston’s favourite dish.

DIRECTOR COLIN TREVORROW WALKS 
US THROUGH THE PARK

WORDS NICK DE SEMLYEN
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CHAPTER 6

34:03
Malcolm In 
The Middle
Ever wondered what became of chaotic 
chaotician Ian Malcolm, as played by Jeff 
Goldblum in the first two Jurassic films? 
Turns out he wrote a popular book called 
God Creates Dinosaurs, seen here in the 
control room and earlier on the monorail.  

CHAPTER 13

1:16:36
All-You-Can-Eat Buffett
This tourist, grabbing two margaritas as 
he flees from marauding pteranodons, is 
in fact musician/Margaritaville-founder 
Jimmy Buffett. “The best thing about 
Jimmy’s cameo is that it came from  
such an honest place,” says Trevorrow. 
“He knew he was supposed to run away, 
but when the moment came something 
deep within Jimmy Buffett said, ‘I’m 
gonna save these margaritas.’ It was  
pure instinct.”

CHAPTER 17

1:42:57
Shadow Play
No VFX involved, but this is one of 
Trevorrow’s favourite shots. 
“Somebody walked past Ty’s light with 
their ballcap on, and the shadow fell on 
him very sharply. So [cinematographer] 
John Schwartzman stood on a ladder 
and moved the quarter-scale Indominus 
maquette so the bony scoots on her 
neck ran over the kid’s face. That  
shot went in the first trailer.”

Monster Mash
Three of Jurassic World’s apex predators take on the Indominus. “[Dinosaur supervisor] Phil Tippett and I 
blocked that out on a model set with toy dinosaurs,” says Trevorrow. “It’s three long shots knitted together, 
from the slow-motion raptor run all the way to the mosasaurus breach, combining a Technocrane, a dolly 
move and a camera on the back of a motorcycle. I think that one’s pretty rad.”

Bad To The Bone
As the T-Rex pursues Claire, it smashes 
through the skeleton of a spinosaurus, 
glorious payback for the battle in 
Jurassic Park III in which the bigger beast 
won. Proof that this movie was made by 
total nerds.

CHAPTER 18

1:46:50

CHAPTER 18

1:44:40
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Terminator
Genisys
★
OUT NOW / RATED M

ROBOTS IN DECLINE

ONE OF THE MORE 
unexpected moments of the 
last few months in the 
cinematic firmament was 
the sight of the normally 
cagey James Cameron 

popping up on the internet to lend his 
seal of approval to the latest attempt to 
jump-start his tarnished Terminator 
franchise. A once beloved property, it last 
delivered anything unarguably enjoyable 
30 years ago, despite multitudinous 
revival attempts in diverse media. But if  
watching Cameron sing the praises of 
the latest resurrection before you’d seen 
it was disconcerting, afterwards it’s 
downright incomprehensible. 

That Terminator Genisys is terrible is 

beyond arguing. What’s almost thrilling 
is the pitiful thoroughness with which it 
totally misunderstands its source 
material. Thus while Cameron’s originals 
were ripped masterclasses in narrative 
efficiency — vulnerable protagonist 
pursued through the present day by 
killerbot from a hazily sketched future 
— Genisys is a bloated smorgasbord of 
alternative histories, flexible futures and 
possible pasts all occasionally 
punctuated by drearily off-the-peg 
wanton CGI. It’s a movie labouring 
under the baffling impression that, back 
in the day as we watched Arnie stomp 
into a soon-to-be-levelled cop-shop 
brandishing a sawn-off shotgun, what we 
really wanted was osmium-dense clods 
of constipated exposition charting 
numerous timelines, all squeezed out 
with agonised effort. 

In the face of this relentless temporal 
tomfoolery, any sense of common-or-
garden peril, the notion of the ordinary 
Joe colliding with a terrifying fragment 
from a nightmarish future, has quietly 
evaporated. With (occasionally 
combative) Emilia Clarke’s Sarah 
Connor already a tooled-up resistance 
fighter-in-waiting and (buff and dull) Jai 
Courtney’s Kyle Reese established as a 

fully functioning future-soldier from the 
get-go, everybody turns up to the drearily 
predictable third-act destruction derby 
reasonably well-matched. 

Arnie, meanwhile, is transformed into 
an avuncular comedy sidekick and a 
fidgety bystander at his own party. At one 
point we’re informed that, while waiting 
30 years for one of Genisys’ infernal 
timelines to work itself out, ‘Pops’ worked 
in construction “until I was laid off”. A 
T-800 has to pass as a hod carrier in ’90s 
America? There’s probably a movie there. 
It’d doubtless be a hell of a lot more 
entertaining than this one.

The overall impression is of a 
franchise involved in a final act of 
desperate self-destruction. The dying 
patient — begging for an end to his 
suffering — sees the well-meaning 
emergency room doctor approaching 
with the electric paddles, and begins to 
gnaw his own limbs off: suicide by 
self-consumption. Given that the final 
two entries in this planned trilogy are 
still apparently in the works, a dignified 
release may be cruelly denied this 
superannuated cyborg: Pops will not be 
allowed to eat himself. 
EXTRAS Featurettes, more.
ADAM SMITH

LIKE  THIS,  
WATCH 

THIS

BACK TO  
THE FUTURE 

PART II
1989

Another sequel 

which remixes 

the original. 

Instead of  

two T-800s, 

you get two 

Marty McFlys.

“Nope, these plans don’t 

explain the plot either.”
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Love
★★★★★
FROM NOVEMBER 18 / RATED R18+ 

 
After the pulsing, psychedelic 
life-after-death story Enter The Void, 
Gaspar Noé’s fi rst fi lm in 3D promised 
even trippier mischief. Instead, Love, 
only the Paris-based provocateur’s 
fourth fi lm in 17 years, is really quite
mellow. If it wasn’t for the
sex, which, ahem, climaxes
gushing male orgasm that
sprays over the audience’s 
this could be a standard 
rites-of-passage story, in w
fi lm student Murphy (Karl
Glusman) looks back at a 
previous relationship after
accidentally becoming a 
parent. The acting is 
wooden, but fans of the 
director’s more 
shocking work might 
enjoy its gentle 
self-referential comedy. 
EXTRAS None.
DW

Any doubts that 

Noé would be going 

all-out with Love 

swiftly evaporated 

when four 

controversial 

posters debuted in 

Cannes. Empire is 

made of sterner 

stuff than most, but 

even we can’t show 

them all. “We came 

up with four visuals, 

based on and using 

photos that Gaspar 

had, which we 

retouched and 

reshot,” explains 

Lufroy. “The fi rst 

was a close-up of 

three tongues.” Not 

too bad. “Then 

there was one with 

a girl’s mouth with 

her thumb on it.” 

Slightly more risqué, 

but okay. “Then we 

had a shot of an 

arse with some 

knickers that looked 

like they’d been 

soiled by sperm.” 

Steady on! “Then 

we had the fourth 

one, which was an 

ejaculating cock.” 

Ooh, matron!

They were created 

before the fi lm, with 

the intent that they 

would be replaced. 

“We decided to 

make the posters 

from actual scenes 

in the fi lm after it 

was shot,” explains 

Lufroy, “but one of 

the actors had the 

right of veto and 

wouldn’t let us use 

them.” Spoilsport. 

GASPAR NOÉ, THE MOST SHOCKING MAN IN MOVIES, IS BACK

MR. NSFW

Karl Glusman’s Murphy, 

Aomi Muyock’s Electra and 

Klara Kustin’s Omi, before 

sexy times, in Love.

G
ASPAR NOÉ IS ON THE 
verge of launching into an 
anecdote about a Brazilian 
transsexual when the 
phone line cuts out. 

Seconds earlier he regaled Empire with 
an admission that he was “drunk, drunk, 
drunk” when he went up the red carpet 
at the Cannes premiere of his 3D porn 
fi lm, Love, earlier this year. Both stories 
sum up the Argentinian-born, Paris-
based provocateur in a nutshell. 

This is the man, after all, who has 
carved a career out of pushing the 
boundaries across a relatively sparse 
fi lmography (just four fi lms in 17 
years), with sex and violence hitting 

you like a fi re extinguisher to the 
face. Love is the apex of that. 

Real sex has become more 
common on the big screen 
over the last decade, but 
Noé really goes for it with 
this story of a young fi lm 
student (Karl Glusman) 
who recalls his 
tempestuous 

relationship with his ex 
(Aomi Muyock). Whether 

it’s group sex in a fetish 

club, or multiple scenes of ejaculation, 
Noé doesn’t shy away from the nitty-
gritty. Heaven knows if  this would have 
been the same movie had Noé secured 
his original choices — Monica Bellucci 
and Vincent Cassel (who both starred in 
the director’s harrowing Irreversible). 
“For years, every single love story that 
I’ve seen on screen, or every single 
melodrama, was avoiding the tactile part 
of the sexual relationship,” explains the 
51-year-old after we re-establish the 
connection. “There are not many movies 
that show that. Many years ago you 
could have a fi lm like Don’t Look Now by 
Nicolas Roeg or the Japanese fi lm In The 

Realm Of The Senses, but since that 
period of sexual liberation there’s almost 
been nothing that explores the most 
important part of human relationships.”

Over the blower, Noé is quite sweet, 
playful company, and Love itself  is 
surprisingly light. He maintains that he’s 
not on a crusade to create headlines. 
“Many people want to do movies dealing 
with, well, not taboos as such, but 
stronger subjects and stronger images,” 
he says. “I would just say that I’m lucky 
that I can self-censor less than others.” 
DAMON WISE

 THE ART  OF LOVE 

DESIGNER LAURENT 
LUFROY ON THOSE 

EYE-POPPING POSTERS
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G
IFTED, HARD-WORKING 
and passionate about their 
respective crafts, Amy 
Winehouse and Asif  
Kapadia would have had 

plenty in common had they met. Their 
paths never crossed but the Senna 
director felt a sense of kinship with the 
tragic singer and a keen instinct that, 
beneath the prurient headlines and 
sensationalist myths that have built up 
around her, there was a whole other 
story to be told about her life. “My job 
was to get the trust of people around 
Amy to speak,” he told Empire. “These 
people have never spoken before.” 

When you started, did you know more or 
less about Amy Winehouse than you did 
about Ayrton Senna?
I liked her music. She wasn't someone I’d 
have gone out to see perform at that 
point, but she was there in the back of 
the head. Everything changes when 
someone calls and says, “What do you 
reckon? Would you be interested in 
making a fi lm?” That’s when it clicks. I 
thought, “I feel like she could have 
grown up down the road. I feel like she is 
someone I could have known.” I lived in 
Kentish Town and used to walk through 
Camden every day to go to Soho, so it 
was in a universe that was very close to 
home, as opposed to the mega-money 
and helicopters of Formula One. It felt 
like a fi lm about London.

How do you research a project like Amy?
I looked at stuff  on YouTube and I 
Googled people. I dug out the records 

too, although I didn’t sit there all day 
listening to them. I did listen to Frank 
quite a lot. I’d have it in the car and it 
reminded me how amazing and original 
those tracks are. Then came the light 
bulb moment: if  we can unravel the 
lyrics, then we’ve got a movie. My 
background is from India and I always 
get asked, “When are you going to do an 
Indian fi lm, a mu i l B ll d
fi lm?” This is it. T
fi lm. This is my m
people don’t get 
that the songs ar
the songs were al
the story. Withou
you’d just start ta
to the music. It
saying, “No, liste
carefully than yo
a song before and
properly underst
means something

Especially to Am
With her it was t
process, the tortu
writing. Writing 
blank piece of pa
you have to say t
a toss about? Tha
for me that I was
surprised by. We
express how diffi 
is to write. It’s so
out to hang out w
For Amy those so
way of dealing w
Sadly, the solutio
the problem.

CHASING AMY
ASIF KAPADIA TALKS UP HIS MUSICAL BIOPIC INTERVIEW BY PHIL DE SEMLYEN

Amy
★★★★★
FROM NOW / RATED MA15+

This Oscar-tipped documentary about 
singer Amy Winehouse manages to 
shock and awe, even though we know 
full well how it will end. As with his 
previous success, the similarly riveting 
Senna, director Asif Kapadia draws 
extensively on rare archive footage to 
present a radically fresh perspective 
on a seemingly familiar story. 
Present-day interviewees, including 
Winehouse’s friends and family, are 
heard but not seen, keeping us in the 
moment. A picture soon emerges of a 
bright, young, vivacious talent whose 
basic needs were bizarrely ignored. 
Heartbreaking — and unmissable.
EXTRAS Additional footage. ED GIBBS

ALSO OUT

The Road Within
★★★★★
FROM NOW / RATED MA15+

A remake of Ralf Huettner’s foul-
mouthed 2010 German drama Vincent 
Wants To Sea, this heart-warming road 
trip follows three young adults (Robert 
Sheehan, Zoe Kravitz and Dev Patel — 
all excellent), all suffering with mental 
illness, who’ve escaped from their 
medical treatment centre in search of 
the ocean. Making her directing debut, 
A Little Bit Of Heaven scripter Gren 
Wells writes and helms this touching, 
yet somewhat predictable, adventure 
with good measure, producing 
numerous moments of laughter whilst 
never forgetting to remind us of the 
seriousness of these character’s 
affl ictions. Meanwhile, the three 
protagonists make for a unique and 
riveting triumvirate. 
EXTRAS None. TOM BURNETT

Above: Filmmaker 

Asif Kapadia. 

Below: His subject, 

Amy Winehouse.



Trainwreck
★★★★
FROM NOVEMBER 12 / RATED MA15+ / DIRECTOR

JUDD APATOW / CAST AMY SCHUMER, BILL

HADER, TILDA SWINTON, BRIE LARSON

WHO’S THAT GIRL?

JUDD APATOW’S FIFTH
comedy in the key of life is
written by and stars
so-hot-right-now stand-up
Amy Schumer as a salty
New Yorker named Amy. If

she’s new to you, Schumer’s style could
best be described as amiable smut — quit
blushing, we all know what vaginas are
for… It is her movie. And she barrels
through it like a preposterously flirty
bowling ball.

Amy is our trainwreck. By day a
journalist at Snuff magazine, an urbane
monthly enquiring whether garlic makes
semen taste any different. She’s smart,
mildly ambitious, and in possession of a
“sick” apartment, an eye-opening
wardrobe, and the shrugging realisation
she may not be a model citizen.

For by night, Amy will likely be
engaged in another meaningless
hook-up. We’ll montage through a

procession of Schumer’s one-nighters
pre-, post- and, indeed, mid-coitus,
including, but not exclusive to, a literally
outstanding cameo from wrestling
beefcake John Cena. Amy’s life
philosophy is simple: bodily fluids are
fine, but feelings should never be
exchanged. No spooning, no sweet-talk,
no sleep over. QED: she is a serial bloke.

This is much the Apatow way:
another frank and comic exploration of
the clutter of modern sexual politics.
Amy might appear the diametric
opposite of Steve Carell’s 40-Year-Old

Virgin, but they share a lingering
loneliness. Trainwreck will consider what
happens when an immovable object
meets Mr. Right.

So, this is your classic Hollywood
romcom with a cynical, headachy frame
of mind. A romcom whose poles have
been reversed: given the relatively
upmarket assignment of profiling A-list
sports doctor Aaron (Bill Hader), Amy
takes him to bed as nonchalantly as
ordering coffee, and he has the cheek to
actually like her. When he calls the
following day, she tailspins into
Swingers-parodying outrage. “Hang up,
he’s obviously like sick or something!”
shrieks acumen-deficient besty
Vanessa Bayer.

Hader makes the entirely sensible
decision of keeping out of the way of the
Macy’s Parade that is his leading lady.
Dialling back the cuckoo for straight-

man, he’s still likably offbeat. You root
for them, sensing Aaron’s calm will moor
Amy, just as her vitality will liberate him.

Not all the jokes land. Lines of
enquiry are picked up then dropped.
There’s that rambling quality that
Apatow enjoys: the sense of the movie
making itself up as it goes along — the
freeform extemporising of stand-up.
The offices of Snuff, run by Tilda
Swinton’s terrifying hybrid of Anna
Wintour and Magda Szubanski, are
pitched at ludicrous. Still, basketball
megalith LeBron James works some fine
self-mockery as Hader’s Downton

Abbey-obsessed life-coach. And Amy
shares a tight bond with her sister Kim
(the lovely Brie Larson) that is sensitive
and volatile.

It’s a fine, noisy New York movie,
clattering through apartments, magazine
suites, coffee shops, hospitals and bars to
the gunfire of Amy’s unwise stilettoes.
There is a perfect Subway gag, doubly
funny because of how well it skewers a
classic romcom cliché. They riff on
Woody Allen (cue: Gershwin).
Hyperactive and uncouth it might be,
but Amy is Annie Hall for the Girls

generation. Hers is an engaging line in
self-deprecating feminism. She might be
a mess, but she’s her own mess. So she’s
Alvy Singer too: self-destructive, erratic,
familiar, and very, very funny indeed.
EXTRAS Deleted scenes, gag reel, more.
IAN NATHAN
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“Look, check out my 

career arc.” 

Amy Schumer and Bill 

Hader in Trainwreck.
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The Nightmare
★★★★★
FROM NOW / RATED MA15+

 
Rodney Ascher’s follow-up to the 
brilliantly bizarre Room 237 is an 
exploration of ‘sleep paralysis’, a 
condition in which sufferers are 
trapped between sleep and 
wakefulness, experiencing terrifying 
visual and aural hallucinations. Eight 
sufferers are interviewed on camera, 
while Ascher brings their experiences 
to life in a way that could conceivably 
induce nightmares in casual viewers 
— although the potency of these 
scenes is ultimately diminished by 
repetition. Equally problematic is 
Ascher’s determination to explore the 
phenomenon empirically rather than 
scientifically: at no point is a 
white-coated polysomnographist 
wheeled out to talk about the  
possible causes. 
EXTRAS None.
DAVID HUGHES

ALSO OUT

The Voices
★★★★★
FROM NOVEMBER 4 / RATED R18+

The first movie Ryan Reynolds made 
after flop R.I.P.D. will surely be one of 
2015’s oddest. He’s a hyper-chipper 
worker at a bathtub factory, who also 
happens to be a budding serial killer. 
And he likes to chat with his pets.

The exact mid-point between Dr. 
Dolittle and Dr. Lecter, it’s tonally 
wonky and not as funny as was 
perhaps intended. But the underrated 
Reynolds launches a full-force attack 
on his role (or roles; he also voices the 
cat and dog), and there are staggering 
stylised moments, including famous 
heads in a fridge and a climactic 
musical number. 
EXTRAS None.
NICK DE SEMLYEN

Cooties
★★★★★
FROM NOVEMBER 18 / RATED MA15+

Consider Jonathan Milott and Cary Murnion’s debut 
film of rampant zombie kids a kiss-and-catch game at 
recess gone very, very bad. Elijah Wood plays Clint, a 
deadbeat aspiring writer who lives with his mum and 
subs as an English teacher at his old school, only to 
witness the beginning of a zombie pandemic 
originating from… bad chicken nuggets. Cooties has 
originality in this instance, but it is mostly a galore of 
tropes, smashed into a poorly acted and rather 
simple-minded zombie flick. You’ll probably end up 
turning into a zombie by the end of the film, so best 
keep this one quarantined from your viewing list. 
EXTRAS None.
DANNY MACKENZIE

Deathgasm
★★★★★
FROM NOVEMBER 18 / RATED R18+

Hot on the heels of excellent NZ horror-comedy 
Housebound, this fun Kiwi effort riffs on the  
premise that death metal actually can conjure 
demons. Teen headbanger Brodie is condemned to 
bullying and boredom in Shitsville suburbia until he 
and his mates form a band called Deathgasm and 
play an ancient “Black Hymn” that turns locals into 
monsters desperately in need of stabbing, axing, 
chainsawing and, er, dildo-ing. This splatter-happy 
homage to Peter Jackson — and Sam Raimi — is witty, 
winning and well made. The underlit scenes are 
annoying, though.
EXTRAS None.
MICHAEL ADAMS

Insidious:
Chapter 3
★★★
FROM NOVEMBER 26 / RATED M / DIRECTOR

LEIGH WHANNELL / CAST STEFANIE SCOTT,

DERMOT MULRONEY, LIN SHAYE

WHO YOU GONNA CALL?

THIS PREQUEL SET 
before the haunting of the 
original Lambert family in 
the first Insidious isn’t 
shit-your-pants scary; 
there’s a dearth of jump 

scares and grue. But that’s a good thing 
when so many horrors these days have 

the pesky habit of relying on lazy, cheap 
thrills. This creeps up on you with eerie 
conviction. When teenager Quinn 
(Stefanie Scott) unleashes some nasty 
spirits from the underworld in a 
desperate effort to juju up a connection 
with her dead mother from “the great 
beyond”, her terrified father (perennial 
B-lister Mulroney) convinces reluctant 
medium Elise Rainier (Lin Shaye) to 
help battle the hellish horrors. The comic 
relief  from paranormal ghostbusters 
(played by Aussies Leigh Whannell and 
Angus Sampson) is misjudged, but 
Whannell, wearing his director’s hat, 
achieves a spooky, lingering atmosphere, 
and Shaye admirably commits to her 
overwrought dialogue. Insidious: Chapter 

3 isn’t such a bad choice for a Halloween 
DVD fright night.
EXTRAS Featurettes, more. 
JOHN CATANIA

“Let’s hold hands…  

and SLAY!”
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Lambert And Stamp
★★★★★
FROM NOVEMBER 5 / RATED M

With no connections, experience or 
musical talent, raconteur odd-couple 
Chris Stamp and Kit Lambert turned 
Mod misfi ts The Who into a global 
mega-band. James D. Cooper’s 
terrifi cally raucous rockumentary 
defi nes the Lambert & Stamp 
double-act as a surprisingly complex 
creation: total chancers, style gurus, 
failed artists and ultimately arch 
manipulators — but The Who owe 
them, as Roger Daltrey readily admits. 
At two hours, things get fl abby around 
the rock-opera era, but the fi lm fi zzes 
and clatters with anecdotes: according 
to Pete Townshend, The Who were 
nearly called The Hair. Imagine.
EXTRAS Commentary and Q&A.
SIMON CROOK

The D Train
★★★★★
FROM NOW / RATED MA15+

Jack Black dips his toe back in the 
dark end with this almost-comedy 
about a high school loser who 
convinces the most popular guy in his 
year — hunky TV ad star Oliver Lawless 
(James Marsden) — to return to 
Pittsburgh with him to impress his old 
classmates at their reunion.

There are winning moments — the 
new buddies’ distinctive method of 
bonding is a highlight — but it’s hard to 
root for Black’s Dan, whose increasing 
obsession with Lawless exposes few 
qualities bar a desperate desire to be 
liked. Marsden’s uninhibited faux celeb 
is spot on, but the rest falls short of 
the mark. 
EXTRAS Gag reel.
ZACH GIBSON

H
OWDOYOUGET

inside the head of a
notoriously interview-shy
actor who has been dead
for over a decade? That

was the challenge director Stevan Riley 
faced for his Marlon Brando doc Listen 

To Me Marlon — until he discovered the 
actor had done his job for him already…

How did you hear about Brando’s tapes?
Just as I signed up for the movie, by 
coincidence, the Brando estate had 
begun archiving Marlon’s personal 
affects that had been in storage for 10 
years. There was talk about a huge 
amount of boxes that included all sorts 
of documentation, objects and artefacts 
from his life. There was a whole stack of 
tapes, a handful that had been digitised. 
One was the self-hypnosis tape from 
which our fi lm takes its title. I’d been 
reading almost every book written on 
Marlon and was fi nding it quite 
confusing trying to penetrate his 
character. It occurred to me, imagine if  
Marlon could do this story for us and 
answer the question ‘who was the real 
Marlon Brando?’.

It must have been amazing to listen to… 

It was fascinating listening to the raw
audio. It was like being in his company.
Eventually I got to like him. I wasn’t
sure I would initially. It was a privilege.

And you have Marlon’s animated head…
We heard a rumour that Marlon had his 
head scanned, and then there was 
something in the tapes that corroborated 
that, so the hunt was on. I was very keen 
to fi nd devices to represent Marlon in 
the present day, the person doing the 
post-mortem of his life, that voice. We 
tracked it down to a friend of his who 
was the post-production supervisor who 
had that scan done in the late ’90s. It was 
a super large fi le spread over six drives.

Why did he scan himself?
He was obsessed with technology 
and he predicted they would be 
able to animate actors in the 
future. He thought about that 
for his children, for 
prosperity. He was also 
interested in cryogenics. I 
don’t think it was a narcissistic 
thing. There was a curiosity. He 
once said if  only we could live 
to 150, we’d have the wisdom 
to do good.

THE WILD ONE
STEVAN RILEY GOES TAPE TO TAPE WITH MARLON BRANDO

INTERVIEW BY 

DAVID MICHAEL 

BROWN
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The Hobbit:
The Battle Of
The Five Armies
Extended Edition
★★★★
2014 / FROM NOVEMBER 18 / RATED TBC

WAR CRAFT

BARRING PETER
Jackson locating test footage
of Sylvester McCoy
windsurfing across
Wellington Harbour, this is

officially the end of the director’s great
saga. And while reinstating Thorin’s
(Richard Armitage) funeral gives more of
a sense of completion, the sixth epic has
changed the least structurally.

What the extended Battle has is
extended battle. It revels in it, becoming
the goriest Middle-earth movie of all. In
mockery of the balletic Legolas
moments, James Nesbitt’s Bofur
calamitously pilots a battle troll, while

Bruce Lee 
Collection
★★★★
1971 — 1978 / FROM NOVEMBER 4 / RATED M / 

DIRECTORS WEI LO, BRUCE LEE, ROBERT 

CLOUSE / CAST BRUCE LEE, CHUCK NORRIS,  

KAREEM ABDUL-JABBAR 

 
ENTER THE DRAGON’S DEN

WATCH   
any of the 
four Bruce 
Lee martial 
arts epics 
included in 

this excellent HD set and it’s instantly 
apparent why he became the poster star 
of choice for kung-fu crazy ’70s teens the 
world over. Oozing charisma from every 
pore of his lithe frame, Lee’s grace and 
skill as a martial artist was unparalleled. 
He also knew how to work the camera as 
an actor (despite a tendency to overact), 
director and fight choreographer. 

Whether fighting evil Thai drug 
dealers (The Big Boss), a dastardly 

William Kircher’s Bifur finally loses that 
axe-head from his own head. It is a 
splatter-happy chase aboard a wagon 
towed by giant rams that is the biggest 
reward. Balin (Ken Stott) steers, Dwalin 
(Graham McTavish) fires bolts at a troll’s 
“yambags” (see the appendices), and the 
Ben-Hur-style spiked wheel-hubs render 
orcs literally legless. 

Fans will be readily acquainted with 
the collegiate nuttiness of the copious 
extras. Between pearls of insight 
(Lake-town’s conflagration was based on 
the Blitz) are found stars less wise than 
wiseacre (Cate Blanchett debates whether 

Japanese school of karate killers (Fist Of 

Fury) or Chuck Norris’s chest hair (Way 

Of The Dragon), Lee displayed a 
jaw-dropping agility that still astounds, 
despite the now camp trappings.

However, it’s the eerily prophetic 
Game Of Death, the final film in this set, 
that fascinates. Featuring footage shot by 
Lee in 1972 before he headed to 
Hollywood, Lee’s untimely death meant 
he didn’t witness the fever that shook the 
world when Enter The Dragon (not 
included here) was released in 1973 or his 
final work as director completed. His 
Dragon helmer Robert Clouse was hired 
to finish the job and the resulting fiasco 
used two Bruce Lee ‘lookalikes’ and 

Ian McKellen’s dummy, nicknamed 
Michael Gambon, gave the better 
performance). But it is Jackson’s bracing 
honesty (he admits to “winging it”) and 
the unironic joys of going deep into 
Tolkien that speak truest. Artists Alan 
Lee and John Howe enthrall with their 
appreciation, rhapsodising over concept 
art for an abandoned sequence where 
Gandalf finally defeats Sauron in the 
petrified Sea of Rhûn. So it could have 
been longer. 
EXTRAS There are five discs worth, what 
more could you want.
IAN NATHAN

footage from his earlier films to try and 
tell the story of a famous martial artist 
film star who must fake his own death to 
escape, erm, death. Things get weirder 
when they use actual scenes from Lee’s 
funeral including his open casket and a 
plot device where the actor is shot on set, 
echoing the sad death of Lee’s son 
Brandon on the set of The Crow in 1994. 
Luckily the existing footage, as Lee 
ascends a pagoda wearing that tracksuit, 
each level presenting a new challenge, is 
awesome, especially his climactic fight 
with Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
EXTRAS Each film features a selection 
of trailers, alternate footage, reminisces 
and interviews. DAVID MICHAEL BROWN

“Chuck. You  

look different. Have  

you done something  

with your hair?”

“Stacks on!”
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H
E WAS KIND OF RAGGEDY AND WILD.
And she was very beautiful, you know?” This, in
its simple way, is the perfect summary of Paris,

Texas, possibly the greatest American film ever
made by a European. But those song-like

cadences, written by Sam Shepard and softly spoken by Harry
Dean Stanton’s immortal drifter Travis, are possessed of the
infinite complexities of the human heart. For this is the story of
a love story. And the distinction is vital.

The film begins watching a solitary figure wandering the
parched Texan plain in a pinstripe suit and scarlet baseball cap,
a raggedy man following a railway track. Electively mute, Travis
is returning from self-imposed exile. And Stanton’s haunted,
geological face is carved by trauma and determination.

Wim Wenders, with the best hair and biggest glasses of all
the German New Wave, had been drawn to America like a moth
to the beam of a movie projector. Enamoured of hallmarked
American legends like Hawks and Ford, he desired to reframe
their big-screen mythology through the lens of his cool
European intellect. The wellspring was the Motel Chronicles,
Shepard’s collection of poems and “broken stories” of
hardscrabble Americana and crumpled machismo. They
possessed a powerful yearning for the road.

Paris, Texas possesses the strange clarity of a dream.
Then, what is America if not something dreamed up by
Europeans? Wenders, alongside cinematographer Robby
Müller, has his fill of the limitless landscape. But it is beauty
shorn of sentiment: railroads, fences and highways extend
mercilessly to the horizon, bisecting towns barely even there in

the half-light; only the fl ickers of neon, 
smudged in a rain-spotted windscreen, 
speak of life. Has there ever been a 
lonelier fi lm? 

In a recent interview, Wenders 
summed up his entire career. “There’s a 
fi lm of John Ford called The Searchers 
and sometimes I think that’s [my] main 
topic… It’s searchers,” he surmised. “It’s 
people who are searching, trying to 
defi ne what they live for, trying to fi nd 
[the] meaning of their lives, trying to fi nd 
their role in life, looking for love, 
searching, searching, searching.”

Ferried back to a dusky LA, Travis is 
reunited with his son, Hunter (Hunter 
Carson), who has been living with his 
uncle (Dean Stockwell) and aunt (Aurore 
Clément). From there, he will set out to 
fi nd Jane (Nastassja Kinski), lost wife, 
lost mother. He is in part Wayne’s Ethan 
Edwards, a man defi ned by his search, 
who can never truly come home. 

There are other movies in its bones. 
Travis, the name, harkens to Travis 
Bickle from Taxi Driver: quintessential 
outsider, broken man. Also Antonioni’s 
Zabriskie Point — another European lost 
in American spaces. For all his 
infl uences, Wenders invented a new way 
of looking at America. A captivating, 
ambivalent vision that inspired a 
generation of indie fi lmmakers from 
Jarmusch to Van Sant, and widescreen 
musicians like U2. 

As for Ry Cooder’s sublime, 
fret-skating score, to Wenders it was as if  the composer had 
re-shot the movie, only with a steel guitar, not a camera. Notes 
that hover in the air like memories. 

The interiors are almost Lynchian, mid-shots and close-ups 
lacquered in hot, lurid reds and sci-fi  greens. The Houston peep 
show where the fi lm gravitates is segregated into box-like rooms, 
each a mock-domestic interior as if  a perversion of family life. 
Divided from the client by a two-way mirror, their voices 
connected only by an internal phone, the girls provide 
sustenance and titillation. “If there’s anything… you want to 
talk about,” whispers Jane into the mirror.  

On the other side, unseen, Travis begins their story. Here, 
through long, graceful takes, Wenders aspires to the condition 
of theatre, trading the regiment of shot design for intense 
rehearsal, allowing the actors’ choices to dictate how he would 
shoot each day. That two weathered Americans like Stockwell 
and Stanton have wooed ethereal European beauties like 
Clément and Kinski only emphasises the dream logic. The 
magical Kinski (supposedly life-worn, but still stop-the-traffi c 
stunning) was only on set for a week, but the fi nal act feels like 
time has been suspended. Shepard’s languid dialogue; the slow 
cascade of emotion; their closeness and separation transcend 
cinematic formula. Their tragic tale is recounted but never 
shown. Yet it is all we can see and feel. 

Stanton, hungry for a good role, ended up with the role of 
his life. He doesn’t reveal Travis so much as deepen him. There 
is something limitless about him. From tongue-tied vagabond to 
a kind of redemption, he remains a ghost, a searcher, another 
of Wenders’s earthbound angels who can love but not touch. 

 “The greatest 
American 
fi lm ever 
made by a 
European.”

Paris, Texas
1984 / OUT NOW / RATED M

REVOLUTIONARY ROADS

1 Harry Dean Stanton’s 

Travis at the start of 

this quest.

2 The magical Nastassja 

Kinski as lost wife Jane.

3 Aurore Clément and 

Dean Stockwell..

WORDS 

IAN NATHAN



MAKE THIS CHRISTMAS A RIGHT CRACKER WITH THE COOLEST GIFTS
AND GADGETS AROUND…

WORDS BIFF TANNENBAUM* PHOTOGRAPHY ANDY PARSONS

ALIENVS
PREDATORVS

BOTTLE
Two risible films haven’t

even come close to settling
the age-old battle that is
Alien vs Predator. Can

these bottle openers finally
solve the debate? Whoever

wins… we booze.
forbiddenplanet.com,

$36 each

SLICE—THEFINAL
FRONTIER

This stainless steel replica of
the NCC-1701D has a five-year
mission: to explore strange new
pizzas, to seek out new toppings
and sauces, to boldly go where no

pizza cutter has gone before.
popcultcha.com.au, $45.99

FORTHE
KITCHEN

Yule
Win!
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SCREW
PEELING
They say the

sonic screwdriver
can do just

about anything.
Including, as it
turns out, peel
a TARDIS-load
of spuds. That’s
one job for which
you’ll definitely

want an assistant.
amazon.com,

$13.50

WINGIT
No, your eyes aren’t deceiving you — this is a knife

set in the shape of an X-wing. Even better, it’s
chromed and comes with a set of stainless steel
blades. Perfect for slicing into some Porkins, or

maybe even cutting a potato Wedge.
RRP $110 amazon.com
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THE PLAYER
s a Christmas gift than an investment in your movie-watching/
universal player from Oppo — the high end of home AV — packs
ail and vibrancy into your DVDs, Blu-rays and CDs (well, in an

hi-fi sound into a neat, compact
design, with amazingly full frequency
response and deep, clear sound at any

volume. It’s also controllable with a
free, easy app for iOS, Android, Mac or

PC. Available at JB HiFi, Harvey
Norman and specialist HiFi stores.

sonos.com, $299

theatre delivery
and aesthetic

marvellousness a
within your gras
the Italian-mad

Crystal Cube is t
ultimate home

projector.
sim2.com.au,

$6599

X-CELLENT
The powerhouse console has a ton of premium

games for Christmas (see page 110 for full details).
xbox.com/en-au/, from $499
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UNDERCOVER
Tommy Hilfiger’s TH Flex
range of dacks are cut for
comfort and support from

premium fabrics and spruiked
by Empire International’s
favourite tennis player,

Rafael Nadal, a man whose
transverus abdominus rivals

even ours. Ahem.
tommy.com, $39.95

LEE-MIXED
Yep, that is the shirt Robert Downey Jr.
wears in Age Of Ultron, with kung fu

legend Bruce Lee on the decks.
bna78.com, $47

BATSUITS YOU, SIR
Strike fear into the heart of local

nogoodniks in this Bat logo-adorned
imitation leather jacket. Features two

side pockets in which to stash
batarangs and loose change.
forbiddenplanet.com, $135

GOLDENEYES
As befits a single man, Bond wears
two pairs of Tom Ford shades in

Spectre: Henry Vintage Wayfarers
when he’s in Morocco, and these

Snowdons in Rome. Should have gone
to SPECTRE-savers.
tomford.com, $560
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STAR WAAAAAWS
h is the infection of the Galaxy Far, Far Away upon the collective
ness that Hallmark’s range of toddler-friendly keepsakes the Itty Bittys
a Star Wars selection. Added for the December 17 ignition of The
Force Awakens are these cute newbies for Rey and Kylo Ren.

Hallmark.com.au, $10 each

BB-8 app-enabled droid from Sphero is
the kind of toy our 10-year-old selves

would have sold kidneys for. Yes, it
would be infinitely more satisfying if it

were actual size, but the cost would
probably be enough to design and build
one of your own. Besides… it’s a droid

you can operate with your phone!
Sphero.com, $249

BLU-RAYGUNS
Right… movies! The whole reason

Star Wars is as real to many of us as
the vague barn-like odour in the

Empire office about 3.30pm is thanks
to the magic on these here shiny Blu
discs. All six of the original Star Wars
films are out now in collectible Steel

Books which, if you’re a keen
aficionado of such things, will

probably gain value the moment they
land at your place. Perfect for a

pre-December 17 marination as well
as the most drooled over items in

your bookcase.
JBHifi.com.au, $24.95 each

ECTO-WINNING
Annoyed that Bill Murray won’t

show up in any of the new
Ghostbusters movies as Venkman?

Simply play with a plastic Peter
Venkman to your heart’s content
(he’s the dark-haired one riding
Ecto-1). As the old saying goes,

“Two in the box, ready to go, they
be fast, and we be LEGO!”

bttw.com.au, $79.95

THE
RUMPUS

ROOM
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FOR YOUR EYES ONLY
Taschen is re-issuing The James Bond Archives, its definitive guide to all things 007,

with an updated section on Spectre. It’s the size of a volcano base, but crammed
with the kind of information SMERSH would kill for.

booktopia.com.au, $89.25

DISGRACEFUL
SELF-PROMOTION

It wouldn’t be an Empire Xmas Gift
Guide without a shameless plus in our

general direction. Ahem… So, four
volumes (covering Horror, Sci-Fi,

Action and Hero film posters) in a nifty
slipcase, make a total of 400 pages
and 600 posters, lovingly scanned,

retouched, detailed and discussed by
the team at Empire Australasia. It’s a
behemoth of movie fandom, and a joy

to behold. Behold it!
Magshop.com.au, $59.99

THE
LIBRARY
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Wi
like a decaying colossus, Seasons 1 5
have been bundled up with loads of 

extras: 21 discs of Southern Gaaah-thic 
for the delectation of the Dead-heads 

in your house.
eOneHub.com, $160

T
Fo
se
tog

rema
Mo

P

The fi nal word on Middle-earth 
completism is this Extended Hobbit 
Trilogy, on Blu-ray, 3D Blu-ray and 

digital HD. Precious, indeed.
jbhifi .com.au, $110
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Scenes from inside the 

highly anticipated 

Halo 5: Guardians.

I
F YOU’RE LOOKING FOR
the biggest gaming blockbusters
this Christmas, only one console
has the biggest names. Xbox One
is the only place where you’ll be

able to play Lara Croft’s latest adventure,
Rise Of The Tomb Raider, sequel to the
smash-hit reboot of this gaming
favourite. Fans of the Master Chief will

be able to step into the boots of an elite
Spartan warrior in the first Halo game to
truly leverage the power of the Xbox
One, in the highly anticipated Halo 5:

Guardians. And if you want to put the
pedal to the metal, this year’s biggest
racing game is undoubtedly Forza

Motorsport 6, with a whopping 460 cars
racing over 26 different locations. All

One of  the biggest hits this Christmas 
will undoubtedly be the latest in the 
mega-hit Halo series, Halo 5: Guardians. 
It’s the debut outing for the series on 
the Xbox One, and the huge leap in 
hardware performance compared to 
Xbox 360 means this will be the most 
immersive, detailed Halo game ever 
made. The four-player co-operative 
campaign leverages Xbox One’s 
cutting-edge multiplayer network, Xbox 
Live, allowing players to communicate 
and co-ordinate in their mission to fi nd 
the missing Master Chief. 

If  you’d rather play offl ine, Halo’s 
legendary Artifi cial Intelligence will 
take over control of  your three squad 
mates, but you’ll still be able to issue 
commands to get them out alive. 
The brand new ‘Warzone’ mode 
brings 24 human players into one 
massive online battle, where extra 
enemy and friendly combatants 
controlled by the AI deliver warfare on 
a staggering scale. Available now in 
Australia, Halo 5: Guardians delivers 
the next generation Halo-experience 
gaming fans have been craving. 

Halo 5: Guardians  OUT NOW

three of these blockbusters will be
released before Christmas, and only on
Xbox One. If that’s not enough to keep
you busy over the summer, there’s also a
huge range of other games coming to
Xbox, including Star Wars: Battlefront,
Call Of Duty: Black Ops 3; Fallout 4 and
more, making 2015 the biggest year for
game launches in Xbox history.

X-BOX: 
FIRST CLASS
CHRISTMAS 2015 LOOKS LIKE IT WILL BE THE BIGGEST IN 
X-BOX’S MASSIVE HISTORY. EMPIRE STRAPS IN…

The Xbox One is 
the only console 

that allows gamers 
to play their 

favourite games 
from the previous 
generation thanks 

to backwards 
compatibility, with 

dozens of Xbox 
360 games now 
available to play 
on the Xbox One. 

PC owners running 
Windows 10 can 
install the free 

Game Streaming 
app to stream 
their Xbox One 
games direct to 

the PC over their 
local network, 

freeing up the TV 
connected to the 

Xbox One. Throw in 
support for Netfl ix, 
live TV viewing and 

Blu-ray movies, 
and Xbox One is 

the home of 
exclusive 

entertainment.

THE MOST 
VERSATILE 

CONSOLE
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With more puzzle-solving, 

Lara Croft needs to figure 

out where the blood 

spatter has come from in 

Rise Of The Tomb Raider.

Forza’s new night and wet 

weather settings make 

the racing even more 

challenging., 

2013’s successful reboot of the Tomb 

Raider series introduced gamers to a 
grittier, grislier version of Lara Croft, and 
her tale of survival against the odds 
proved a massive hit. This year Xbox One 
is the exclusive host to the sequel, Rise Of 

The Tomb Raider. Crystal Dynamics has 
delivered even bigger action set-pieces 
than ever before, from surviving a huge 
avalanche, to escaping a giant tomb as it 
floods from hidden reservoirs, the 

spectacle within promises to be more 
intense than ever. This action adventure 
game has a strong focus on story, telling 
the tale of Lara’s quest to prove that the 
supernatural events in the previous game 
weren’t a figment of her imagination. 
While exploring the environment and 
taking out enemies will still be a huge part 
of the game, this year’s expedition returns 
to the series’ roots, with more tomb-
raiding and puzzle solving.  

Rise Of The Tomb Raider  OUT NOVEMBER 10

For the first time in Forza, every type of 
car currently raced in the Australian V8 
Supercar championship has been 
included. Forza Motorsport 6 includes all 
five manufacturers and 10 of the 
championship teams. They can race on a 
laser-scanned, photo-realistic replica of 
Mount Panorama’s Bathurst 1000 track, 
allowing up to 24 players to take on the 
world famous mountain online. If V8 
Supercars aren’t your thing, over 460 
different vehicles are intricately recreated 

in the game, right down to the nuts and 
bolts adorning the carburettors and air 
filters on the engines. A total of 26 
different locations offer multiple tracks, 
and include such fan-favourites as the 
Circuit de Spa-Francorchamps, Le Mans, 
and the Nürburgring Nordschliefe circuit. 
Forza’s revolutionary AI Drivatar system 
ensures races against computer-controlled 
opponents feels just like racing against 
humans. It’s already available in stores 
and in the Xbox Marketplace.

Forza Motorsport 6  OUT NOW

If those exclusives aren’t enough to 
keep you busy, the Xbox One will also 
host this year’s biggest cross-platform 
titles come Christmas time. Explore the 
radioactive wastelands of a post-
apocalyptic Earth in Fallout 4, which 
introduces base-building to this 
massively popular Role Playing Game. 

Step into the Rebel-crushing boots of 
Darth Vader in Star Wars: Battlefront, 
where up to 40 online players can 
recreate famous battles from the 
original trilogy, including the battle of 
Hoth and speeder-bike races on Endor. 

The world’s biggest entertainment 
franchise returns in Call Of Duty: Black 
Ops 3, which introduces a brand-new 
chain-based fluid movement system to 
the multiplayer mode that will deliver a 
deeper, more skilful experience than 
ever before. 

Assassins will love exploring the richly 
recreated city of London of the 1860s 
in Assassin’s Creed Syndicate, where 
the new rope-launcher and carriages 
will make getting around this vast 
playground a breeze. These are just a 
few of the big-names coming to Xbox 
One, with dozens more on the way.

 FIND OUT MORE AT XBOX.XOM/EN-AU/

CROSS-PLATFORM 
BLOCKBUSTERS
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THE EMPIRE CROSSWORD GIVE AWAYS

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8

9 10

11 12 13

14

15 16 17 18

19

20 21

22 23

ACROSS
7  Massimo, posthumously nominated for 

a Best Actor Oscar in 1996 (6)
8  It was just like it for Reese Witherspoon 

but far from it for Julianne Moore (6)
9/16 DOWN Mo-cap genius sounds like he 
could have thrived in the Big Top (4,6)
10  Bernard, forever musically linked with 

Alfred Hitchcock (8)
11  In which Bette Midler sang Wind 

Beneath My WIngs (7)
13  Film that saw Ray Winstone confi ned to 

a residential home (5)
15  Jim Mulholland had the title role in this 

Sly Stallone starrer (5)
17  It was about nothing as far as Kenneth 

Branagh was concerned (4,3)
20  Matt Damon’s talented character (2,6)
21  Under which Sophia Loren and Anthony 

Perkins found desire (4)
22  It was the fi rst English-language fi lm to 

use the term ‘homosexual’ (6)
23  Super-cool movie that introduced Sid 

The Sloth (3,3)

DOWN
1  Tim Roth’s colour in Reservoir Dogs 

(6)
2  Location fi lled with sin for Bruce 

WIllis, Mickey Rourke and Clive Owen 
(4)

3  Nora Ephron’s angelic 1996 
creation (7)

4  Composer David who scored The 
Conversation (5)

5  Mrs. Chuja takes a tumble for 
director Jim (8)

6  Richard Linklater’s black comedy in 
more ways than one (6)

12  Hugh Hudson’s fl aming vehicles (8)
14  She was one-third of Charlie’s Angels 

(4,3)
16 See 9 ACROSS 
18  Mad age in disarray for a Jeremy 

Irons release (6)
19  Fictional rock band portrayed on 

screen by Slade (5)
21  Need around a fi lm about the French 

electronic music scene (4)

SEPTEMBER ANSWERS ACROSS 7 Crouse, 8 Looper, 9 Anna, 10 A Scandal, 11 If I 
Stay, 13 Belle, 15 Black, 16 Minions, 18 Insomnia, 19 Cold, 21 Aiello, 22 Impact. DOWN 1 
Iron, 2 Jurassic World, 3 Getaway, 4 Alice, 5 Down Periscope, 6 Lena Olin, 12 Film Noir, 
14 Titanic, 17 Union, 20 Lucy. ANAGRAM Amy Adams

Assassin’s Creed Syndicate
for PS4

Pyscho: The Complete
Collection on Blu-ray

Freaks And Geeks: The
Complete Series Yearbook
Edition on DVD

Bitten: S1
on DVD

TO WIN, TELL US WHAT YOUR FAVOURITE WEREWOLF MOVIE IS, AND WHY.

TO WIN, TELL US WHAT MADE-UP SCHOOL YOU WANT TO ATTEND, AND WHY.

TO WIN, TELL US WHAT YOUR FAVOURITE HITCHCOCK FLICK IS, AND WHY.

 TO WIN, TELL US YOUR FAVOURITE VIDEO GAME CHARACTER, AND WHY.

FANCY YASELF A COCKNEY KILLER? WELL, (THE BRITISH) 
Empire has you covered guv, Victorian style Sir, 
with the latest Assassin’s Creed instalment, 
Syndicate. We have 10 copies up for grabs for 
your PS4, so be sure to have a gander at this 
comp and jump out of a haystack for yours quick. 
Go on my son, be lucky! 

HAVE YOU ALWAYS FANCIED A SHOWER AT THE BATES 
Motel? Well now you can have six by winning 
Psycho: The Complete Collection on Blu-ray. No 
need for your mother’s permission to enter, just 
take a stab at the question below and you could 
be watching Pyschos one to four plus the Gus 
Van Sant remake and the Bates Motel TV movie.

PAUL FEIG’S ODE TO THE LIFE OF MATHLETES AND 
freshmen in high school, Freaks And Geeks, sees 
James Franco, Jason Segel and Seth Rogen in 
their nerdy, adolescent prime. To bag one of 10 
copies of the entire series on DVD, study hard and 
stay in school. And answer the question below.

ELENA MICHAELS (LAURA VANDERVOORT) RETURNS TO 
the supernatural world to go paw to paw with a 
group of murderers turned werewolves. Be 
sure to sink your teeth into the question below 
and you could be one of 10 lucky lupines to bag 
a copy of the complete fi rst series. And as 
always, beware the moon. Woof. Snarl.

WIN!

WIN!

WIN!

WIN!
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CAPTION COMPETITIONLimited Edition Star Wars: The 
Force Awakens itty bittys

Haven: S5
on DVD

The Hobbit Extended Trilogy
on Blu-ray

Momentum
on Blu-ray or DVD

TO WIN, TELL US WHO YOUR FAVOURITE HOBBIT CHARACTER IS, AND WHY.

TO WIN, TELL US WHO YOUR FAVOURITE BOND GIRL IS, AND WHY.

TO WIN, TELL US WHAT YOUR FAVOURITE TV FINAL SEASON IS, AND WHY.

TO WIN, TELL US WHO FAVOURITE STAR WARS CHARACTER IS, AND WHY.

IT’S NOT ALL LIGHTSABERS, DROIDS
and LEGO — the Star Wars: The
Force Awakens toy onslaught is
also upping the cute factor with a
new range of itty bittys. Win and
you could be cuddling your very
own Rey and Kylo Ren.

IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO HIDE A SECRET, BUT ONE
competition to get your hands on the fifth and
final season of Haven. Enter now for your
chance to win one of 10 copies and you can
finally find out all the answers to all the
questions that have been bugging Agent Parker,
five years in the making.

FOR ALL OF THOSE FOLK OUT THERE WHO THOUGHT
Peter Jackson’s The Hobbit trilogy was not long
enough, rejoice! The whole shebang is available
in this glorious Blu-ray box set including a
butt-numbing triptych of extended editions.
That’s a lot of Gandalf for your buck, or for free,
if you win one of five sets we have to win.

FORMER BOND GIRL OLGA KURYLENKO AND
Morgan Freeman head to Cape Town,
South Africa for a high-octane — is there
any other kind? — cat and mouse actioner
that will leave you gripping the edge of
your seat if you win one of 10 copies we
have to give away on either format.

HOW TO ENTER 
To win any of these prizes, email us at 
empiregiveaways@bauer-media.com.au, write the prize 
in the subject line, your preferred format if there are 
both DVD or Blu-ray options and complete the answer 
in 25 words or less, not forgetting to include your 
contact details. All competitions are open to both 
Australian and New Zealander Empire readers. 
Entries close December 16.
For conditions of entry visit www.bauer-media.com.au/
terms/competition-terms

WIN!

WIN!

WIN!

WIN!

OCTOBER 2015 WINNER

Kung Fu Panda 3
cast JACK BLACK, ANGELINA JOLIE, DUSTIN 

HOFFMAN, JACKIE CHAN / director 
ALESSANDRO CARLONI, JENNIFER YUH

CAPTION THE PICTURE 
ABOVE AND WIN 
AWESOMENESS!

HOW TO ENTER
Use the free viewa 
app to scan this 
page. Then fill in the 
on-screen form with 
your 10 words or 
less caption and hit 
SUBMIT. The winner 
will be published in 
the February 2016 
edition of Empire. Congratulations Philip Hawkins! You win Mad Max: Fury Road on 

Blu-ray plus some awesome Max related swag!

Jim’s audition for Tony Abbott: 

The Musical wowed everyone.

KAPOW! THE MASTER OF ROTUND 
martial arts mayhem is back 
for his third animated 
adventure. Again voiced by 
Jack Black, Po must train a 
hapless bunch of animals in 
the art of kick-ass 
ass-kickery and defeat the 
bad guys with a Wuxi fi nger 
hold! All before yum cha 
time. Skadoosh! The most 
excellent of captions will 
take home every episode of  
Mad Men in a snazzy box 
with The Complete 
Collection on Blu-ray.

 KUNG FU PANDA 3 IS OUT 
 MARCH 24 2016. 
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LIKE THIS,
WATCH

THIS

¡THREE 
AMIGOS!

1986

In 1916, a trio of 

idiotic actors think 

they’ve been hired 

to put on a show in 

Mexico, but the 

bullets are real. 

See also: Galaxy 

Quest, A Bug’s Life. 

EXT. JUNGLE — DAY

Tugg Speedman: You know, there  
were times when I was doing Jack  
that I actually felt retarded. Like,  
really retarded.

Kirk Lazarus: Damn.

Speedman: In a weird way, I had to sort 
of just free myself  up to believe that it 
was okay to be stupid, or dumb.

Lazarus: To be a moron. 

Speedman: Yeah.

Lazarus: To be moronical.

Speedman: Exactly. To be a moron.

Lazarus: An imbecile.

Speedman: Yeah.

Lararus: Like, the dumbest motherfucker 
that ever lived.

Speedman: When I was playing the 
character.

Lazarus: When you was the character.

Speedman: Yeah. I mean, as Jack. 
Definitely.

Lazarus: Yeah, Jack. Stupid-ass Jack. 

Speedman: By the end of the whole thing 
I was like, “Wait a minute.” You know? I 
flushed so much out — how am I going 
to jump-start it up again? It’s just like… 
(Exhales)

Lazarus: Yeah.
Speedman: Yeah, right.

Lazarus: You was farting in bathtubs and 
laughing your ass off. (Grunts)

Speedman: Yeah. I mean, it was really 
quite a… It was crazy.

Lazarus: It’s like working with mercury. 
It’s high science, man. It’s an art form. 

Speedman: Yeah.

Lazarus: You an artist. 

Speedman: It’s what we do, right?

Lazarus: Yeah. Hats off  for going there, 
especially knowing how the Academy is 
about that shit. (Clears throat)

Speedman: About what?

Lazarus: You’re serious? You don’t know? 
Everybody knows you never go full retard.

Speedman: What do you mean?

Lazarus: Check it out. Dustin Hoffman, 
Rain Man. Look retarded, act retarded, 
not retarded. Count toothpicks, cheat at 
cards. Autistic, sure. Not retarded. Then 
you got Tom Hanks, Forrest Gump. Slow, 
yes, retarded, maybe, braces on his legs. 
But he charmed the pants off  Nixon and 
he won a ping-pong competition. That 
ain’t retarded. Peter Sellers, Being There. 
Infantile, yes. Retarded, no. (Beat) You 
went full retard, man. Never go full retard. 
You don’t buy that? Ask Sean Penn. 2001, 
I Am Sam. Remember? Went full retard, 
went home empty-handed.

“NEVER GO FULL RETARD.”

Tropic 
Thunder

SETTING THE SCENE When not detonating 
massive explosions (including the 
biggest in cinema history, until it was 
topped by Spectre), Ben Stiller’s 2008 
comedy is squarely about lampooning 
the unfettered egos of Hollywood folk.  
Here, fading action star Tugg Speedman 
(Stiller) and blacked-up Method actor 
Kirk Lazarus (Robert Downey Jr.) 
discuss the ins and outs of awards- 
bait performances. 

EDITOR’S NOTE
“This scene makes my son  

laugh a lot, and I have to confess,  
I love it too. The look on Ben Stiller’s  

face when he realises he made the
terri l .
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